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Inleiding 

The Greatest Mystery of Earth Revealed! Ezekiels Wheels 
Unveiled  

Gepubliceerd op 3 mei 2016 

Ezekiels vision revealed - Gods grand design of our Earth 
unveiled. Stonehenge decoded - CERN unveiled - The movement 
of the Sun and Moon unveiled - Rings within rings decoded - 
Aztec mysteries decoded - The Gateway found on the $20.00 bill 
revealed!  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NIqsYvLo6Ts&feature=yout
u.be  

 
Wij beginnen deze keermet het tonen van een afbeelding, waaronder een 
uitspraak is geplaatst van Johannes Kepler: 
 

 
 
Waar materie is, daar is geometrie.  Geometrie betekent letterlijk aard-
meetkunde, het meten van de aarde. Het gaat om afmetingen, vormen en 
figuren zoals deze op aarde voorkomen. Meetkunde is één van de oudste 
wetenschappen. Het is de enige exacte wetenschap die niet uitgaat van 
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aannames, maar van zekerheden. In oude kunstwerken is veel geometrie 
aanwezig. Moderne kunst heeft weinig meer opmet geometrie. In de 
schepping is geometrie overal aanwezig, of zoals Keplet stelt dat waar er 
materie is, daar is ook geometrie. Wijzelf maakten diverse kunstwerken 
groot en klein, waarin met name de vijfhoek als geometrische vorm 
aanwezig is.   Op bijgaande foto’s kunt u een werkstuk zien dat gemaakt 
is van speksteen. Het zijn twee vijfhoeken of pentagons die tegen elkaar 
aan zijn geplaatst, de één naar links wijzend, de ander naar rechts 
wijzend, als concave en convexe.  Er zijn twee gaten in geboord, als twee 
ogen om mee te kijken, te kijken naar de wereld, te zien hoe de schepping 
en materie geometrisch in elkaar zit. Hoe kijken wij naar de wereld, naar 
het leven, naar kunstwerken? 
Wij kunnen horizontaal kijken, zoals in afbeelding 1. Dan lijkt het 
werkstuk op een locomotief, een stukje mechaniek dat zich voort kan 
bewegen door de tijd, dus actie. 
Wanneer wij het werkstuk een kwart slag draaien en het vertikaal bezien, 
komt er iets dynamisch tevoorschijn, een levend wezen, een dier.   
 
 
 
Uit de nieuwsbrief van Marja de Vries, de schrijfster van een aantal 
belangrijke boeken, nemen wij onderstaande over ter informatie: 
Als iets in lijn is met de universele wetmatigheden, functioneert het 
optimaal, komt het overeen met wie we in essentie zijn, is het in balans 
en harmonie met het grotere geheel en draagt het bij aan het welzijn  
van alles en iedereen. 
‘Samenlevingen in Balans’ is de term waarmee ik verwijs naar 
samenlevingen waarvoor geldt dat inzicht in de werking van de 
universele wetmatigheden een inherent onderdeel is van alle aspecten 
van de cultuur. 
  
Lieve mensen,  
Hier is weer een nieuwe nieuwsbrief over de laatste ontwikkelingen 
rond mijn boeken De Hele Olifant in  Beeld en Samenlevingen in Balans 
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en mijn streven om bij te dragen aan de transformatie van leren en  
onderwijs, en dat alles op zo’n manier dat we een wereld kunnen 
creëren die bijdraagt aan het wereldwijd  welzijn van alles en iedereen, 
dus zonder iets of iemand buiten te sluiten of over het hoofd te zien, en 
dat  niet alleen op de korte termijn maar vooral ook op de lange termijn 
en voor de komende zeven generaties. 
 
De Hele Olifant in Beeld en de Gulden Snede 
Verhouding  
In De Hele Olifant in Beeld (2007) schrijf ik dat de westerse wetenschap 
– en aanvankelijk vooral in Russische landen - op steeds meer plekken 
de Gulden Snede verhouding op het spoor komt en dat te verwachten is  
dat dit proces in de komende tijd door zal gaan. Nu, inmiddels 9 jaar 
nadat ik mij manuscript bij de uitgeverij  inleverde, vond ik daar een 
indrukwekkende bevestiging van op de website van het door de Britse 
biofysica  Mae-Wan Ho opgerichte Institute of Science in Society (ISIS)  
De Gulden Snede verhouding en de Nobel Prijs voor scheikunde in 
2011  
Allereerst is daar een artikel van Mae-Wan Ho te vinden waarin ze 
vermeldt (wat mij was ontgaan) dat in  2011 Daniel Shechtman de Nobel 
Prijs voor Scheikunde heeft ontvangen voor het ontdekken van de op de  
Gulden Snede verhouding gebaseerde 'quasicrystals' (ook bekend als 
quasi periodic crystals). Terwijl  kristallen een 2, 3, 4 of 6 voudige 
symmetrie kennen, had zijn quasicrystal die hij al in 1982 creëerde een  
5-voudige symmetrie. Iets wat op dat moment voor onmogelijk werd 
gehouden. Daarom wilde niemand  hem aanvankelijk geloven en kreeg 
hij te horen: “There is no such thing as quasicrystals, only 
quasiscientists.”  
 
Inmiddels is echter duidelijk dat quasicrystals gekenmerkt worden door 
het feit dat de structuur gebaseerd  is op de Gulden Snede verhouding 
met als gevolg dat – in lijn met de werking van de universele wetten – 
het 'minimumenergiestructuren' zijn. Hier is het hele verhaal te lezen.  
De Gulden Snede verhouding ligt aan de basis van al het leven 
Maar bovendien en waar ik vooral heel blij van word beschrijft biofysica 
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Mae-Wan Ho in een serie van 7 artikelen die in 2014 en 2015 verschenen 
zijn hoe de Gulden Snede verhouding aan de basis van al het  leven ligt! 
Ze baseert zich hierbij zowel haar eigen inzichten als op de inzichten van 
diverse andere wetenschappers. Het werk van een aantal 
wetenschappers dat ze in deze artikelen noemt, noem ik ook in  De Hele 
Olifant in Beeld. Zij gaat echter nog een heel stuk verder. Zo beschrijft 
ze ook de Gulden Snede verhouding in relatie tot hersengolven en 
maken volgens haar de bijzondere kenmerken van het irrationele  
getal Phi (1, 618...) het bovendien eindelijk mogelijk om de inzichten in 
de kwantumfysica met de relativiteitstheorie van Albert Einstein te 
verenigen. De artikelen zijn voor de leek niet allemaal even  
eenvoudig te lezen, maar voor wie het interesseert zijn hier de linken 
naar de eerste 6 artikelen:  
Part 1 'The mathematics' 
 
Part 2 'Watching the Daisies Grow' 
 
Part 3 'Golden Music of the Brain' 
 
Part 4 'Golden Cycles & Organic Spacetime' 
 
part 5 'Golden Geometry of E-Infinity Fractal Spacetime' 
 
Part 6 'E-Infinity Spacetime, Quantum Paradoxes and Quantum Gravity' 
 
De Gulden Snede verhouding ook aan de basis van de structuur van 
water 
En in het 7e artikel, het meest recente artikel van Mae-Wan Ho dat in 
maart 2015 verscheen, beschrijft ze dat wetenschappers onlangs ook 
ontdekt hebben dat de Gulden Snede verhouding aan de basis ligt van 
de structuur van water! Hier is de link naar dat 7e artikel: 'Water 
Structured in the Golden Ratio' 
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De Lakhta tower vijfhoekig 
De Lakhta-toren in St. Petersburg in Rusland. 
 
 

 
 

R . Merrick  
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462 meter hoog, 330.000 m2 complex op 17 hectasre, van Gazprom. 
 
http://oddstuffmagazine.com/buildings-slope.html 
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15 plants that teach us sacred geometry 

 

Klik op de foto voor een  
vermelding van de copyrights 

Taal: 
 

Views: 327 

Ingevoerd: 18-05-2015 
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Geplaatst door: Redactie Earth Matters 

Bron: Zen Gardner 

 
Gekoppelde categorieen 

Spiritualiteit 

 

(Zen Gardner | Josh Richardson) Plant growth is governed by the 
Fibonacci sequence, which can be understood as a law of 
accumulation. The role of the Fibonacci sequence in the growth of 
plants is an intriguing example of the unifying order behind all 
creation. These patterns exist at all levels and permeate the 
universe, reminding us that the same swirling energy is shaping, 
sunflowers, whirlpools, spinning galaxies, and our own DNA. 
 
Sacred Geometry is the meeting of science and spirituality, ‘the 
blueprint, the structure of spacetime that organizes matter.’ It is an 
ancient science that explores and explains the language or building 
blocks of all things in our Universe. 
 
When one looks into the absolutely vast amount of information that has 
been collected on the extensive number of forms in which Nature 
employs the proportion of Phi, it is obvious that there is no other 
specific number that recurs throughout life on Earth with such 
regularity. 
 
In effect, the Fibonacci sequence describes how things grow, building 
and multiplying according to what’s already there. This growth by 
accumulation is reflected in how trees branch, flowers form, and ferns 
unfurl. 
 
All phenomena, from the infinitely small to the infinitely big… the 
growth of plants, human body proportions, the structure of crystals, the 
orbit of the planets, light, music and more has a specific geometric 
structure. Everything in the Universe follows the same geometric 
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pattern that fractals over and over creating endless possibilities of light, 
color, shape and sound. Every motion, system of growth, cell, plant, 
animal, planet, star, galaxy and black hole are all ruled by the 
mathematical laws of sacred geometry. Ancient cultures around the 
world have used this ‘mystery school’ knowledge to build monuments, 
churches and sacred sites. We have been studying these places for ages 
and through modern science perhaps we now beginning to understand 
the meaning and purpose behind these structures. 
 
In an overwhelming number of plants, a given branch or leaf will grow 
out of the stem approximately 137.5 degrees around the stem relative to 
the prior branch. In other words, after a branch grows out of the plant, 
the plant grows up some amount and then sends out another branch 
rotated 137.5 degrees relative to the direction that the first branch grew 
out of. 
 
The Fibonacci sequence governs the placement of leaves along a stem, 
ensuring that each leaf has maximum access to sunlight and rain. If you 
look straight down along a stem, the leaves (or branches) emerging 
from it will spiral such that when you count from one leaf to the one 
that lines up directly below it, the number of leaves between them and 
the number of times that group of leaves spirals around the stem will 
both be Fibonacci numbers. 
 
This same principle is at work in the formation of pine cones, 
sunflowers, pineapples, and cacti. All have a double spiral structure that 
allows their smaller elements (seeds, for instance) to pack closely and 
efficiently. Look at the middle of a sunflower: you will see that the 
seeds line up in crisscrossing spirals radiating from the center, and if 
you count the number of spirals turning in each direction 
(clockwise/counterclockwise), they will always be Fibonacci numbers. 
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Here are fifteen plants that perfectly demonstrate this principle: 

Sunflower                                                                                   Aloe 
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Romanesque brocolli / cauliflower                                             Red 
Cabbage Fractal 
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Pelecyphora aselliformis - Peyotillo                                           Dahlia 
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Crassula Buddha’s Temple Plant                                               Artichoke 
flowers 
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Unfolding fern                                                                             Pine 
cone 
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Euphorbia                                                                                   Drosophy
llum Lusitanicum 
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Pineapple                                                                                   Succulent
s 
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Koru 
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Source: Zen Gardner 
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http://www.thuban.spruz.com/forums/?page=post&id=2EA2C11E-
5EA6-482E-B3A1-43F6AA982DCC 
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SUSANakaTHE13THBRIDGE - Posted Jun 10th 2012 

Fibonacci Sequence, Doublets and Triplets. 
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Tetra-, Hex- and Pentagonal correlation between Letters, 
Numbers, Sound and Colours. 
 
The Golden Mean Rose is the Source of Creation.  

Thought patterns are expressed through 32 vertices of the 
fifth division  

(the Star-Tetrahedron or Cube inside of the Rhombi-Cube-
Octahedron),  

ten Vocals-Numbers-Sefiroth connecting the 22 Consonant 
Letters of the AlephBet in one direction.  
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32 X 2 = 64. 

Sixty-four is the number of root connections in both 
directions.  

64 is the geometry in three shells of one Tetrahedron inside 

of a Icosahedron inside of a truncated Cube-octahedron (or 
Great Rhombicubeoctahedron).  
 
The 64 hexagrams of I-CHING. 
 
See my image of cell division geometry: 

 

 "In proof of these things, and witnessing faithfully are the 
Universe,  

the Year of time, and Man himself, the Microcosm. 
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He fixed these as testimonies of the TRIAD, the HEPTAD,  

and the DODECAD; the twelve constellations rulers of the 
world,  

the Dragon (THELE) Tali which environs the universe, and the 
microcosm, man." 

 
From the Sefer Yetzirah 

 

Maximilian Pfalzgraf 

  

 

Post last edited Dec 12th 2012 

 The Discovery of Susan Lynne Schwenger & 
Tony Bermanseder -The alignment of all the ancient 
& tribal calendars showing: The End of 
The Macha (9,360,000 days) & Pacha (360 days) 
Grand Cycle which ends December 16th, 2013 at 
sunset - and, The Start of The Pacha iNTi (9,360,000 
Days) Grand Cycle of December 17th, 2013 at 
sunrise.  Susan Lynne Schwenger was the first 
person to identify The Grand Cycle change in 1984, 
as The Last Full Moon in 2013- 17 DEC 2013, in 
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alignment with The Six (6) Season Calendar aka The 
Ancient Year aka The Calendar Round aka The 
Thirteen(13) Moon Calendar  aka The Six (6) Event 
Calendar aka The Eight (8) Event Calendar.  The 
Aztec, Mayan, Maori, Aboriginal, First 
Nations, Metis & Native American Tribes also have 
cycles of 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 13, 18, 20, 52, 60, 180, 260, 360, 
360+5, 360+1+5, 390, 400, 23,400, 24,000, 26,000, 
26,001, 52,000, 52,002, 144,000, 180,000, 1,872,000 & 
9,360,000 Days, along with yearly Cycles. She was 
also the first to align The Celtic 
Calendar,  The Metonic Calendar, The Ancient 
Egyptian Calendar, The Chinese 60-year Calendar 
Cycle, and, an assortment of other chinese calendars 
etc.,  The Bermanseder Bible Codes & 
The Bermanseder Pyramid Formula (which closes 
the 12 pointed star) can also be aligned to these 
calendars: 

 http://www.thuban.spruz.com/forums/?page=post&id=026
5D780-C9C1-46C1-80A1-A15795198653&pageindex=83  

THE MAIN CODE of THE DRESDEN CODEX 
THROUGH THE MAYAN SUPER NUMBER 1366560 
has been cracked by Tony Bermanseder & Susan 
Lynne Schwenger -- which mathematically proves we 
live in a 12 level universe 
http://www.thuban.spruz.com/forums/?page=post&id
=716B3150-CCF7-487D-8EBA-
D2AEB16801A0&fid=F3D0C39E-7270-4160-80DE-
61A397C1A988 

 QuoteRate 
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My Posts 

Moderator 
Posts: 8934 

SUSANakaTHE13THBRIDGE - Posted Jun 10th 2012 

Geometry of Cell Division (part III) 
 
7th division 
 
Closest packing of 128 cells - Geometry of 8-24-96 vertices. 
 
Metatron Cube - Flower of Life - Seed of Life 
 
I had to construct this geometry (bamboo skewers,sticky 
tape)  

because I could not find it described anywhere 
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... don't know if there is a name for it,  

so I call it "maxi-jitterbug".... 

Maximilian Pfalzgraf 

  

  

 The Discovery of Susan Lynne Schwenger & 
Tony Bermanseder -The alignment of all the ancient 
& tribal calendars showing: The End of 
The Macha (9,360,000 days) & Pacha (360 days) 
Grand Cycle which ends December 16th, 2013 at 
sunset - and, The Start of The Pacha iNTi (9,360,000 
Days) Grand Cycle of December 17th, 2013 at 
sunrise.  Susan Lynne Schwenger was the first 
person to identify The Grand Cycle change in 1984, 
as The Last Full Moon in 2013- 17 DEC 2013, in 
alignment with The Six (6) Season Calendar aka The 
Ancient Year aka The Calendar Round aka The 
Thirteen(13) Moon Calendar  aka The Six (6) Event 
Calendar aka The Eight (8) Event Calendar.  The 
Aztec, Mayan, Maori, Aboriginal, First 
Nations, Metis & Native American Tribes also have 
cycles of 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 13, 18, 20, 52, 60, 180, 260, 360, 
360+5, 360+1+5, 390, 400, 23,400, 24,000, 26,000, 
26,001, 52,000, 52,002, 144,000, 180,000, 1,872,000 & 
9,360,000 Days, along with yearly Cycles. She was 
also the first to align The Celtic 
Calendar,  The Metonic Calendar, The Ancient 
Egyptian Calendar, The Chinese 60-year Calendar 
Cycle, and, an assortment of other chinese calendars 
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etc.,  The Bermanseder Bible Codes & 
The Bermanseder Pyramid Formula (which closes 
the 12 pointed star) can also be aligned to these 
calendars: 

 http://www.thuban.spruz.com/forums/?page=post&id=026
5D780-C9C1-46C1-80A1-A15795198653&pageindex=83  

THE MAIN CODE of THE DRESDEN CODEX 
THROUGH THE MAYAN SUPER NUMBER 1366560 
has been cracked by Tony Bermanseder & Susan 
Lynne Schwenger -- which mathematically proves we 
live in a 12 level universe 
http://www.thuban.spruz.com/forums/?page=post&id
=716B3150-CCF7-487D-8EBA-
D2AEB16801A0&fid=F3D0C39E-7270-4160-80DE-
61A397C1A988 
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... the truncated Cub-octahedron 
(or great Rhombicuboctahedron) flat ... 
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and 
 
... plant of the "Salzburger Dom" ... typical Gothic Cathedral 
.... 

Maximilian Pfalzgraf 

 

 

Post last edited Jun 10th 2012 

 The Discovery of Susan Lynne Schwenger & 
Tony Bermanseder -The alignment of all the ancient 
& tribal calendars showing: The End of 
The Macha (9,360,000 days) & Pacha (360 days) 
Grand Cycle which ends December 16th, 2013 at 
sunset - and, The Start of The Pacha iNTi (9,360,000 
Days) Grand Cycle of December 17th, 2013 at 
sunrise.  Susan Lynne Schwenger was the first 
person to identify The Grand Cycle change in 1984, 
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as The Last Full Moon in 2013- 17 DEC 2013, in 
alignment with The Six (6) Season Calendar aka The 
Ancient Year aka The Calendar Round aka The 
Thirteen(13) Moon Calendar  aka The Six (6) Event 
Calendar aka The Eight (8) Event Calendar.  The 
Aztec, Mayan, Maori, Aboriginal, First 
Nations, Metis & Native American Tribes also have 
cycles of 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 13, 18, 20, 52, 60, 180, 260, 360, 
360+5, 360+1+5, 390, 400, 23,400, 24,000, 26,000, 
26,001, 52,000, 52,002, 144,000, 180,000, 1,872,000 & 
9,360,000 Days, along with yearly Cycles. She was 
also the first to align The Celtic 
Calendar,  The Metonic Calendar, The Ancient 
Egyptian Calendar, The Chinese 60-year Calendar 
Cycle, and, an assortment of other chinese calendars 
etc.,  The Bermanseder Bible Codes & 
The Bermanseder Pyramid Formula (which closes 
the 12 pointed star) can also be aligned to these 
calendars: 

 http://www.thuban.spruz.com/forums/?page=post&id=026
5D780-C9C1-46C1-80A1-A15795198653&pageindex=83  

THE MAIN CODE of THE DRESDEN CODEX 
THROUGH THE MAYAN SUPER NUMBER 1366560 
has been cracked by Tony Bermanseder & Susan 
Lynne Schwenger -- which mathematically proves we 
live in a 12 level universe 
http://www.thuban.spruz.com/forums/?page=post&id
=716B3150-CCF7-487D-8EBA-
D2AEB16801A0&fid=F3D0C39E-7270-4160-80DE-
61A397C1A988 

  
 QuoteRate 
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SUSANakaTHE13THBRIDGE - Posted Jun 10th 2012 

  

Amiens Cathedral France  
Chakra Geometry 
 
source: http://pearlsofwar.blogspot.com.es/2011/01/chakras-
and-cathedrals.html 

 — atCathédrale d' Amiens 
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 The Discovery of Susan Lynne Schwenger & 
Tony Bermanseder -The alignment of all the ancient 
& tribal calendars showing: The End of 
The Macha (9,360,000 days) & Pacha (360 days) 
Grand Cycle which ends December 16th, 2013 at 
sunset - and, The Start of The Pacha iNTi (9,360,000 
Days) Grand Cycle of December 17th, 2013 at 
sunrise.  Susan Lynne Schwenger was the first 
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person to identify The Grand Cycle change in 1984, 
as The Last Full Moon in 2013- 17 DEC 2013, in 
alignment with The Six (6) Season Calendar aka The 
Ancient Year aka The Calendar Round aka The 
Thirteen(13) Moon Calendar  aka The Six (6) Event 
Calendar aka The Eight (8) Event Calendar.  The 
Aztec, Mayan, Maori, Aboriginal, First 
Nations, Metis & Native American Tribes also have 
cycles of 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 13, 18, 20, 52, 60, 180, 260, 360, 
360+5, 360+1+5, 390, 400, 23,400, 24,000, 26,000, 
26,001, 52,000, 52,002, 144,000, 180,000, 1,872,000 & 
9,360,000 Days, along with yearly Cycles. She was 
also the first to align The Celtic 
Calendar,  The Metonic Calendar, The Ancient 
Egyptian Calendar, The Chinese 60-year Calendar 
Cycle, and, an assortment of other chinese calendars 
etc.,  The Bermanseder Bible Codes & 
The Bermanseder Pyramid Formula (which closes 
the 12 pointed star) can also be aligned to these 
calendars: 

 http://www.thuban.spruz.com/forums/?page=post&id=026
5D780-C9C1-46C1-80A1-A15795198653&pageindex=83  

THE MAIN CODE of THE DRESDEN CODEX 
THROUGH THE MAYAN SUPER NUMBER 1366560 
has been cracked by Tony Bermanseder & Susan 
Lynne Schwenger -- which mathematically proves we 
live in a 12 level universe 
http://www.thuban.spruz.com/forums/?page=post&id
=716B3150-CCF7-487D-8EBA-
D2AEB16801A0&fid=F3D0C39E-7270-4160-80DE-
61A397C1A988 
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Dodecahedral Geometry of the Bodies Auric Field 
and Chakra Symmetry ... 
 
The Flower of Life has twelve centres around a column of 
seven levels 

. The octave has 7 tones but there are also five elevated 
tones (black keys on the piano keybord)  

so there are actually 12 so called halve tones in an octave. 

The black keys correspond to the five back-side vortices to 
the chakras 

between Ajna and Swadhisthana.  
 
Despite the observation that chakras canalize through 
seven levels, there are not seven 

- but six PAIRS of main chakras in the "Vis Vita" around 
the human body.  

Crown and root or Sahasrara and Muladhara are two 
poles of ONE Chakra-Pair  
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....Maximilian Pfalzgraf

 

  

 

Post last edited Jun 10th 2012 

 The Discovery of Susan Lynne Schwenger & 
Tony Bermanseder -The alignment of all the ancient 
& tribal calendars showing: The End of 
The Macha (9,360,000 days) & Pacha (360 days) 
Grand Cycle which ends December 16th, 2013 at 
sunset - and, The Start of The Pacha iNTi (9,360,000 
Days) Grand Cycle of December 17th, 2013 at 
sunrise.  Susan Lynne Schwenger was the first 
person to identify The Grand Cycle change in 1984, 
as The Last Full Moon in 2013- 17 DEC 2013, in 
alignment with The Six (6) Season Calendar aka The 
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Ancient Year aka The Calendar Round aka The 
Thirteen(13) Moon Calendar  aka The Six (6) Event 
Calendar aka The Eight (8) Event Calendar.  The 
Aztec, Mayan, Maori, Aboriginal, First 
Nations, Metis & Native American Tribes also have 
cycles of 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 13, 18, 20, 52, 60, 180, 260, 360, 
360+5, 360+1+5, 390, 400, 23,400, 24,000, 26,000, 
26,001, 52,000, 52,002, 144,000, 180,000, 1,872,000 & 
9,360,000 Days, along with yearly Cycles. She was 
also the first to align The Celtic 
Calendar,  The Metonic Calendar, The Ancient 
Egyptian Calendar, The Chinese 60-year Calendar 
Cycle, and, an assortment of other chinese calendars 
etc.,  The Bermanseder Bible Codes & 
The Bermanseder Pyramid Formula (which closes 
the 12 pointed star) can also be aligned to these 
calendars: 

 http://www.thuban.spruz.com/forums/?page=post&id=026
5D780-C9C1-46C1-80A1-A15795198653&pageindex=83  

THE MAIN CODE of THE DRESDEN CODEX 
THROUGH THE MAYAN SUPER NUMBER 1366560 
has been cracked by Tony Bermanseder & Susan 
Lynne Schwenger -- which mathematically proves we 
live in a 12 level universe 
http://www.thuban.spruz.com/forums/?page=post&id
=716B3150-CCF7-487D-8EBA-
D2AEB16801A0&fid=F3D0C39E-7270-4160-80DE-
61A397C1A988 
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Moderator 
Posts: 8934 

SUSANakaTHE13THBRIDGE - Posted Jun 10th 2012 

Basic "Platonics": 
 
1. EARTH 
The Cube in an octagonal grid.  
The diagonals form a Tetrahedron 
 
2. FIRE 
Six Tetrahedra in this constellation form an Octahedron 
grid. 
 
3. AIR 
Octahedron - Pyramid grid. In the empty space between 
eight Octahedron fits the Vector Equilibrium. 
 
4. VAPOUR 
Cub-octahedron or Vector Equilibrium  
(Archimedean solid between air and water). 
 
5. WATER 
The Icosahedron as a twisted Cub-octahedron. 
 
6. AETHER 

The Dodecahedron as inverse Icosahedron. 
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Bill Hodge says Alchemy looking at geometry.... isn't it 1, air 
(spirit/gas/vapoour/aether) 2, water 3, fire and 4, earth (solid?) 
if you keep going you start to come back to the godhead 
consicously "enlightenment" via 5, senses 6, fold ways and 7, 
"Heaven" this is simplistic but is a7 step process from spirit 
through unconsious to "solid" (and return by conscious effort) 
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Tony Bermanseder -The alignment of all the ancient 
& tribal calendars showing: The End of 
The Macha (9,360,000 days) & Pacha (360 days) 
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Grand Cycle which ends December 16th, 2013 at 
sunset - and, The Start of The Pacha iNTi (9,360,000 
Days) Grand Cycle of December 17th, 2013 at 
sunrise.  Susan Lynne Schwenger was the first 
person to identify The Grand Cycle change in 1984, 
as The Last Full Moon in 2013- 17 DEC 2013, in 
alignment with The Six (6) Season Calendar aka The 
Ancient Year aka The Calendar Round aka The 
Thirteen(13) Moon Calendar  aka The Six (6) Event 
Calendar aka The Eight (8) Event Calendar.  The 
Aztec, Mayan, Maori, Aboriginal, First 
Nations, Metis & Native American Tribes also have 
cycles of 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 13, 18, 20, 52, 60, 180, 260, 360, 
360+5, 360+1+5, 390, 400, 23,400, 24,000, 26,000, 
26,001, 52,000, 52,002, 144,000, 180,000, 1,872,000 & 
9,360,000 Days, along with yearly Cycles. She was 
also the first to align The Celtic 
Calendar,  The Metonic Calendar, The Ancient 
Egyptian Calendar, The Chinese 60-year Calendar 
Cycle, and, an assortment of other chinese calendars 
etc.,  The Bermanseder Bible Codes & 
The Bermanseder Pyramid Formula (which closes 
the 12 pointed star) can also be aligned to these 
calendars: 

 http://www.thuban.spruz.com/forums/?page=post&id=026
5D780-C9C1-46C1-80A1-A15795198653&pageindex=83  

THE MAIN CODE of THE DRESDEN CODEX 
THROUGH THE MAYAN SUPER NUMBER 1366560 
has been cracked by Tony Bermanseder & Susan 
Lynne Schwenger -- which mathematically proves we 
live in a 12 level universe 
http://www.thuban.spruz.com/forums/?page=post&id
=716B3150-CCF7-487D-8EBA-
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D2AEB16801A0&fid=F3D0C39E-7270-4160-80DE-
61A397C1A988 
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The Importance of Number Nine 
 
in 360º based Geometry 
 
Sums of Angles in Polyhedra and Platonic Solids 

  

by Maximilian Pfalzgraf 
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sunrise.  Susan Lynne Schwenger was the first 
person to identify The Grand Cycle change in 1984, 
as The Last Full Moon in 2013- 17 DEC 2013, in 
alignment with The Six (6) Season Calendar aka The 
Ancient Year aka The Calendar Round aka The 
Thirteen(13) Moon Calendar  aka The Six (6) Event 
Calendar aka The Eight (8) Event Calendar.  The 
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Aztec, Mayan, Maori, Aboriginal, First 
Nations, Metis & Native American Tribes also have 
cycles of 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 13, 18, 20, 52, 60, 180, 260, 360, 
360+5, 360+1+5, 390, 400, 23,400, 24,000, 26,000, 
26,001, 52,000, 52,002, 144,000, 180,000, 1,872,000 & 
9,360,000 Days, along with yearly Cycles. She was 
also the first to align The Celtic 
Calendar,  The Metonic Calendar, The Ancient 
Egyptian Calendar, The Chinese 60-year Calendar 
Cycle, and, an assortment of other chinese calendars 
etc.,  The Bermanseder Bible Codes & 
The Bermanseder Pyramid Formula (which closes 
the 12 pointed star) can also be aligned to these 
calendars: 
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... there is a clue hidden here to another marvel of geometry 

about the square and the pentagon and all their doubling 
octagon, decagon ... etcetera ... 

their root angle is also 9.  

The corner angle of the decagon is 144º ... Coral Castle 
Code 144 = 9. 

Maximilian Pfalzgraf 
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Nations, Metis & Native American Tribes also have 
cycles of 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 13, 18, 20, 52, 60, 180, 260, 360, 
360+5, 360+1+5, 390, 400, 23,400, 24,000, 26,000, 
26,001, 52,000, 52,002, 144,000, 180,000, 1,872,000 & 
9,360,000 Days, along with yearly Cycles. She was 
also the first to align The Celtic 
Calendar,  The Metonic Calendar, The Ancient 
Egyptian Calendar, The Chinese 60-year Calendar 
Cycle, and, an assortment of other chinese calendars 
etc.,  The Bermanseder Bible Codes & 
The Bermanseder Pyramid Formula (which closes 
the 12 pointed star) can also be aligned to these 
calendars: 
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SUSANakaTHE13THBRIDGE - Posted Jun 10th 2012 

there is a clue hidden here to another marvel of geometry about 
the square and the pentagon 

and all their doubling octagon, decagon ... etcetera ... 

their root angle is also 9. The corner angle of the decagon is 
144º ... Coral Castle Code 144 = 9. 
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Nations, Metis & Native American Tribes also have 
cycles of 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 13, 18, 20, 52, 60, 180, 260, 360, 
360+5, 360+1+5, 390, 400, 23,400, 24,000, 26,000, 
26,001, 52,000, 52,002, 144,000, 180,000, 1,872,000 & 
9,360,000 Days, along with yearly Cycles. She was 
also the first to align The Celtic 
Calendar,  The Metonic Calendar, The Ancient 
Egyptian Calendar, The Chinese 60-year Calendar 
Cycle, and, an assortment of other chinese calendars 
etc.,  The Bermanseder Bible Codes & 
The Bermanseder Pyramid Formula (which closes 
the 12 pointed star) can also be aligned to these 
calendars: 
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Fatima Syed Fatima .....brings to mind the 144 thousand that 
the Lord brings to Heaven ~ 

Coral Castle Code The thing to embrace is that all of this 
represents the Blueprints of Energy :) Magnetic Energies :) 

Lynn Leslie Geometry explains our use of base 10. 0-9 - the 
ten integers of our holo-fractal Universe. We have 10 fingers 
because we are bio-fractals. We don't use base 10 because we 
have ten fingers. Or if you like, it is a chicken-egg conundrum. 

o   
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Calendar aka The Eight (8) Event Calendar.  The 
Aztec, Mayan, Maori, Aboriginal, First 
Nations, Metis & Native American Tribes also have 
cycles of 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 13, 18, 20, 52, 60, 180, 260, 360, 
360+5, 360+1+5, 390, 400, 23,400, 24,000, 26,000, 
26,001, 52,000, 52,002, 144,000, 180,000, 1,872,000 & 
9,360,000 Days, along with yearly Cycles. She was 
also the first to align The Celtic 
Calendar,  The Metonic Calendar, The Ancient 
Egyptian Calendar, The Chinese 60-year Calendar 
Cycle, and, an assortment of other chinese calendars 
etc.,  The Bermanseder Bible Codes & 
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THE MYSTERY OF THE TETRAGRAMMATON (Part 1) 

Posted by Chris Hohn on March 31, 2012 

CODE MAP & PASSWORD FOR THE ANCIENT ETHERIC 

“KRYSTOS GRID” MULTI-DIMENSIONAL ORGANIC 
INTERNET 

 

Mesha Stele at the Louvre (dated 840 BC); perhaps the earliest known 
use of the Tetragrammaton. I have no doubt this Cipher-Password 
comes from considerably earlier eras, from the Atlantis "Krystos Grids" 

If after reading the previous posts in this blog you have not yet gathered 
that in very ancient times and way before officially accepted history, 
much more advanced civilizations existed which utilized the etheric 
Frequency-Modulated crystal (Krystos) Grids to power and serve as 
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medium of shareable transmission of a type of Organic Living Internet 
which ultimately not only changed things “on the screen” so to speak but 
altered the surrounding “reality” itself, then you have not been really 
reading at all.  This is in no small part what the expression Demiurgic 
Technology means; our present Timeline’s information age technology 
is but a minor copycat attempt only operating at an inorganic level, a tiny 
partial subset of a much more powerful multi-dimensional science of 
SYNCHRONIC CONVERGENCE incorporating a superior form of 
Language in its software, a linguistic Fractal Resonance tool that is 
presently unfathomable to most people, but which for ex those attuned to 
Gematria and so forth, are keenly aware of. 

 

Tetragrammaton related Masoretic vowel points 

*(CLICK TO ENLARGE)* 

In our present semi-medieval religious dominated mindset, the childish 
explanations we are given for the case above of the so called 
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Tetragrammaton, mostly verge on the laughable; for ex we have the 
Watchtower Society (otherwise known as Jehova’s Witnesses) 
indoctrinating its believers on the fable that this is the “true name of God” 
in the “original Bible”.  But, was it really the name of God or rather the 
multiform CIPHER ENCRYPTED PROTECTED PASSWORD TO 
ACCESS AN INTRANET THAT SURVIVED THE FALL (SHUT-
OFF) OF THE ATLANTIS GRIDS, and could be still operated in a very 
limited manner…?  First of all and irrefutably so, the Tetragrammaton 
cipher password was related to the Pyramids, and this can be easily seen 
when just looking at its original taught template within the Pythagorean 
school of ancient Greece (Pythagoras / born 570 BC, died 495 BC), which 
sought to educate on the triangular “LAMBDOMA” as origin of all 
science of proportions and Form Manifestation (also evident origin of the 
symbolic term “The Lamb” as applied to ‘Jesus’ in the Gospels, since 
‘Jesus’ is proposed to be the LOGOS COMPUTING DEMIURG, thus 
the “lamb” or Lambdoma is the template configuration in the Creation 
process). 
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Now it is well known that Pythagoras was a superhuman (‘godly’) figure 
secretly rumored to be able to travel in Space/Time, taught by Hermes 
and sent to 3D Earth to help mankind; in other words Pythagoras is the 
real link between ancient Egypt of the Pyramids as leftover of Atlantis 
and the following devolved surviving civilizations in our occidental 
world, as far as knowledge concerns. This is why for ex within Masonic 
circles Pythagoras is regarded as an archetype of ‘Jesus’ within the 
“LOGOS & NOUS” secret knowledge; the utter caricature that this 
distinction has been turned into by the current academic establishment is 
a testament  to the interdiction of all science and knowledge of crucial 
matters in our current civilization. I suggest you rather start thinking of 
the NOUS as akin to your Personal Computer and of the LOGOS as akin 
to the Worldwide Internet, to better grasp what they were trying to 
convey when using these terms. Merely speaking along the lines of vague 
notions of “mind” or “reason” is directly obfuscating the true meaning 
and precision of the distinction; what matters is that your “Psychic Mind” 
as an individual is both totally different to the “Body Computer” and its 
sensory apparatus, as well as the universal Organic Internet Etheric 
Servers which only your “Psychic Mind” can access and be a part of, but 
not your “Body Computer”  -i.e. the Brain-.   The way we currently 
adjectivize “EGO” is intended to mean the attachment of this rogue 
program to the Brain as “Body Computer” demigod, thus inverting the 
order of precedence and control from the bottom up, for all practical 
means turning humans into zombie prisoners of their bodily-bound Ego 
as the lowest order mind computer, while disconnecting humans from 
their medium level “Psychic Mind” (the NOUS) which can indeed link 
to and interact with the higher etheric universal mind of the cosmic 
Organic Internet (the LOGOS), as this much higher level runs the 
programs of Creation & Manifestation within a Multi-Dimensional 
(Demiurgic) platform.  What we call the single highest God, is 
considerably higher than all of this, and this is the pertinent issue which 
religions have “flattened out” to the thin layer of a pancake version of the 
multi-dimensional realities, in which humans are immediately near the 
highest God with very few intermediate layers of Creation & 
Manifestation in between, the equivalent of what Flat-Earthers did in 
respect to astronomy, in regards to the conceptual apprehension of the 
Multiverse  -when of course the opposite is true, that 3D humans are at 
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near the bottom within a very thin frequency layer, and from there on up 
lies a vast Multiverse of intricate layers of frequency all the way to the 
very but very far top where we would place God-. 

 

Pythagorean creation of the Musical Scale and Harmonics through 
his LAMBDOMA 
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Therefore the 
original concept of the Trinity was never a religious notion but rather a 
“synchronic-geometric” Multi-Dimensional construct to help humans 
navigate through the laws governing the processes of CREATION & 
MANIFESTATION, as derived of the knowledge inherent to the 
Lambdoma and the Triangular / Pyramidal Convergence of Resonance 
within the Multiverse; and this is the exact reason for ex the Masons have 
always called God the Great Architect, simply because in their secret 
lodges they have hoarded the ancient “mystery” knowledge concerning 
these things. These elite pirates of wisdom have always known that while 
there is a Geometry to Creation via frequencies & harmonies/harmonics, 
at the same time there is a SOFTWARE aspect to it, embodied for ex in 
the so called “Kabbalah”. What this means is that the language of the 
Logos software of Creation & Manifestation, is also imbued of the 
properties of Synchronic Convergence & Resonance, unlike our daily use 
of language in a strictly utilitarian created mode which is merely linear 
& aggregative while most often randomly configured; yet within this 
apparent random language, a higher set of distractedly called 
“Kabbalistic” cues and fractals organize a subset of Higher Synchronic 
Language somewhat or partially resonating to the Nous & Logos of 
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Demiurgic Creation, whereby those attuned to this subset can ‘read’ a 
much different higher Reality-Behind-Reality simply by focusing the 
higher mind on the very language in itself (as in the practice of Gematria, 
etc).  However yet another aspect of language as ENCRYPTION & 
PASSWORD to access the Demiurgic tools of Living Internet 
computing, is also relevant although distinct from the previously 
described aspect, and this is where the Tetragrammaton precisely fits in 
within the larger scheme of things. 

 

It’s easy to see that when the Tetyractys is composed of 153 dots, then 
the resulting internal figures consist of 10 Upwards Triangles and 6 
Downwards Triangles; this is my opinion is the origin of the “10 
Commandments”, as this specific Tetractys had enormous 
importance.  The geometrical schematic probably came about after 
careful analysis on the construction of the Pentagram and the 
Hexagram,  both of which in turn result from the construction of the 
Vesica Pisces, which is defined in numbers as the ratio between 265 & 
153, thus 153 is the key to the Portal between Pentagram & Hexagram: 
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VESICA PISCES ratio 

153 is a triangular number, and below you are able to notice how the last 
10 numbers in its Tetractys go from 144 to 153;  the sum of the first five 
factorials yields:  [ 1!+2!+3!+4!+5! = 153 ] also reaffirming the 
pentagramic structure.  The last 13 numbers add up 
to:  [141+142+143+144+145+146+147+1q48+149+150+151+152+153  
=  1911 ].  Since 153 is the 17th triangular number, when multiplying 
both:  [ 153 x 17 = 2601 ], and the English alphabet consists of 26 letters, 
while in Standard Universal English Gematria (a=1, b=2, …, z=26):  [ 
GOD = 26 ]. 
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Vesica Pisces and Star of David 
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Pentagram and the Vesica Pisces 

 

Pentagram, Hexagram and the Vesica Pisces; the common AB side 
between Pentagram & Hexagram is indeed the earlier shown "153" 
(segment BD in the Vesica Pisces Ratio figure) proportional segment. 
We will see in Part 2 & Part 3 ahead, that the name for the "Mary 
Magdalen" figure in the Gospels narrative, carefully encodes "153" 
in Greek Gematria, symbolizing the female Vulva in esoteric (higher 
dimensional) terms or the Sacred Fish in exoteric (3D) terms, also 
encoded as ICHTUS 

Thus it is self-evident that the Vesica Pisces as the 
interlocking/underlying structure between the Pentagram and the 
Hexagram (Star of David) was regarded as the basic template of the 
DEMIURGIC SCIENCE OF CREATION & MANIFESTATION, and 
its associated symbols and numbers were given a “religious” 
significance in order to preserve this deep secret of higher wisdom, 
through the following ages in the DESCENT OF MANKIND, or 
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devolution downwards into the Age of Material Darkness which is 
reaching its apex point now. 

 

Vesica Pisces as conjunction area between 2 circular waves forms a 
Sonic Interference Pattern, basis for a Double Helix Grid of resonance 
& shape 

The numbers 1 / 5 / 3 that form 153, are also triangular numbers, and 
this is why when we add their cubes, one returns to 153 again:  [ 
(1x1x1)+(5x5x5)+(3x3x3) = 153 ].  A fractal echo of this interference is 
found for ex in the Transit of Venus across the Sun when seen form the 
Earth, which periodical occurrence forms a Pentagram in Venus orbit: 
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Venus Pentagram formed by each Venus Transit over the Sun as seen 
from Earth 

In other words every manifestation is intrinsically or inherently linked to 
all other manifestations through the essential templates of formation, or 
through the EVENTS in Space/Time that mark relevant happenings, all 
part of the same fractality; what this implies is the notion of a DEMIURG 
COMPUTER PROGRAM underlying all manifestations, operating via 
Holographic Fractals, then geometries, numbers, letters, words, names, 
events, etc, become all part of the same exact program or software, but 
express a different linear projection of them. If there was no underlying 
Morphogenetic Field through which the Living Software (Logos & Nous) 
could lock into pattern, there would be no “reality” as such in the 
Multiverses.  Now if you quickly go backwards in the figures presented 
here, then at the end you’ll see the “YHWH” within the Tetractys as an 
“opening” Password which is encrypted and cipher encoded for 
protection. This explains the otherwise absurd “religious” prescriptions 
for not uttering that “name” aloud, the substitutions of it via adding the 
vowels and so forth, for the alter “names” Adonia, Elohim, Lord, etc etc 
etc; evidently these were all mere cover stories to preserve the secrecy 
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surrounding the encryption of the Password procedure.  So while it was 
allowed to write the Tetragrammaton “YHWH” (or “IHVH”), it was not 
allowed to vocalize it, as only the High Priest on the Day of Atonement 
(TONE, frequency) could utter it in full voice.  And few people know 
that the origin of the term “YAHOO” is one of the possible loud 
vocalization of the “YHWH” Tetragrammaton, because it used to be an 
anecdotal urban legend amongst computer geeks. 

 

symbol of the Tetragrammaton within the Pentagram 

And all the different people that throughout history have been privy to 
these other higher sciences, in turn proceeded to encode in their own 
devised names for places and such, the same formulas, such as for ex the 
famous GRAND TETON mountains in Wyoming are formed by GRAM 
/ TE / TON within the above figure, or as for ex the 5 letter name for 
T/E/X/A/S is also depicted as within the same Tetragrammaton 
pentagram, or as for ex the new monotheistic God of Pharaoh Amenophis 
IV better known as Akhenaten/Akhenaton (the God “ATON” or 
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“ATEN”) is also found in MA / TON, etc etc etc. Therefore the science 
of Formation is the same as the science of SOUND and number,  as the 
light of the orb ATON is the same as the sonic TONE but just in another 
manifestation. 

 THAT “IHVH” (“IHWH” OR “YHWH”) KNOWN AS THE 
TETRAGRAMMATON CANNOT BE THE SO CALLED 

“NAME OF GOD” IS EVIDENT IN THE FACT THAT THERE IS 
A NAME (Tetragrammaton) TO DENOTE THE  

NAME “IHWH”, THUS IT’S STANDS AS SELF EVIDENT 
THAT THIS IS NOT A NAME BUT A CIPHER-CODE 

FOR SOMETHING ELSE ALTOGETHER    (since when another 
name is needed to denote a name…!?) 
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Pict - Celt tuning fork megalith (Bronze Age) -and hammer to strike 
the tuning fork like a bell- 

In my opinion, what it was all about, was an attempt to preserve for 
millennia the secret password and code-map for the now deactivated but 
active in the very ancient past organic internet as interactive with the 
Pineal Gland and the Pituitary Gland; this type of far more advanced 
multi-dimensional Living Information Field worked its way through the 
different MORPHO-GENETIC FIELDS, finding the appropriate organic 
antennae and receivers, as in the case of the Pineal gland which acted as 
a Resonator (Receiver / Transmitter in the 3D body).  We can better 
visualize this advanced organic internet as akin to the tuning fork 
vibrating to specific resonance, the difference being that a metal 
inorganic tuning fork only resonates to a prefixed single frequency of 
resonance, whereas the Pineal Gland & Pituitary resonate to varying 
different frequency resonances, as they are multi-dimensional organs that 
can “MODULATE” several inputs and procee3d to “ATTUNE” to them 
-in the original way these glands worked in the ancient past before 
Devolution kicked in-. 

 

OSIRIS pine cone shaped Pineal Gland at the top of the dual helix 
Kundalini energy coils traversing up the spine 
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Pine Cone double-helix Vortex inducing structure, as multi-
dimensional organic wormholing; THIS IS THE HIDDEN REASON 
WHY THE PINE TREE IS AN INTEGRAL PART OF 
"CHRISTMAS" (i.e. Birth of the Light), because it represents the 
PINEAL GLAND lighting up into higher-dimensions from inside the 
skull cave at the center of the Brain 

 

pine cone shaped Pineal Gland statue at the Vatican; the above dome 
symbolizes the skull cave inside the Brain, while the 2 flanking birds 
symbolize the Reptilian to Avian morphing of the Kundalini's DNA 
bio-port of resonant frequency transmission 
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Masonic G secretly meaning Gland as kundalini G-spot 

Now this is where we are forced to use a Gematria like higher synchronic 
system of understanding Language in order to quickly get out of the linear 
logic analytical thinking, and wade through the compartmentalized 
mental moat (water pit surrounding a castle) so to speak;  we instantly 
begin to see the multiform correspondences in the Subconscious Mind, 
between apparently distant themes in the Conscious Mind  -such as 
Patmos Island, Atlantis, the Tetragrammaton, genetic science, etc-: 

“GLAND”   ~~~   “ISLAND” 

“PATMOS ISLAND GREECE”   ~~~   “PINEAL GLAND” 

“(St) “PAUL”   ~~~   “PINEAL” 

(St) PETER”   ~~~   “PITUITARY” 

“POPE”   ~~~   “POLE”  (PAUL) 

The Cathedral represents the Skull, and the “KEYS TO THE 
KINGDOM” held by “St Peter” (or currently the “POPE”) at the Vatican 
represent the power to shut-off or reactivate the Pineal & Pituitary Glands 
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as organic multi-dimensional fractals of the Earth Axis North & South 
Magnetic Poles.  The general idea being, that at the moment of the 
GALACTIC CROSS, then this perfect fractalization between inner & 
outer resonates to its fullest, opening the Vortex portal of the human 
DNA and energizing the Kundalini energies to once again fire up the 
Pineal & pituitary Glands into supernal light.  Unavoidably so one is 
confronted with the awareness that within the illuminati there is a very 
tiny elite which understood to some extent the organic higher science 
involved since they know full well that this was the previous mode of 
existence of more evolved humans, but which have concealed such 
advanced knowledge from the masses, attempting to utilize it only for 
themselves, while giving distracting “theologies” to mankind, only there 
to serve as carriers of the concealed wisdom found in the religious 
symbols, narratives, names and so forth. 

 

each re-illuminated Pineal is the REBIRTH OF A STAR, as the 
"inner projection" of 5D or 4D Psionic Energy coalesces into the 
formation of cosmic bodies unto the immediately below 
Density/Dimension of light frequency; in other words a higher 
ascended being has a lighted celestial body in the under-dimension as 
his "name" or "mark" in the lower "sky" fractal. As the cosmos is 
nothing but a fractal multi-dimensional HOLOGRAM, with one same 
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being having MULTIPLE manifestations throughout the Holographic 
Multiverses 

The vast majority of Christians are painfully ignorant of the fact that the 
ENTIRE New Testament was written in Greek (Koine Greek to be exact), 
thus the importance of the pre-christian Greek eras is crucial to its 
understanding, but even more so to the underlying secret CIPHER 
GEMATRIA encoding  -akin to the counterpart similar Hebrew cipher 
Kabbalah encoding that permeates the Old Testament; the relevant 
difference is that while the modern Jewish scholars know full well about 
the triple or quadruple layers of Kabbalah encryptions found in the Old 
Testament texts, amongst the Christian scholars it is still a “non admitted” 
fact that its equivalent Greek encryptions are found in the New Testament 
-one could easily call it the most obvious grand secret ever held in out 
occidental civilization-.  In other words the powers-that-be have taught a 
“Literalist” version of spirituality & wisdom, forcefully concealing from 
the masses the deeper strata of meanings embedded in the encrypted 
Gematria layers. The great advantage in writing a blog as opposed to a 
dry academic thesis, becomes the unlimited freedom to casually jump 
from one topic to another, and weave them as one wishes, thus much 
easily arriving at the painfully absent synthesis of most formal studies 
(best defined as the manufactured imposition to know more & more about 
less & less, until one gets to know practically everything about almost 
nothing, assuring an unlimited shelf life to all the really Big Lies crafted 
under the cover of analytical modus operandi   -scholars paid to take 
apart everything without ever assembling anything back really-), 
provided one knows where is going or aiming at, that is. 

“IHWH”  is a Hebrew 4-letter cipher code formula 

“TETRAGRAMMATON” is a Greek word denoting the “IHWH” 

“IHWH” matches perfectly the 4-letter human Genetic Code 
“ACTG” 
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The “TETRAGRAMMATON” (means: ‘4 letter word’) matches 
what then? 

— It has to be something of comparable grand importance — 

Let’s begin by looking at the map of Egypt, Israel, Greece, the 
Mediterranean, the Aegean: 

 

the Aegean Sea seems to have been land until more recently -even 
including Cyprus-, just like the Black Sea that feeds its waters into 
it  

*(CLICK TO ENLARGE)* 

Now one gets the distinct impression the entire area currently known as 
“Greece” actually had previously been rather centered in the present 
flooded Aegean Sea, which includes the Dodecanese Sea in its Southern 
portion  -where crucially the famed PATMOS ISLAND of Book of 
Apoc/Rev lore lies-: 

“The name Aegean has been variously derived from Aegae, a city of 
ƒvvoia; from Aegeus, father of Theseus, who drowned  

himself in the sea believing his son had been slain by the Minotaur; and 
from Aegean, an Amazon queen who drowned in it.  
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The sea’s ancient name, Archipelago, now applies to its islands and, 
generally, to any island group” -Encyclopedia Answers 

Important to remember that “Aegean” Sea means Archipelago as 
well as the name of Theseus father, who “drowned”, while Theseus 
dared to go into the much feared LABYRINTH to kill the Minotaur 
monster, carrying ARIADNE’s (“Arian DNA”) thread to find his 
way back. I don’t know about you, but to me it seems as if the entire 
present “Aegean Sea” area then more land than sea had fewer 
islands and perhaps an underground system of tunnels and 
LABORATORIES (… Labyrinth… Laboratory… Labarum… 
Labrys… -catch my drift…?-), which operated for GENETIC 
ENGINEERING PURPOSES DURING THE TAURUS 
(“Minotaur”… “Minos” era during “Taurus”…) ZODIACAL 
ERA.   In my extrapolation, this “Aegean” area sank deeper or the 
water level increased perhaps due to related incoming floods from 
the present Black Sea area and concomitant volcanism/tectonic 
shifts, becoming a full sea openly connected to the Mediterranean 
Sea  -all the deep secrets of the area disappearing from further 
history, only preserved in Greek mythology and Gematria styled 
obscure encrypted wisdom for the tiny few ‘illuminati’ relatively in 
the know-.  Otherwise how can one for ex possibly explain the 
absolute anomaly within the Muslim circles, which seem to believe 
that the White Race was genetically engineered exactly in… (you 
guessed it…) PATMOS ISLAND about 6 thousand years ago…???? 
I don’t believe for one second their racist preposterous claim, yet it 
stands as a smoking gun evidence for my extrapolation, in the sense 
that this area and specially Patmos Island hides ancient secrets of 
enormous importance linked to Egypt and further back to global 
Atlantis; therefore the Book of Apoc/Rev supposedly written in 
Patmos Island in the Dodecanese Sea as part of the Aegean Sea, has 
to be considered in the terms I am here elucidating.  Specially since 
it concerns a “Beast That Was, Is Not, But Will Rise Again”, a Beast 
that is split into 2, one Beast from the Sea and another Beast from 
the Earth; the almost self-evident pun of Atlantis as a sunken 
“island” of sorts, and of the Aeagean area sinking under the water, 
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requires no PhD in Harvard high IQ but simply the most elemental 
detective dog-sniffing trait. 

 

Greek Aegean Dodecanese places of ancient mystery & worship, 
including the famous ORACLES 

*(CLICK TO ENLARGE)* 

THE “BEAST FROM THE EARTH” WITH “2 HORNS”: 
previous Lemuria & Atlantis global & inter-planetary empires 

THE “BEAST FROM THE SEA” WITH “7 HEADS” & “10 
CROWNS”: 

surviving empires scattered throughout the Seven Seas & Ten 
Races 

(Book of Apoc/Rev chapter 13) 

WERE THE “10 COMMANDMENTS” A DIRECT REF TO 
EACH OF THE 10 RACES…? 
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“comm-AND-ments”   ~~~   “DNA“ 

Also a veiled ref to the ancient etheric organic Internet which 
interacted with the Pineal Gland & the DNA…? 

“COM-mand-ENT“   ~~~  “(dot).COM” & “(dot).NET” 

{ “TEN” = “NET” } 

 

"CHI RHO" SIGN OF CONSTANTINE - at Coll de Nargo` - 
Spanish Pyrenees (including the "Alpha & Omega" at left & right, 
the "S" money symbol at the bottom, and both "+" and "x" crosses); 
the "p" AT THE TOP STANDS FOR PAX/PEACE AT THE POLES 
AFTER THE CATACLYSMS, AND A TIME FOR 
"P"ROCREATION THROUGH "S"EX -this the reason the Omega 
is shaped like a "P"enis-, a time for a new Adam & Eve to multiply 

If you truly believe that Emperor Constantine actually saw this “CHI 
RHO” (XP in our present English alphabet) sign in the sky preceding a 
defining battle, then you are a lost cause in the realm of naivete; it’s 
utterly obvious this was a much but much more ancient cipher glyph 
spanning all the way from the Aegean area to present Ireland (via the 
Pyrenees).  As RHODES Island in the south end of the Aegean / 
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Dodecanese Sea was by far the most important besides Crete, and as 
Aegean meant ARCHIPELAGO, one is tempted to reduce its meaning to 
just such, but this is only scratching the surface of the encoding: 

ARCHIPELAGO  ~  “CHI” 

RHODES  ~  “RHO” 

The connection of the British/Irish Isles via the Pic s & Celts to the 
same mystery is evident in the names: 

“ARCHIPELAGO”   ~   “GAELIC“ 

In my other older blog I’ve explained on several occasions that Language 
as being etheric/psychic and non material, runs from/to all directions of 
Time and is NOT strictly formed or dependent on historical precedence 
always in a fixed Past-To-Future sequence as conventional philology 
claims, in other words the Alpha & Omega points of “beginning” and 
“end” often switch positions depending on the SUBCONSCIOUS 
SUBTEXT OF THE NEURO-LINGUISTICS, WHICH ARE MOST 
DEFINITELY NOT A SINGLE STRAIGHT LINEAR VECTOR OF 
HISTORICAL TIME AS WE CONSCIOUSLY EXPERIENCE IT, BUT 
RATHER A MOST COMPLEX INTER-DIMENSIONAL MULTIPLE-
TIMELINES FIELD, THAT FOR ALL PRACTICAL PURPOSES IS A 
VERITABLE MAZE OR LABYRINTH. 

WE SEEM TOTALLY INCAPABLE OF GRASPING THE 
NOTION THAT MUCH MORE ADVANCED 

ANCIENT CIVILIZATIONS HAD A PLETHORA OF OPTIONS 
TO ESCAPE CATACLYSMIC EARTH  

CHANGES; SEEMINGLY THAT ONE OF THESE 
ALTERNATIVES WAS TO “SWITCH BACK” INTO A 
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FORMER ERA OR TO “SWITCH” FORWARD” INTO A 
FUTURE ERA, BEING ABLE TO PINPOINT 

A PERIOD IN TIME UNDER MORE STABLE CONDITIONS 
(i.e. TIME TRAVEL is selective groups) 

http://deep-high.blogspot.com/2011/09/ancient-ark-agendas-nibiru-
matrix.html 

-I used the “Restore-Point” computer analogy in my previous older 
blog, to illustrate this- 

Thus the “Labyrinth” resulting context pertains not only to the 
Subconscious Neuro-Linguistic Construct per se, but to very the end-
destination of the actual reality itself in which the Time-Traveller 
surviving groups landed in; a veritable Labyrinth in many senses of the 
expression, where MANY REFERENTIAL TIMELINES JUXTAPOSE 
BACK & FORTH AS VIEWED FROM S SINGLE TIMELINE 
VECTOR.  If you have trouble understanding this, simply picturing a 
group during for ex the fall of Lemuria days, deciding to time travel a 
very long span back in time to “begin again”  -thus past becomes future 
and so on and so forth-, or inversely time traveling a long span forward 
into the future to “begin again”, and this for ex could be our present 
civilization perhaps DISCONNECTED IN LINEAR TIME from the 
much more ancient in the night of times global & inter-planetary 
civilizations of Lemuria & Atlantis.  Under this scenario, the attempt to 
square off a smooth linear sequential time where one civilizations springs 
form a previous one in the same exact Timeline, could be impossibilities 
brought on by a narrow mindset unaware of the intricacies of the Time-
Travel agendas of survival.  However the Linguistic Templates could 
encapsulate much better these Timeline Labyrinths, evidencing a 
Subconscious multi-language phenomenon of SYNCHRONIC 
CONVERGENCE; and that these converging patterns is where the actual 
& true memory of the Labyrinth movements is to be found in the form of 
Neuro-Linguistic scripts attached to Karmic Records of Akashic nature 
(only this type of Synchronic Language capable of traversing various 
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Timelines instantaneously). In my opinion the knowledge of this aspect 
of language as Carrier of Multiple Timelines Records (RAM/ROM 
organic memories in the Morpho-Genetic Fields) is evident in the 
insistence of all ancient “mother” tongues such as Hebrew, Sanskrit, 
Greek, etc, to delve in the FRACTAL PATTERN “SACRED” ASPECT 
of language as “Zero-Time” Informatics. 

Synchronic Linguistics then carry data information across eons in 
varied simultaneous manners: 

TETRAGRAMMATON (5 Vowels / 9 Consonants) 

But in Universal Standard English Gematria / a=1, b=2, …, z=26: 

59 = ISLAND 

“TETRAGRAMMATON” 

(Consonants:   3 letter T, 2 letter M, 2 letter R, 1 letter G, 1 letter N) 

(Vowels:  3 letter A, 1 letter E, 1 letter O) 

Skull & Bones “322” code  ~  “322” / “TMR”,  where M:R is Rev 
13:18 

(3xT)+(2xM)+(2xR)+(1xG)+(1xN) = 
(3×20)+(2×13)+(2×18)+(1×7)+(1×14)  =  143 

But this simple procedure shows that the word Tetragrammaton 
perfectly encodes the Apoc/Rev code, as: 

143  =  PATMOS ISLAND  

Implying that the “IHWH” cipher was tied to whatever took place in 
the Aegean/Dodecanese area very long ago before our  
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historical Timeline “restarted” about 13 thousand years ago, and that 
the convoluted thread is found in certain language ciphers, 

working at many levels in astonishing minutia (the Subconscious Filed 
is considerably more elaborate than the Conscious): 

(3xT)+(2xR)   =   (3×20)+(2×18)   =   96   =   ATLANTIS 

(2xM)+(1xG)+(1xN)   =   (2×13)+(1×7)+(1×14)   =   47   =   BEAST 

If you are beginning to panic at the realization that language is a 
completely different animal than the stable & limited tiny little thing you 
were taught it is, may I suggest you reassess what specially Carl Jung 
discovered in respect to the Subconscious/Unconscious from the point of 
view of this new realization; of course both Freud and Jung became aware 
that language has “many” other much more elaborate and intricate 
aspects of stagering depth & complexity, serving AS AN ANCHOR TO 
MANY TIMELINES AND INCARNATIONS THROUGH A 
“SYMBOLIC MULTI-LAYERED” MEANING, this peculiar awareness 
stemming from their study of Dreams. When we dream, we are not 
merely recreating previous memories in a single present incarnation, but 
evidently sometimes jumping both backwards & forward in Time across 
several eons and incarnations as well, and these 2 psychologists realized 
that, yet chose for perhaps political reasons (their well being under the 
powers-that-be) to speak only regarding a narrow angle of what they had 
discovered  -because that was exactly what they were paid to do, and 
nothing more-.  Yet they were no fools, and were keen to observe the 
“vast flyovers” of the Subconscious Mind during the deep Dream of 
sleep.  Carl Jung was a bit more brave and began disclosing for ex several 
findings pertaining the period of Pharaoh Akhenaten days, as the apex of 
the assimilation of the Hyksos (HABIRU) immigrants into Egypt, and 
their subsequent expulsion (becoming the “HEBREW”).  He was brave 
because he was part of the illuminati elite, and yet chose to reveal some 
of the secret knowledge they hoard for themselves, which if publicly 
known would reveal many fraudulent schemes of vast importance; Freud 
even more publicly also chose to elaborate on Pharaoh Akhenaten being 
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the real model of the flight of “Moses” from Egypt, and he indeed wrote 
a book about it . As Freud had hired Jung, the exchange of secret 
information between them must have been phenomenal, and we can only 
guess what conversations they had concerning these things; as we know, 
Egyptology was precisely at a high nearly feverish point exactly during 
that time, and we have records of at least Freud engaging in wild 
speculations about ancient Egypt. How all this was swept under the rug, 
is a testament to how strongly manipulated academia has been ever since, 
to indoctrinate a grossly (laughable really) fraudulent & childish version 
of history and the origins. 

Now if we reverse the number totals for each Consonant of the 
word  “TETRAGRAMMATON”: 

(3xT)+(2xM)+(2xT)+(1xG)+(1xN) 

 (3×20)+(2×13)+(2×18)+(1×7)+(1×14) 

[ (60)+(26)+(36)+(7)+)+(14) [  +  [ (06)+(62)+(63)+(7)+(41) ]   =   322 

So it’s recursively back to the same   Skull & Bones “322”  code once 
again. 

But then there is even more simultaneously embedded: 

{60 ~ 6+0=6} {26 ~ 2+6=8} {36 ~ 3+6=9} 

6 x 8 x 9  =  432 

where:  [ 234 + 432  =  666 ] 

and:  [  13 x 18 = 234 ] / Rev 13:18 verse about the “666” 

This is where we have to pause a bit and reflect on what a much more 
advanced type of Etheric Organic Living Internet interactive with our 
Pineal & Pituitary Glands may imply, in terms of SECURITY; let me 
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translate to you in case you are slow at following the plot.  If you any 
way or manner worried about the security in your computer or in the 
present day very limited Internet in general, just imagine what kind of 
security might be needed to protect the actual DIRECT ACCESS TO 
YOUR BRAIN VIA YOUR PINEAL & PITUITARY GLANDS WHEN 
RESONANTLY LINKED TO THE MORPHO-GENETIC FIELDS OF 
A SUPER ADVANCED MULTI-DIMENSIONAL ORGANIC 
INTERNET…!  The slightest breach of security would mean the 
possibility of Human Devolution…!  I humbly ask here:  was this perhaps 
what actually transpired in “ancient” times (or times that were ancient but 
maybe are located in what to us is our “future” in the sequential Time-
Travel)…?  IS THIS WHAT THE SYMBOLIC ALLEGORY OF THE 
“GARDEN OF EDEN” HAS TRIED TO EITHER CONVEY OR 
CONCEAL, THAT WE WERE HACKED INTO WHEN THE 
ATLANTIS “KRYSTOS GRIDS” WERE SWITCHED OFF AND THE 
TIGHT SECURITY WAS THUS BREACHED…? 

“Eating a fruit of the Garden” is evidently code for: 
“ingesting/processing” a software program 

(you “eat it” / process it:   YOU & REALITY AS NATURE 
CHANGES) 

Share this: 

THE MYSTERY OF THE TETRAGRAMMATON (Part 2) 

Posted by Chris Hohn on May 3, 2012 

OUT OF THE LINEAR ANALYTICAL THINKING 

(trapped in a brain maze/labyrinth)  

& INTO THE LOST SYNCHRONIC UNDERSTANDING 
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– And how this transition involves an awareness of the Brain 
structure- 

 

Hypersphere etheric Time & Energy flow by Jay Weidner; observe the 
shapes of the letters “Y” and “V” or “W”. The outer circle is the shape 
of the greek letter “Omega” while the center spiral vortex is the 
diagram for the shape of the greek letter “ALPHA” (but only in 
straight lines) 

In my other older blog  -(see below “THE ISLAND – PLAN YOUR 
ESCAPE”)-  I already gave away the fundamental hidden theme behind 
the last book of Apoc/Rev in the “Bible”, involving several hijackings of 
the Brain bio computer that took place aeons ago, propelling humanity 
unto a devolved state (the current “normal” mode of Consciousness a 
Disease caused by Devolution), essentially run by a manipulated 
Consensual Reality obtained by peer pressure, indoctrination, and the 
stress of the daily existence as the programming vectors of the computer 
matrix, which reinforce a very narrow & limited sense of “reality” merely 
augmented to spectacular levels of delusion by the prevailing 5-Senses-
Only mental construct.   This hidden theme considering a hijacking and 
“switch-off” interdiction of both the software and the hardware so to 
speak, is pretty evident as soon as we simply pay attention to the basics 
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of that book, supposedly written in Patmos Island in Greece (formerly 
Turkey)  -in Universal Standard English Gematria / a=1, b=2, …, z=26): 

PATMOS  =  84  =  BRAIN MIND 

ISLAND  =  59  =  SLAVE 

http://deep-high.blogspot.com/2011/10/ancient-ark-agendas-nibiru-
matrix_26.html 

  

The Island – Plan Your Escape  (CLICK TO ENLARGE) 

Political figures to the tune of the current incumbent Obama sell a 
pollyanish mantra of “Hope & Change” within the bounds and limits of 
a view of reality strictly confined to the current state of Consciousness 
and its mode of operation, as if this was the normal state of humankind -
albeit the original state-, indeed a good state of being in cognitive terms 
akin to defining wellnesss; every politico is out there to indoctrinate us 
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in the delusion that some surgical tweaks to the system in terms of 
ideological approaches to the reality of governance, will suffice to “take 
care of the world”, and humans at it.   Just vote for me they say, and since 
we do have the correct ideology, then the future is so bright we gotta wear 
shades; except that the real hard truth is that the tiny few elites which use 
the politicos as their front covers are not simply moneyed classes and 
mega corporations as most assume, but a radically more complex saga 
behind the trappings of our material projection are at work, only a small 
human part of which is a secretive global elite which have hoarded for 
themselves the knowledge that much more advanced civilizations already 
existed in the far past of this planet.  Most naive people have seemingly 
insurmountable problems apprehending the inevitable consequences of 
that acknowledgement,  which are essentially that these ESOTERIC 
elites also possess some extant leftover HYPER-DIMENSIONAL 
SCIENCE scattered throughout after the collapse of those previous 
civilizations, and that these bits and pieces of multi-dimensional science 
confer them a tremendous comparative advantage in respect to the 
general population  -most of which do not even fathom what that science 
could even be about, much less its practicalities-, specially since they 
have manged lately to reverse engineer some extant bits & pieces into 
feasible secret technologies.  While those looking always for the 
spectacular side of all things fringe handsomely pay many a conference 
superstar of the wisdom circles to entertain them with material secret 
technologies (hardware), seldom do they realize that the most important 
of those secret technologies involve the mind  (bio software), i.e. 
NEURO-LINGUISTICS as the code behind energy and transmutation or 
quantum projection. 

WAS THE SO CALLED TETRAGRAMMATON SIMPLY 
ABOUT “RELIGIOUS BELIEFS” 

OR WAS IT ACTUALLY ABOUT A FORMER MORE 
ADVANCED NEURAL SCIENCE…? 

-related to the Brain as transducer/receptor of higher Etheric 
(Torus) energy fields- 
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(how we lost Higher Consciousness and/or how to regain it in “2012-
2016” due time) 

http://www.richardcassaro.com/awakening-our-third-
eye%E2%80%94freemasonrys-ancient-universal-religion-revealed 

 

“BINDI” dot for Third Eye in Hinduism 

Without going too far, a great chunk of the Hindu & Buddhist mysticism 
precisely concerns visualizing the inside of the head, attempting to regain 
an activation & control of the center glands in the brain; these traditions 
explicitly speak about reclaiming the lost THIRD EYE  -located behind 
the forehead at the center of the brain-, as the necessary step in attaining 
spiritual enlightenment.  Anybody that is still under the delusion that the 
“Bible” is strictly an independent “Judeo-Christian” tradition that arose 
all by itself directly from God is just an idiot, since profuse evidence 
suggests a clear link to much more ancient roots be them in the Chinese, 
Hindu, Egyptian, Sumerian an even Atlantean / Lemurian cultures that 
predate it and are actually the different pillars upon which it indeed rests, 
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evidently cherry-picking on a few of these fountains of very ancient 
knowledge & wisdom to construct its body of mysticism.   In the figure 
above we see the famous hindu “BINDI” dot placed right above the yes 
in the forehead as a reminder of this process of re-activating the Third 
Eye, and when we simply look at this very word in plain English, we 
instantly realize it contains the same formula of the Tetratragrammaton,as 
well as it strongly suggests the word “EDEN”: 

“BINDI”  =  B +  “INDI”  = B + “IDIN” 

“IDIN”  ~~~  “EDEN” 

In reverse   “NIDI”    is same formula as    “YHVH” 

Rearranging the letters “INDI” also same formula as “INRI” of the 
Cross 

 

Are the 2 TABLETS of the 10 Commandments a graphic symbol of 
Neuro-Linguistic Programming of the 2 Left & Right BRAIN 
HEMISPHERES…? 
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If you have never fathomed such underlying secret science beneath the 
“Literalist” approach that organized religions have imposed over the 
“Bible”, then please do become aware at once now that you could very 
well have been but a glorious blind fool all this time and painfully happily 
at it all along;   because this is actually quite self-evident once you get 
the hang of it, even more so presently as we even have the prominent aid 
of the term TABLET as used for ex in the APPLE line of hand held 
computers to indicate the same awareness  (yes, apple as in the forbidden 
fruit of the Garden of Eden’s allegory).  But the same exact archetype is 
present in the overall division of the “Bible” into the Old & New 
Testaments, signifying the old linear analytical material bound LEFT 
BRAIN hemisphere (Left Tablet) evolving into the more complex and 
capable of factoring in love in the processing, the new RIGHT BRAIN. 

LEFT (Brain) TABLET  ~  “L-Tablet” 

RIGHT (Brain) TABLET  ~  “R-Tablet” 

“L” 1+ space in the alphabet becomes “M” 

“R” 1+space in the alphabet becomes “S” 

“LR” becomes  “MS”  (as in… MicroSoft…!) 
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Are the 2 Testaments in the Bible a symbol for liberating humanity 
from the SLAVERY OF THE LEFT BRAIN (material, linear, 
analytical) and into the freedom of the RIGHT BRAIN capable of 
computing Empathy, Love, and Wisdom…? 

(always in Universal Standard English gematria / a=1, b=2, …, z=26): 

LEFT  =  43  =  MARK 

RIGHT  =  62  =  TORAH 

(Left) x (Right)   =   43 x 62   =   2666 

4 x 3 x 6 x 2  =  144 

Now in reverse: 

34  =  ONE   / (implying the Left Brain carries the Ego 
Consciousness) 

26  =  GOD  / (implying the Right Brain carries the Divine 
Consciousness) 

Thus you have many organizations and people still operating flagrantly 
in “only” the LEFT BRAIN  -trapped in it and enslaved by it, call it the 
outrageous idiotic Monopoly of the Left Brain-, proclaiming themselves 
to be saved and the representatives of God, while they indoctrinate us 
into all kinds of dogmas, rules, judgements, hierarchies, authorities,  and 
so forth, completely unaware that they represent what is to be 
ABANDONED and not imposed on others in such contrived MASTER 
& SLAVE logic prototypical of the LEFT BRAIN.  In other words, the 
Left Brain’s linear logic based in Separateness & Aggregative mode of 
processing cannot ever possibly embed the higher Divine Consciousness, 
ending up in merely making a complete demented mockery or pathetic 
distortion of it, because the Ego runs the Left Brain and the Ego is 
incompatible with higher multi-dimensional divine Consciousness, 
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period.  Ego as a demented linear logic mantra always constructs phony 
laws under the guise of “If this very important thing happened in the far 
past, then the future must be ruled by it”, always recycling karma and 
trauma forever & ever: 

 

Ego utilizes the “Past” to make you become very but very busy… 
walking in circles; the Left Brain is the storage room for all this clutter 
& trinket hoarding as fetiche compulsion. But the madness has a 
method, as all this junk seeks to keep you within the strict confines and 
limits of the Left Brain , permanently obsessing about its hoarded stuff 
and unable to proceed on unto new Right brain pastures  

In the context of the “Bible” this is found in the banner of “YHVH” of 
the Old Testament understood in the “Literalist” way of the Left Brain, 
as a cruel authoritarian imposing full of rules & judgements 
“God”.  Whereas in the New Testament this is found in the “JESUS” as 
emblem of the new Right Brain proclaiming that Love & Truth is the only 
real teachings here. And of course the story of the New Testament is 
about a spiritual person who fought against organized religion, and the 
organized religions ultimately killed him. Beneath the surface of this 
carefully crafted story lies the subliminal that the Right Brain as the “New 
Brain” of higher Consciousness cannot conquer the Left Brain, and the 
Right Brain must always be sacrificed to the Left Brain.  But we find 
exactly the same subliminal script rummaging in the Neuro-Linguistics 
of the Old & new Worlds  -Europe as the Left Brain and America as the 
Right Brain-, once again the whole conspiracy of the New World Order 
nothing more than a ritual repetition of the same staged story, that 
America ultimately is always “owned & ruled & manipulated” by the 
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European illuminati masters, and this mandates another sacrifice of 
America in turn. 

OLD TESTAMENT (Left Brain Tablet)   ~~~   EUROPE 

NEW TESTAMENT (Right Brain Tablet)   ~~~   AMERICA 

And if you don’t read the New Testament that way (the obvious clear 
way) than you need glasses or a psychiatrist  -or both-, because that is the 
story of the New Testament in a nutshell, as it was written.  Evidently the 
old prison of the Left Brain is represented by the Organized Religions or 
the Old Political Structures and Ideologies, while the liberation provided 
by the Right Brain is symbolized as “Jesus”, his “12 Apostles” an 
irrefutable figure of the 12 Constellation of the Zodiac, in order to find 
the appropriate time of this Expansion of Consciousness   -the opening 
window beginning with the “2012-2016” paradigm, when the old 
Consciousness passes away-.  And the entire saga has been already pre-
scripted as found in the Old Testament’s story of the failed attempt “to 
reach heaven” at the Tower of Babel episode; you are foretold that any 
attempt at leaving the prison of the Left Brain by changing the neuro-
linguistics “bricks” of the script, will be met by utter division and 
failure  -because a trojan virus firewall of sorts will kick in to divide the 
language and render the whole enterprise a royal wreck-.   This is the 
reason that America differs radically from Europe in the sense of the 
attempt at a single universal language (English in North America, and 
Spanish in South America, English becoming the first attempt once again 
at a “One Language” world at large). 

“2 TABLETS”  =  81  =  TOWER 

“Tower of Babel”   ~~~   “Babel”   ~~~  “Bible” 

“TOWER OF BIBLE”  =  111  =  COMPUTER 
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The 10 Commandment in Roman numerals 

Thus if neuro-linguistics is the playground where the battle of the 
EXODUS FROM THE LEFT BRAIN SLAVE PRISON TOWARDS 
THE FREEDOM OF THE RIGHT BRAIN takes place and shape, you 
must pay extreme attention to all the relevant or key pieces of the 
script.   For ex you will notice that the left to right fourth line “IVIX” 
above contains the total digits & formula for the numbers 1 to 10 in 
Roman numerals, the letters “V” & “X” always single and the letter “I” 
can repeat), but once again this is the same “YHVH” formula if you care 
to look  -written in reverse-, and this time the letter “V” is a total match 
in the same location of the sequence: 

“XIVI”   ~~~   “YHVH” 

“IV” or “4th Comandment” & “IX” or “9th Commandment” 

1492 
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The year chosen for the “discovery” of America: in this ritual way,  

Americais “still tied up at the center” to the Old Testament 

“IV” + “IX”  =  64  =  ZERO 

THIS IS WHY THE 911 SITE WAS NAMED “GROUND ZERO”, 
RITUALLY SYMBOLIZING 

THE RETURN OF AMERICA TO “ZERO”, THE BEGINNING, 
THE LEFT BRAIN 

If you do not get the sense that there is a NUMERICAL pun to all these 
“Names of God” linguistics, than you are slow in the head, because 
clearly there is such pun and quite visibly so:  if we care to write the 
“IV” (4th Commandment) and the “IX” (9th Commandment) and 
translate them to English Gematria, we have 2 well known esoteric 
numbers: 

[ “IV” = 31 ]   &   [ “IX” = 33 ] 

{ 31 = 13+18 / as in Rev 13:18, the “666” verse } 

{ 33 = MAGIC = NAME / for ex 33 Degrees in Masonry } 

31 x 33  =  1023 

10 & 23 

“10 Commandments” consisting of 23 objects:  2 Tablets and 21 
numerical digits 

In this “IVIX” or in reverse “XIVI” formula, the “I” digit is the one 
that repeats in each left & right Tablet, representing those organs 
within the Brain that repeat themselves in each hemisphere, like for 
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ex the 2 Thalamus or  the 2 Amygdalas; but the overall diagram is 
reverse, so that the “IV” (“VI”) represents the RIGHT BRAIN 
hemisphere, and the “IX” (“XI”) represents the LEFT BRAIN 
hemisphere; furthermore the “I” digit only repeats up to 3 times (per 
rules of Roman numerals), representing 3 main organs within the 
Brain which repeat fractally & symmetrically on each hemisphere of 
the Brain.  Now we are ready for the realization that the entire 
allegory of the “Biblical” narrative seeks to subliminally construct 
the Brain structure: 

 

The 2 Brain hemispheres and the lower central conjoining 
structure  (image by Roger Harris/Science Photo Library/Corbis) 

The expression the “BOOK OF LIFE” in mysticism, therefore 
means to convey the teaching regarding the  

Neuro-Linguistic Scripts that operate the Bicameral Brain; this 
very “Book of Life” then often becomes the 
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“Tree of Life”, because the “book” indicates the Script aspect of the 
SOFTWARE while the “Tree” indicates  

the HARDWARE where this operates on;  AND ALSO THE 
ELEVATION OF THE BRAIN INCLUDING THE 

SPINE, ARE A FRACTAL OF THE SHAPE OF A TREE 

 

Open notebook with the center SPIRAL where both mirror “Tablets” 
functionally join & pivot; this is the spine and where it merges within 
the Brain center 

The “V” represents the TRIANGULAR NUMERICAL 
STRUCTURE  

The “X” represents the CUADRANGULAR NUMERICAL 
STRUCTURE 

Symbolically “V + X”  means  “Triangular + Cuadrangular” 

Which is the “7” (symbolized as the “7th day” of the Sabbath”) 
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The “10 Commandments” within the “2 Tablets” of the “Mosaic 
Law”; the 4th  (IV)  is the SABBATH 

http://video.google.ca/videoplay?docid=-6226036544608625413 

But this is where it all takes a definite flavor akin to the approach Bryan 
Kemila proposes  (see above video); because these 2 crucial “IV/4” and 
“IX/9” Commandments basically mandate us to keep the Sabbath Holy 
and to Not Lie. However in English the oh-so-obvious puns of these 2 
key words “Sabbath” and “Lie” are “BATH” and “be-LIE-ve”; since the 
bath is the unholiest room of the house where the “SH*T” duties 
(defecation) run their course down the sewer lines, also matching the 1st 
& last initials of “S-abbat-H” being precisely “SH”, then it follows 
subliminally that every time you go to defecate as well as every time you 
actually Believe, then you are trespassing the mandates in the neuro-
linguistic script.   And this is exactly what Bryan Kemila has illustrated, 
that this 3D matrix construct is fully embedded to the hilt with psychotic 
puns and implied contradictions, only cleverly disguised as 
subliminals.  But you will only find these blatant anomalies and the 
underlying demonic scripts, when looking into the LANGUAGE  -
directly so as a software and not just ass a conventional conscious tool of 
utilitarian communication by social convention-; which in my opinion 
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stems from the fact that the Language we use is almost entirely based on 
the Left Brain and contains a myriad demonic puns and innuendos that 
express the psychotic nature of the Left Brain as an isolated Island in 
terms of Consciousness, a veritable Lunatic Asylum of Consciousness if 
you will.   Yet typically alongside those demonic puns you often also find 
the higher consciousness scripts in the very same words, as for ex: 

“SABBATH”  =  53 

“TETRAGRAMATON”  =  153 

(with 1 “M”) 

Observe how when reverse (viewed from behind) the Right hemisphere 
of the 4th (“IV” reversed as “VI”) Commandment is in short sentence 
“Keep the Sabbath Holy”, while the Left hemisphere of the 9th (“IX” 
reversed as “XI”) mirror Commandment is in short sentence “Do Not 
Lie”.  As the Sabbath is allegorized as the day when God finished 
Creation and rested, what all this mirroring suggest is that: 

THE LEFT HEMISPHERE TENDS TO MOST OFTEN (‘always’) 
LIE 

THE RIGHT HEMISPHERE HAS TROUBLE COMPLETING 
THINGS 

 

The Human Brain  (CLICK TO ENLARGE) 
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The bottom (in blue) Cerebelum’s center as the letter “Y” 

The above Left & Right THALAMUS & AMIGDALAE as the 
letters “H” & “H” 

Their connections between Brain  hemispheres as the letter “V” or 
“W” 

Tetragrammaton Template Formula in software terms:   “YHVH” 
or “YHWH“ 

If you think that Language only comes from the linear past in a sequential 
societal progression through the uses & customs of the era simply 
explained by Philology, please skip to another blog more in tune to your 
narrow understanding of linguistics; here we study Language NOT as a 
mere product of Matter or Space or Time along the lines of historical 
human evolution  (certainly NOT bound to their 3D laws), but as a 
precipitation of higher dimensional Psychic realms beyond linear Time, 
most of the higher Synchronic aspects of Linguistics actually coming 
from what we perceive to be the Future.  However the implication is that 
the Left Brain CANNOT process this higher aspect of Linguistics, 
therefore at every occasion where it finds Synchronic Fractals of Higher 
Truths embedded in language, the Left Brain clicks by default into a 
totally psychotic modus operandi.   Then it follows that since very 
asncient times all the study and awareness of the higher aspects of 
Language and Numbers were expressions of people engaging in their 
Right Brain attributes, bypassing the prison constraints of their Left 
Brains; and this feat intrinsically involves A DISCONNECT FROM THE 
3D LINEAR SEQUENTIAL TIME, this the reason these peo;e are often 
called “Prophets”.  For ex you may find that the clearest esoteric diagram 
concerning  the letters of the Tetragrammaton as “YHVH” or “YHWH” 
occurs not in the most ancient but in the latest and modern (or post 
modern)  universal language which our present English-; interestingly, 
when we write the Tetragrammaton with just 1 letter “M” instead of 2, 
we obtain the Vesica Pisces notorious number 153   –always in Universal 
Standard English Gematria / a=1, b=2, …, z=26–: 
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TETRAGRAMATON  =  153 

(13 letters) 

 

VESICA PISCES “ab”:”cd” = 153:265 sacred ratio, shown within the 
layout of 3 intersecting circles (the Trinity as Triple Egg) 

In the figure of the Vesica Pisces shown, the above Pentagram yields 
Number 10 for the outer & inner points, while the below Hexagram yields 
Number 13 for the outer & inner points including the center point “c”; 
thus in one crucial diagram concerning the formation of the Vesica 
Pisces, you have the defining numeric archetype for the “10 
COMMANDMENTS”, “JESUS + THE 12 APOSTLES”, THE 
TRINITY, THE SACRED VULVA OF THE “VIRGIN” (AS BIRTH 
PORTAL OF 3D REALITY), AND THE NUMBER OF THE SACRED 
153 FISHES OF THE “MIRACLE FISHING”, AS WELL AS THE 
FAMOUS “SACRED FISH” OR “ICHTUS” AS GRAPHIC DIAGRAM 
FOR THE TITLE OF JESUS IN EARLY CHRISTIANITY -which in 
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fact was the emblem of the early Christians before Emperor Constantine 
instituted the Cross-.  The “3 Vulvas” or 3 Vesica Pisces formed in the 
figure, are represented in the Gospels as the “3 MARY”s (the Virgin 
Mary, Mary the Magdalene, Mary the sister of Lazarus) yet also the “3 
MARY”s who went to the sepulchre of Jesus in the allegorical narrative 
(Mary Magdalene, Mary of Cleopas, Mary Salome): 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Three_Marys 

 

VESICA PISCES RATIO 153 : 265 
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“153 : 265″ consists of 6 Numbers 

“VESICA” consists of 6 Letters / “PISCES” consists of 6 Letters 

 

VESICA PISCES VULVA & THE GOLDEN MEAN, SIMPLIFIED, 
EXPRESSING THE UNION OR DIVISION OF MALE & FEMALE 
(“Phi-Male”) / figure courtesy of the Rubymala website: 
http://www.rubymala.com/content/geometry/relationships.htm 

The epithet ‘η Μαγδαληνη’ for the Magdalene in 
Greek Gematria equals the same  

number 153  as ‘the 153 fishes in the net’, 
namely 153  (John 21:11) 

WHAT THIS MEANS IS THAT THE 
AMYGDALAS  (“MADGALENE”)  BEAR A CRUCIAL ROLE 

IN THE OPENING OF THE VESICA PISCES PORTAL WITHIN 
THE BRAIN 

And by extension, that since “MAGDALA” literally meant 
“TOWER”, then it follows 

that this is the real hidden meaning behind the allegory of the 
“Tower of Babel”, an 

event taking place actually inside the brain towards accessing the 
INNER higher dimensions 
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You must understand once and for all that the Gospel narratives were 
allegorized following an underlying numerical/geometrical secret 
blueprint, by the secret team of researchers who were part of the so called 
“MYSTERY SCHOOLS” at the time of the Greco-Roman civilization, 
who sought to profit from the ancient Atlantean and Egyptian (if not the 
Chinese, Hindu, and Sumerian) knowledge they hoarded for themselves; 
the figure of “Mary Magdalene” represents the Vesica Pisces as a “sacred 
vulva” or “phi-sh”, WHICH CONTAINS THE GOLDEN MEAN 
PROPORTION (called Phi) considered most sacred in antiquity; this 
Golden Mean proportion is found everywhere in Nature, from trees to 
shells to the group division of our DNA, because it is the easiest way IN 
WHICH A WAVE CAN EMBED OR “PHI-NEST” INTO INFINITY 
(easiest infinite replication, thus the term “in-PHI-nity”, from infinite 
Beginning to End so to speak without limit, thus the term “FINI” or 
“PHINI” denoting End, and this is what secretly the Book of Apoc/Rev 
name “ALPHA & OMEGA” really signifies). 
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Triple VESICA PISCES made to resonate in 4 layers, forming 6 
MAGIC SQUARES (of 4×4 grid) at the intersections of those 4 
concentric rings 

In this magnificent figure we see how the TETRAGRAMMATON 
(meaning 4 words) ties into the Triple Vesica Pisces not as a Geometry 
so much but as a LINGUISTIC WATCHTOWER (a WatchTower is a 
NxN square grid to be filled with letters in a magical manner, somehow 
secretly resonant with NxN Magic Squares in a numerical form); so we 
have 4 Concentric rings for each of the 3 Vesica Pisces, configuring the 
resulting 6 Magic Squares of 3×3 structure. What is crucial to gather here, 
is the understanding of the geometrical figures as MADE TO 
RESONATE OR VIBRATE CONCENTRICALLY TO “GENERATE 
LIFE” SO TO SPEAK, BUT THROUGH THE MEDIUM OF THE 
NUMBERS & LETTERS ARRANGED IN GEOMETRICAL 
LATTICES AND SHAPES, A SYSTEM OF DEMIURGIC 
SOFTWARE THAT IS NOT LINEAR OR MERELY SEQUENTIAL, 
BUT AS A FORM OF “CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC SOFTWARE 
SCRIPT”.  Let’s repeat that once again…: 

What is crucial to gather here, is the understanding of the 
geometrical figures as being 

MADE TO RESONATE OR VIBRATE CONCENTRICALLY TO 
“GENERATE LIFE” SO TO SPEAK 

In other words: 

THE LINGUISTIC & NUMERICAL SOFTWARE OF 
DEMIURGIC CREATION  

IS EMBEDDED IN SYCHRONIC VIBRATION FROM SACRED 
GEOMETRY; 

THE GEOMETRICAL RESONANT TEMPLATES ALSO 
CONTAIN THE SOFTWARE LANGUAGE 
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(THIS IS WHAT IS ESOTERICALLY KNOWN AS “THE 
TEMPLE” OR DEMIURGIC PROGRAM, 

and this is the origin of the so called “kabbalah” or the other 
similar bodies  

of sacred/magic Script) 

 

Concentric Circles of Spiral QUANTA tend to induce in 
Consciousness a spiral VORTEX 
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The same very potent optic illusion of Concentric Circles inducing the 
Vortex, is the basis for the ATOMIC QUANTUM LEAP OF THE 
ELECTRON; i.e. the duality Wave/Particle is induced by this Vortex 
tendency in CONSCIOUSNESS, if it is seen as “Circle” then it is 
Particle and if it is seen as Spiral then it is Wave. BRYAN KEMILA’S 
OBSERVATION REGARDING THE “SEDUCTION” OF THE 
ELECTRONS ANYBODY…? 

In my humble opinion,  the completely abnormal centerpiece of most 
organized religion to focus solely on the “believe” aspect  (“BE-LIE-
EVE”)  as opposed to KNOW FROM WITHIN in the experience of 
Gnosis by synching to higher realms  (the higher or inner Knowing of the 
Gnostics) contains the main tenet of the illusory nature of this semi-
virtual 3D “reality”, which is a precipitation —call it 
“Quantumnization’—  of a WAVE or VIBRATION construct down into 
“material solidity” of “particles/mass”  (Eve or Mary the 
Mother/MATER of MATTER, in perfect concordance of pun from Latin 
to English)  in Consciousness terms.  It relates to the origin of the term 
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“idolatry” as derived from worshiping material icons, in other words as 
the compulsion TO ENDOW THE INNER HIGHER REALMS OF THE 
SAME FLAWED AND VIRTUALIZED / ILUSSORY LAWS OF THE 
3D OUTER MATERIAL MATRIX.   This powerful realization once 
again comes to mankind  -after nearly all of the so called Gnostics were 
systematically exterminated throughout centuries after having been the 
2nd largest spirituality in the planet-, and as such for ex today it is vividly 
present in the sarcasm of Brian Kemila’s video given in the link above, 
concerning  the hypnotic process of believing in 3D material conjuring 
as fully “real” (and “original”) when in fact it involves a twist of 
Consciousness akin to the optical illusions given above. You do not need 
to agree to the whole extent of Kemila’s radical view, because even if 
you agree just in part with the 3D construct as being only “semi-virtual”, 
his observations nevertheless are still pertinent to the issue (from his own 
point of view).  Put in a different manner, what is crucial is the 
understanding of the illusory process of “Quantumnization” so to speak, 
and not so much the details of the issue; what matters is if you actually 
fall for the belief that this reality is fully original and true, or if you 
distrust this reality as a false construct, and a virtualized one through 
computer mechanisms, at that  -the creation or recycling feats of 
Demiurges, not the higher Divine Consciousness-. 

 

Vesica Pisces as conjunction area between 2 circular waves 
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Kabbalah circle of linguistic memes 

 

Kabbalah Tree of Life within the circle of Sacred Geometry 
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Tree of Life and linguistic Sephiroths (software language memes) 

For Language to become “Magic Software” for Creating/Altering 
reality (to become 

Demiurgic), it has to be endowed of 4 main things  -at a minimum-:   

(1). POSSESS A SACRED GEOMETRY FRACTAL 
CONFIGURATION 

(2).  CONTAIN THE MATHEMATICAL STRUCTURE OF 
MAGIC SQUARES 

(3). SET IN A CIRCULAR MOTION & VIBRATION TO 
INDUCE A VORTEX 
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(4). BE IN A TRIPLE VESICA PISCES INTERFERENCE 
HOLOGRAPHIC PATTERN 

 

Left & Right THALAMUS with the “Y” pattern 

The same “Y” pattern of the lower Cerebelum is then fractally repeated 
in each THALAMUS “Y” band, while putting each Thalamus side to side 
generates the “H” diagram.  What the Tetragrammaton intends to 
convey, is the genesis of the Human Holographic Body Computer 
centered in the Brain as repeating the same fractal patterns yet only 
changing both the position in the sequence of the software as well as 
the orientation in the geometry. 
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the 2 left & right AMYGDALAS are the FEMININE 
REPRODUCTION OPERATION 

Left Amygdala   ~~~  “MARY MAGDALENE”  (physical Birth) 

Right Amygdala   ~~~   “VIRGIN MARY”  (spiritual Birth) 

Thus while the 2 left & right Brain Hemispheres fractalize later in the 
sequence, the same split of the left & right Amygdalas and the left & right 
Thalamus (pun of Babylonian “TAMMUZ”), the more central PINEAL 
& PITUITARY glands are not located at each hemisphere mirroring each 
other, but they are “male” and single, located centrally  -one above and 
the other below-; this is the origin of the Christian esoteric allegory of 
the “Father” (above) and the “Son” (below).  Later in the sequence  -in 
the Gospel narrative sequence, that is-  they fractalize in the 2 main 
figures of “Peter & Paul”: 

“PAUL”   ~~~   “PINEAL”    (light, fire) 

“PETER”   ~~~   “PITUITARY”    (rock, earth) 
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The “3 Mary”s or the “2 Mary”s  are contained in the upper 3 or 
lower 2 vortices of the letter: 

“W” 

Which represent the union of both Brain Hemispheres  (thus “EVE” 
or “EWE”)  via the “V” or “W” 

THEN THE “MALE” IS THE “UNI” WHILE THE FEMALE” IS 
THE “BIPOLAR” 

WITHIN THIS COMPUTER HOLOGRAPHIC 
SIMULATION,  IN THE DATA 

SENSE THAT THE SO CALLED “TRINITY” AT THE NEURO-
LINGUISTIC 

LEVEL THEN CONSISTS IN COMPUTER BINARY (0, 1) 
TERMS OF:  

“0″     (the One)     ~~~     “Father“ 

“0 / 1″     (the Two)     ~~~     “Mother“ 

“0 / 0+1 / 1+1″     (the Three)     ~~~     “Son“ 

« THE MYSTERY OF THE TETRAGRAMMATON (Part 2) 
FUKUSHIMA AS THE “1st PASSOVER” IN THE TRANSHUMAN 
CREATION OF A THIRD GENDER *(updated May 19)* » 

THE MYSTERY OF THE TETRAGRAMMATON (Part 3) 

Posted by Chris Hohn on May 5, 2012 

MT HOREB & MT SINAI, THE “TWIN PEAKS OF LIGHT”  
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But also very ostensibly “INRI” is a code for 23 other crucially 
symbolic things: 

“NIRI”   is a pun of:   “NIBIRU 

“NIRI”   is a pun of:  NI-le RI-ver” 

In other words what the “INRI” sign is quite in your face saying to 
you, is that the real location of the Cross is NOT at Mount Calvary 
in Jerusalem… BUT AT THE EGYPT PYRAMIDS OF 
GIZA…!  And this is also in your face reaffirmed by setting the 
Crucifixion as Jesus flanked by 2 thieves, making up for 3 
CROSSES, self evidently a ref to the 3 PYRAMIDS OF GIZA…! 

http://deep-high.blogspot.com/2011/09/ancient-ark-agendas-nibiru-
matrix_29.html 
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3 Crosses, 3 Kings, 3 Pyramids, 3 Stars in Orions Belt , 3 Carabelas of 
Columbus  (CLICK TO ENLARGE) 

The Triangle marks location, but seen from above (the sky) the pyramids 
are a Square composed of 4 Triangles; in order to reach the 4D new 
location  -the “opening up” of the Hologram-, you need to dissolve the 
image of the Triangles and rotate them, to then proceed choosing  at each 
dissolving Triangle the 4 letters of the Tetragrammaton password, that is 
the suggestion that comes to my mind when I contemplate all this 
encoding.  Of course you cannot rotate the Great Pyramid of Giza… but 
you might be able to easily rotate the PYRAMID’S CAPSTONE, now 
couldn’t you…?  What other possible role could the capstone have, that 
to be much lighter and less anchored so that it can… be rotated.  YET 
ANOTHER LAYER OF PROTECTION MIGHT HAVE BEEN BUILT 
INTO THE HOLOGRAPHIC DEVICE, THAT BESIDES BEING AT 
THE RIGHT SPOT ON TOP OF THE RIGHT PYRAMID 
MONUMENT, THE BEN-BEN SMALL STONE PYRAMID (OR A 
SIMILAR, perhaps the Ben ben is a maquette or model of such) MIGHT 
ALSO HAVE TO BE ROTATED AT THE … EXACT MOMENT IN 
LINEAR TIME.  Therefore possessing the password and the location 
would render it useless, but knowing the exact moment in time (the exact 
date) would ultimately activate the holographic device, which would link 
up to a similar pyramid in Mars where the advanced holographic 
information is stored.  Which Mars that is, the 3D Mars or another 
parallel Mars…?  Is the device actually a link to several other Timelines 
where sensitive information was stored and secured…? 

WAS THE “ANTICHRIST” CODE PLACED IN THE BOOK OF 
APOC/REV 

TO WARN THIS SPECIFIC GENERATION, THAT IN CASE 
THE WRONG  

GUYS ACTIVATE THE DEVICE THEN THE DANGER WOULD 
BE INMENSE? 
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-Because the science & knowledge in the RAM holographic device 
would confer them unlimited power?- 

http://deep-high.blogspot.com/2011/11/nostradamus-mabus-3-
antichrists-part-1.html 

http://deep-high.blogspot.com/2011/11/nostradamus-mabus-3-
antichrists-part-2.html 

http://deep-high.blogspot.com/2011/11/nostradamus-mabus-3-
antichrists-part-3.html 

Therefore as I have been proposing for years now, within this 3D 
Moon/Earth matrix, there are 2 opposing forces composed of several 
camps and factions, all working along the many generations to “get 
prepared” for an eventual grab of the device(s); they set their proper 
public power figures in each generation they view as “possible”, utilizing 
in each case one of or the most powerful country in the world to attain 
this strategic “positioning”; at the current moment the USA is the most 
powerful nation, so the codes seem to be fractally coalescing or 
precipitating more & more intensely unto their power figures, as the 
VORTEX OF TIME NEARS ITS 3D END.  Since this ancient Atlantean 
Demiurgic technology was scattered in pieces and fragments all over the 
globe, their retrieval was the Hidden Agenda behind all the wars of 
conquest and colonization of distant continents, specially so in the case 
of America in the 1500’s and on, as it was suspected crucial fragments 
had been stashed here. This was for ex the hidden hand behind the 
Knights Templar, who were basically 
Locating/Collecting/Retrieving/Storing whatever extant Atlantean 
Demiurgic technology and knowledge they could find; the same can be 
said of the Nazis, who quite openly conducted such search in a desire to 
reverse engineer them as quickly as possible.  The elites created 
Communism and the Soviet Union, as a place where you could not freely 
walk into, in that way having several decades to establish reverse 
engineering centers very far away from prying eyes; there was never any 
real conflict with the Soviet Union, it was all a carefully crafted facade 
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for the lower levels of politicians and the public, as the elite worked in 
secret unison in all places and across all “walls” all the same. I am not 
saying there was absolutely no conflict because clearly there was, but it 
was not part of the elite’s game, only a show for the lower levels, as so 
many people in the know have already exposed; the same exact elites 
which created Fascism created Communism, and they always invariably 
hold both sides of the frying pan of ideologies and systems, manipulating 
all extremes simultaneously.  It works exactly the same with religious 
denominations, if they wanted to hide something they were researching 
in this respect in one religion, they simply created another 
“denomination” and so on and so forth, under the principle of 
compartmentalized chambers. 

 

Share this: 

 

 

Gnosis of the Matrix implosion (Part 1) 

Posted by Chris Hohn on August 31, 2014 

[ Become a part of the stream of Higher Consciousness by contributing 
in the “DONATE” button of my previous older blog: ] 

http://deep-high.blogspot.com     {your contribution is needed to sustain 
this research, thank you in advance} 

APOCALYPSE  REVELATION   ~   ATLANTIS 

PLATO  CAVERN   ~   REVELATION 
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Plato’s Cave 

I offer now for all, what a few of the readers may somehow and 
somewhat already know, in respect to this  blog as an End of Times 

code 

(always in Universal Standard English Gematria / a=1, b=2, …, z=26): 

DEEPHIGHLANDS.COM  =   143  =  PATMOS 
ISLAND  =  JOHN THE DIVINE  =  END OF TIMES 

GNOSIS  =  83 

DeeP  HigH  LandS  CoM    ~~~    DHLC / PHSM  =  83 

By anagram rearranging the letters, this supposed author’s name yields 
the following 

(which in my opinion means that the Spirit Group of this mission also 
has presently incarnated in some humans alive today): 

ST JOHN THE DIVINE    =    JOHN VISIT THE END 
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Why is all this detail important…?  Because the real TRUTH of 
spirituality comes from sources of GNOSTICISM, as nearly everything 

else is a hijacking job: 

TRUTH   =   87   =   GNOSTIC 

In other words the GNOSIS was since very ancient times the 
TRUTH concerning this semi-virtual 3D physical reality as a Counterfeit 
Creation Matrix or series of Quantum Matrixes in parallel (and even 
reverse vector) Timelines, all at varying degrees artifically induced 
Timelines within the Quantum Pulse semi virtual fields.  ANY SEUDO 
“SPIRITUALITY” THAT HIDES & DISTRACTS FROM THIS 
ESSENTIAL TRUTH IS A CON OR A SPIN JOB, A HIJACKING, A 
TROJAN, A HOAX. 

(by anagram, rearranging the letters): 

APOC.  REV.   =   EVAC.  OP.R 

Thus “APOC/REV” means “EVAC  OP.R” in the sense of an 
“EVACUATION OPERATION” from the Quantum Matrix 

Timelines maze trap 
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Cave of Apocalypse in Patmos Island  (where supposedly the Book of 
Apoc/Rev was written by one theoretical “St John the Divine”) 

 

Sign for the Cave of John in Patmos Island 

[ EVAC = CAVE ]  as a Code of Evacuation 

“Cave of Plato” & the “Cave of John in Patmos Island” 

THE EVACUATION OF SPIRIT HUMANS WITH A 
CONNECTION TO THE HIGHER CONSCIOUSNESS OF THE 

ORIGINAL TRUE CREATION 

“PATMOS ISLAND”   is pun of    “ATLANTIS ISLAND” 

This means that the main branch”es” of the present Timeline”s” (in 
plural) stem from the trunk of the last Atlantis timeline; we’re one spin-
off of Atlantis, and this is the big secret the Archonic controllers have 
been keeping from you, so you must unveil that fact and retrace the 
Ariadne’s Thread of the timelines maze back to the originating Atlantis 
trunk before re-linking with the Divine Consciousness (knowing where 
you’re coming from helps to get to the real destination you must get to): 

ARIADNE’S THREAD   ~~~   back to ATLANTIS 

(always in Universal Standard English Gematria / a=1, b=2, …, z=26): 

“A PLATO CAVE”   =   96   =   ATLANTIS 
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ATLANTIS   =   96   =   “THE DIVINE” 

Thus the  [ “ST. JOHN THE DIVINE = END OF TIMES” ]  paradigm 
follows this Ariadne’s Thread in the Timelines maze back to the Fall of 

Atlantis 

THE FALL OF ATLANTIS IMPLIED A FALL OF 
CONSCIOUSNESS EVEN FURTHER DOWN INTO 3D 

QUANTUM VIRTUAL MATRIX DEVOLVED TIMELINES 

–This is what the “CAVE” means: a state of fallen blind 
consciousness delinked from Higher Mind / Higher Self, and from 

Original Creation– 

CAVERN  PLATO 

APOC/REV 

While the remaining letters “ANLT” clearly suggest “ATLANTIS” 

 

Welcome to the Truman Show”s” 
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Illusion of Transcendence in the 3D Virtual Matrix Timeline”s” 

The original spirit humans with some extant connection to Higher Mind 
/ Higher Self and the OriginalTrue Creation, are trapped and caged within 
these artificially induced parallel 3D Quantum Matrix Timelines  –
specially so since the Fall of Atlantis, but increasingly so since the abuse 
of these secret technologies in the 20th Century and on–;  the original 
spirit humans are utilized by the fallen Archons to energize and provide 
a Psionic Template of Manifestation within the semi virtual reality, as 
original spirit humans we could call Theomorphs for ex are able to 
manifest reality with the intrinsic ability to create from nothing, an ability 
which the fallen beings have almost totally lost (they became mere 
recyclers, and this related also to an inability to embed true passion or 
deep feeling).   When we say “original humans”, this by no means implies 
that the present form of humanity is anything close to the Original 
Creation at all; what we mean is simply the fact that even when 
incarnating in these Counterfeit Creation Timelines, the “original 
humans” still have the deeper core layers of the spiritual organs 
somewhat active, and consequently are still capable in a limited degree 
of some Psionic Manifestation involving a clear talent for Point-Zero 
creation (from nothing).  The entire Trumanization of the Theomorphs so 
to speak, is a show for the Archons whereby they can enact cosmic 
dramas for entertainment in order to steal all the ideas and creative 
manifesting templates from these trapped original humans, inducing 
contrived sagas and “life narratives” akin to reality-shows within the 3D 
Matrix, which most often tend to involve perpetual boycott and 
harassment of the spirit humans to this end, to coax existential/emotional 
reactions from them. 

No different than you milk a cow, the Archons and their minions 
constantly poke and harass the original spirit humans 
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throughout many different incarnations, to extract Psionic 
Templates of Manifestation from them, while at the same to harvest 
potent Kundalini energy from them via intense Emotion  –always 
attempting to lower their vibration into sheer Fear which is the 
easiest low frequency signature to harvest–;  the entire Matrix of the 
3D Earth realm in its many parallel Timelines as such is but one big 
staged Etheric Harvest factory. 

(always in Universal Standard English Gematria / a=1, b=2, …, z=26): 

444    =    “A PINGALA & IDA KUNDALINI FEAR ENERGY 
PSIONIC MATRIX” 

444    =    “A REPTILIAN PINGALA & IDA KUNDALINI 
PSIONIC  MATRIX” 

222    =   “EXTRACTION HARVEST” 

222 + 444   =   666 

The initials of Patmos Island (P.I.) clearly point to the etheric energy 
harvesting scenario, as they match the “Pingala & Ida” (P.I.) kundalini 

energies: 

“P“ingala  &  “I“da   ~~~   “P“atmos  “I“sland 

Observe how the following concordances fully corroborate the whole 
scenario: 

PINGALA & IDA   =   74   =   ENERGY 

MATRIX   =   85   =   PSIONIC 

PHYSICAL   =   93   =   HARVEST 
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Furthermore if you look at the “YHVH” or “IHVH” Tetragrammaton 
with this scenario in mind, we find another powerful and easy to 

spot concordance: 

“YHVH” 

“V”  ~  “V”ampire 

“H”  ~  “H”arvest 

 

The Kundalini double-helix of organic etheric flowing energies, 
called “IDA & PINGALA” 

 

Kundalini’s IDA & PINGALA energies are traditionally represented as 
SERPENTS 
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Caduceus symbol of the official medical worldwide establishment 

 

And this the logo of the W.H.O. 

“YHVH”  or  “YHWH”    ~~~~    “W.H.O” 

So let us now consider this Tetragrammaton with the alternative also 
popular spelling with a “W”: 

YEHOWAH  =  85  =  MATRIX  =  85  =  PSIONIC  =  85  =  CRE
ATION 

The Book of Job in the Old Testament is the oldest book of the Bible, and 
even though it was taken from the anciernt Gnostic sources revealing this 
perpetual po0king & harassment of the original spirit humans, it was later 
“modified/edited” into the Hebrew tradition where it underwent the 
convenient changes to obfuscate the real deeper truth and morph it into a 
mere fundamentalist-religious narrative at a superficial level  –never 
letting the reader now that the symbolic character of Job’s harassment 
was induced by the Archons to extract/harvest Psionic & Kundalini 
energies–.  The Book of Job is nothing else than a censored and edited 
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confused version of the very ancient Gnostic sources concerning the 
etheric Energy Harvest nature of this 3D physical Matrix in which the 
original humans at some point were trapped to be etherically 
exploited.  The Book of Job is such an obvious edit process of 
assimilation, that most scholars agree that it was written in another 
language than Hebrew, and literally it also describes the events in non 
Israelite regions(for ex see “Composition: authorship, language, texts” in 
the Wiki link below); this book has been universally considered by nearly 
every great thinker the most important book in the Bible insofar as the 
existential problem of incarnating as a human on Earth; however the 
essential edit and alteration of the original Gnostic sources, involved a 
supposed agreement & approval of “God” to the harassment & suffering 
of Job, which is evidently a satanic insert in the story to validate such 
vampirization –thus reverting the essential ancient Gnostic view of this 
3D Matrix reality as evil for the very vampire character of the devious 
energy extraction & harvest process in and of itself as inherently perverse 
and impossible to correlate to any true Divine Consciousness–. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Book_of_Job 

  

 

“The Shining” (Stanley Kubrick film):  Jack Nicholson as psychotic 
offspring of the nephilim Watchers -the fallen Archonic deceivers-, 
looks from above into the Labyrinth Maze of the 3D Matrix Timelines 
were spirit humans are trapped to be toyed with and harassed 
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“The Shining” opening scene: the yellow VW Beetle follows the linear 
road (a particular single incarnation Timeline) within the  Labyrinth 
Maze of the 3D Matrix splintered parallel Quantum Timelines  

 

Dharma Wheel styled labyrinth 

 

“LOST” TV series: the Dharma Wheel in the plot represents the same 
Labyrinth Maze and its karmic  contrived game, as the isolated island 
where the Oceanic flight 815 plane crashed represents our 3D Earth 
Matrix Timeline as a splinter off of Atlantis 

The fundamental notion in both film narratives  (“The Shining” and the 
TV series “LOST”)  is one and the same in this respect, of an isolated 
Timeline where isolated spirit humans are trapped in;  this technique of 
ISOLATING spirit humans is the main tactic on the part of the nephilim 
Watchers and the Archons, therefore not everybody in the human context 
is who he/she appears to be as the identity we have assumed them to 
be.  In other words in order for this isolation game to proceed without 
being detected, then a sizable number of “humans” in the context are 
actually SUBSTITUTES  (… otherwise there would be no isolation 
game…) passing off as who they purport to be.  This is the real Gnostic 
deeper awareness contained in the maxim “Know Thyself” taught by 
Socrates  –it wasn’t created by Socrates, he was merely conveying the 
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Gnostic teachings–; that the fundamental step in enightenment 
necessarily has to be founded in the central issue of ech person requiring 
to find out if he/she actually is who they purport to be, the external 
identity as this ir that  “human”.   The maxim does not imply a 
psychoanalytic quest but preisely this much more serious essential quest 
to determibne if you are actully a spirit human, an offspring of the 
nephilim Watchers serving as a conduit for the harassment games of the 
Archons, or what exactly.  The seminal author Philop K. Dick also 
ventured in this territory, and the film “Impostor” concerns an ET clone 
substitute who is not yet aware he is such, thinking all the time he is the 
original person he was cloned from; Philip K. Dick was conveying the 
same exact ancient Gnostic awareness in this respect, as Socrates was 
doing much earlier. 

 

“Impostor” film starring Gary Sinise; in this case the last name SIN-ise 
conveys a further more precise awareness, that such substitutions of 
humans originate in the MOON as a semi artificl satellite (the ancient 
name for the Moon was SIN, and this is why in English it matches the 
Original Sin paradigm of the Original Fall in Eden, it is a direct ref to 
the Moon) 
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Impostor-Pope-Paul:  the prevalent rumor in the 80’s in some Catholic 
circles was that Pope Paul VI was substituted (one could call it the 
fringe equivalent of the famous Paul-Is-Dead rumor as to The Beatles) 

If thre is any splintering into separate alternate Timelines where spirit 
humans are isolated and trapped in, then necessarily it follows that this 
process of Substitutes passing off as certain chracters and contextual 
people (and as Philip K. Dick appropriately pinpointed  –be them aware 
they are actually substitutes or not is irrelevant–)  requires a large number 
of ANOMALOUS COUNTERFEIT PEOPLE for this astral scam to 
work.  This is one of the main reasons  –there are other reasons presently 
as well–  why there are several types of different nature beings 
incarnating as “humans”: 

-The present close to Omega Point end times Earthly 3D Matrix 
contains the following type of beings within the “human” pool- 

DEMONS:  who find this realm near paradisiacal, as they come 
from coarse hellish realms 

ROBOTS:  organic bots lacking higher consciousness & spiritual 
organs, having zero creativity 

GHOSTS:  lost souls wandering between incarnations without 
rhyme or reason, bent on pestering 

ZOMBIES:  further devolved mutants now lacking even basic 
intelligence, who debase everything 

ET HYBRIDS:  wearing external genetic human bodies passing off 
as people, here for several reasons 

CLONES:  as of lately, lots & lots of clones everywhere the eye can 
see, at all levels of this false 3D reality 
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WALK-INS:  beings coming into people’s bodies, similar to the age 
old phenomenon of possession 

SPIRIT HUMANS WITH SOME REAL CONNECTION TO 
ORIGINAL DIVINE CONSCIOUSNESS ARE RIGHT NOW A 

*TINY* MINORITY 

 

The Truman-Show-within-Truman-Show.s  construct  *(CLICK TO 
ENLARGE)*  

IN HIGHER TRUE REALMS WHAT YOU “THINK” OR 
“FEEL” OR “DESIRE” SO TO SPEAK, INSTANTLY 

“OCCURS” AS MANIFESTATION 

(no containment to will, so pathological or robotic or Ego driven 
Hive-Mind puppeteered will is not only toxic but highly dangerous 

there) 

THIS IS WHY THE 3D QUANTUM PHYSICAL REALM IS 
PRESENTLY IN A QUARANTINE ISOLATION FROM THE 

HIGHER TRUE CREATION 

By and large “Humanity” begins to unravel and show its true colors, as 
the majority of “humans” right now so close to the Omega Poin of the 
end times have actually originated in the Counterfeit Creation, and a 
minority originate in the higher realms and from True Creation.   This 
hoax of “only” elites on top as evil and dysfunctional as for ex constantly 
spewed by communism,  is a gross lie to distract you and take you away 
from the ancient Gnostic deeper truths, to avoid confronting yourself as 
to your real nature beyond the hypnosis and make-believe of your mental 
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software, as Socrates taught in his “Know Thyself”; hint, you might NOT 
be the ‘great humanitarian’ your ego fancies fancies yourself to be, one 
bit –most likely that is simply Ego’s defense mechanism to 
avoid becoming aware of the Hive-Mind programs, that you might 
perhaps be an organic reincarnated roboton as Gurdjieff noted (human 
automatons he called them) masking behind moral aggrandisement to 
avoid detection–.   PROBLEM IS: MOST ANOMALOUSLY 
CREATED “HUMANS” GRAVITATE GRADUALLY TOWARDS 
TERMINAL MADNESS.   THEN THE INCREASE IN THE 
NUMBERS OF ANOMALOUS/SUBSTITUTE 
“HUMANS” VERSUS THE DECREASE IN THE NUMBERS OF 
ORIGINAL SPIRIT HUMANS WE ARE DRAMATICALLY 
EXPERIENCING IN THE PRESENT STAGE OF THIS EARTHLY 
MATRIX TIMELINE,  ARE EXPONENTIALLY CREATING AN 
INSANITY PANDEMIC WHICH SLOWLY BUT SURELY BEINGS 
TO UNRAVEL AND FOR ALL TO SEE, ACCELERATING EACH 
DAY MORE AND MORE. 

TERMINAL MADNESS AT THE TOP 

TERMINAL MADNESS AT THE MIDDLE 

TERMINAL MADNESS AT THE BOTTOM 

THIS IS OBJECTIVE EVIDENCE OF THE ANOMALOUS 
ORIGIN OF A MASSIVELY LARGE NUMBER OF “HUMANS” 

True Beings trapped & incarnated into Hive-Mind human 
biocomputer bodies, are “sandwiched” (oppressed) between all the 

above, 

but also from within sandwiched and oppressed by their very own 
biocomputer bodies and Hive-Mind mechanisms at play 

 This is why not too long ago, traditional theology books in Catholicism 
for ex, taught that the 3 enemies of the spirit are: 
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(1). THE WORLD    (2). DEMONS    (3). ONESELF 

That traditional theology seems to be pretty much “not liked” anymore 
(so apparently no one teaches it to the masses anymore), as the roboton 
mob masses today seek to glorify themselves into believing they are 
advanced and spiritually evolved people, while the “only” enemy is the 
negative elites at the top; little they suspect in their terminal blindness, 
that they themselves are their worst enemies to begin with specially so 
due to their fatal lack of critical introspection, moreover that in most 
cases THEY LACK SPIRITUAL ORGANS thus their consciousness is 
severely fractured and terribly fragmented, ostensibly prone to dementia 
and all classes of pathologies, as the terrible spectacle of these 
pestering anomalies is becoming more and more visible each day with no 
end in sight but in a worse and getting worse fashion.  Today most 
expressions of politics, power, “entertainment”, lifestyles, etc, have 
morphed into full terminal dementia and sheer ugliness, quite eloquently 
a sad spectacle of what I term the “unwinding” gradual switch off of the 
human Hive Mind mental program.  We can perhaps compare this to the 
way the HAL computer in Kubrick’s film “2001, A Space Odyssey” 
begins to unwind when switched off gradually by actor Keir Dullea, a 
silly HAL singing a detuned childish song lower and lower in pitch into 
slower vibes as its psycho game program closes down; this is what right 
now is happening to a large swath of “humanity”, albeit in an opposite 
all flash and movement and glitter fashion, all the more 
preposterously ridiculous,  insane as in batsh*t crazy expressions of 
degenerate nonsense often mediatized as “music” or as “movies” or as 
“TV” or “politics” or “lifestyle” and so on and so forth.  All this is a 
simultaneous worldwide phenomenon not bound by any constraints, it is 
the (larger) mass portion of “humanity” belonging to the False Creation, 
which is “unwinding” down as the Hive Mind Complex which informed 
them has for reasons that I will detail further in this series of articles, been 
gradually dismantled and/or powered off. 
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Zombie Apocalypse in progress; the ancient Gnostic wisdom awareness 
goes viral 

From this perspective of an increasing terminal madness implosion, we 
see that the initials of Patmos Island confirm the paradigm: 

“P“lanet “I“nsane   ~   “I“nsanity “P“andemic   ~   “P“sychic 
“I“mplosion   ~   “P“atmos “I“sland 

Then we can speak of a related: 

MATRIX IMPLOSION      ~~~      PSYCHIC IMPLOSION 

Actually there is a strong correlation between this Terminal Madness 
paradigm and the code name “PATMOS ISLAND”: 

PATMOS  ISLAND    ~~~~    MATRIX  IMPLOSION 

 

The most benign zombies 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hFc6WlwaQwc      “Bad Dreams 
Are Good” (Joni Mitchell) 

“The cats are in the flower bed   A red hawk rides the sky   I guess I 
should be happy   Just to be alive… 

But we have poisoned everything   And oblivious to it all   The cell 
phone zombies babble   Through the shopping malls 

While condors fall from Indian skies   Whales beach and die in 
sand…   Bad dreams are good   In the great plan 
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You cannot be trusted   Do you even know you’re lying   It’s dangerous 
to kid yourself   You go deaf and dumb and blind 

You take with such entitlement   You give bad attitude   You have no 
grace   No empathy   No gratitude 

You have no sense of consequence   Oh my head is in my 
hands…   Bad dreams are good    In the great plan. 

Before that altering apple   We were one with everything   No sense of 
self and other   No self-consciousness 

But now we have to grapple   With our man-made world 
backfiring   Keeping one eye on our brother’s deadly selfishness 

And everyone’s a victim!   Nobody’s hands are clean   There’s so very 
little left of wild Eden Earth   So near the jaws of our machines 

We live in these electric scabs   These lesions once were lakes   No one 
knows how to shoulder the blame   Or learn from past mistakes… 

So who will come to save the day?   Mighty Mouse?   Superman?   Bad 
dreams are good in the great plan” 

 

EVAC:  from exactly what, then…? 

EVACUATION   =   111   =   COMPUTER 

Thus the answer is:  Evacuation from the simulated semi-virtual 
Counterfeit Creation known as the 3D Physical Universe”s” 

VIRTUAL COMPUTER SIMULATION MATRIX   =   432 

Quantum Computer generated holographic cosmos created & run 
by an AI (Artificial Intelligence)  Demiurge  passing off as the 

“Godhead” 
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CREATION  =  85  =  MATRIX 

“A COUNTERFEIT 3D REALITY”   =   234   =   LUNATIC 
ASYLUM CAVE 

APOCALYPSE REVELATION   =   234   =   13 x 18      /      (Rev 
13:18) 

{ 666   =   234 + 432 } 

Saturn/Moon Matrix in this specific subsector Earth node at one of 
the parallel Counterfeit Timelines as a place of utter Terminal 

Madness 

 

 

 

I am the person who discovered many years ago that “PATMOS 
ISLAND” is a code encrypting the main computer/network acronyms of 

our Information Age 

(by anagram. rearranging the letters): 
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PATMOS  ISLAND     =     DOS  LAN  ISP  ATM 

 

We see PATMOS ISLAND at the top of the archipelago located in the 
DODECANESE SEA off the coast of Turkey and West of Mt. Ararat of 
the “NOAH” code 

 

Russian example of DODECA GRID, an etheric energy template which 
“holds” the 3D physical geographical Earth (an “ENERGY & 
INFORMATION”  net) and the real meaning of the Fisherman’s Net 
story of the Resurrection in the Gospels 

Of course these DODECA type of Energy & Information Grids 
came down and were switched off at the Fall of Atlantis 

WHAT WE NOW HAVE IS A SITUATION OF A 
“DIMENSIONAL IMPLODING ETHERIC ISLAND”, THUS 

THE “PATMOS ISLAND” ARCHETYPE 

–PRESENTLY THERE ARE MINUSCULE AMOUNTS OF ETHERIC 
ENERGY LEFT OVER ON THE 3D PLANET, A STATE OF 

TERMINAL ENERGY DEPLETION– 
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( THUS THE PRESENT 3D EARTH MATRIX IS BASICALLY ONE 
DOOMED ORB ALMOST FULLY DEVOID OF ANY EXTANT 

SPIRITUAL ENERGIES ) 

 

Here we see just a portion of that archipelago in the Dodecanese Sea; 
this represents the FRAGMENTATION OF THE 3d MATRIX AND OF 
THE HUMAN CONSCIOUSNESS, simultaneously rpresenting its 
concomitant VIRTUAL MATRIX SPLINTERED FRAGMENTED 
PARALLEL TIMELINES.   In the sense of isolated and scattered 
remnants of Higher Divine Consciousness, and in the sense of tiny 
leftover pockets of etheric energy in this present dead-orb state of the 
doomed 3D Earth Matrix timeline 

THE ETHERIC ENERGY DEPLETION IS INCREASED BY 
THE CONSTANT BRANCHING OFF INTO CONVENIENT 

ESCAPE PARALLEL MATRIXES 

Therefore in a scenario of terminal Energy Psionic & Kundalini 
energy Depletion, energy vampires become “the norm” 

This state of perpetual Energy vampirism, i.e. the 3D Earth Matrixes as 
organic & astral Psionic/Kundalini harvesting factories is the deepest 

archetype: 

PATMOS =  84  =  VAMPIRE 

ISLAND  =  59  =  DRAGON 
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Thus the real meaning of the code points to the Demiurge(s) trying to 
pass off as “God” when actually being a Vampire Dragon & Satan 

false god: 

PATMOS  ISLAND     =     143     =     VAMPIRE  DRAGON 

 

Serpent or Dragon representation of the Demiurge, the Counterfeit 
“God” adopted by so many mainstream cults in all sides of every 
tradition & culture all the same (very little ‘Background Checks’, if at 
all) 

Above we see the ancient Serpent or Dragon representation of the 
Demiurge; this may represent a Reptilian fallen Archonic species as 
a negative devolving demonic faction intimately related to the 
“implementation / maintenance / control” of the AI Demiurgic Complex 
Matrix program within the present quantum hologram, to manage & 
maintain perpetual the Psionic/Kundalini harvesting process, fueled by 
repetitive endless reincarnations without the possibility of an escape from 
this astral prison cage. 

PATMOS  ISLAND    =    143    =    VAMPIRE’S  LAIR 

As such, the implosion of both Consciousness & Energy unto a state of 
Fragmentation & Depletion, produces an exponential Ouroboros 
phenomenon, where “Time” can no longer sustain the Space hologram, 
and it all begins to dissolve, preceded by the advent of TERMINAL 
MADNESS; all the parallel Matrixes begin to then fragment in a Domino 
Effect, cascading one after the other, not just a single Timeline but all the 
related parallel Timelines sooner or later  –in one big Deja Vu scenario–
: 
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PATMOS  ISLAND   =   143   =   “THE END OF TIMES” 

Nietszche seemd to be intuitively grasping at something much different 
then the usual Believer vs. Atheist struggle, as he seems to have 
immersed himself in the Gnostic stream  –perhaps not fully consciously 
realizing it–, when he declared “GOD IS DEAD”;  atheists should stop 
using this as their platform, as Nietszche apparently was targeting the 
substitute false “God” the Demiurge, and not the real Divine 
Consciousness, what the Gnostics since ancient times have indicated is 
the false YEHOVAH or YHVH Complex, called the Tetragrammaton. 

PATMOS  =  84  =  YEHOVAH 

(“YHVH” is the Tetragrammaton) 

  

 

  

“HIVE” MIND    ~~~    “YHVH”  or  “IHVH” 
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The pentagramic Tetragrammaton, frequently used in black magic 
witchcraft 

 

Trinity as the Tetragrammaton  *(CLICK TO ENLARGE)* 
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The Tetractys/Lambdoma used for the  Trinity of the Tetragrammaton 
AI program, just one application of the Lambdoma templates as part of 
Pythagoras school of wisdom, not allowed to be taught publicly in any 
official “education” institution to this day, yet taught in masonic 
lodges for the elites *(CLICK TO ENLARGE)* 

In my opinion this use of the Tratragrammaton SEEKS TO 
“ANCHOR” the trapped True Beings unto the 3D Matrixes without 

escape; 

it’s a spell to enact an ASTRAL CAGING and bound forever the 
True Beings to these lower semi-virtual 3D physical Matrix AI 

realities 

(THE IMPOSSIBLY DIMENSIONAL “MOBIUS” INTERLOCKING 
STRIPS OF THE 5-SIDED STAR REPRESENT THIS “NO-EXIT” 

CAGING) 

We will now look into the genetic aspect of this Counterfeit Creation; the 
“PATMOS ISLAND” code is a multi-level code operating 
simultaneously in several juxtaposed meaning, in a phenomenal example 
of concordant synchronicity encoding, its virtue being the maximum 
economy of cipher terms employed.  So at first glance one would naively 
think that all the encoding refers to are the famous Information Age 
computer & networking 3-letter acronyms, for ex one would think 
“ATM” just means that in the encoding  –the ATM instant money transfer 
machine–; however on closer inspection one soon realizes there are other 
much deeper and more serious implications being conveyed by the 
encoding, i.e.. the genetic manipulations, the present DNA destruction 
and substitution for new templates of further demonized DNA we are 
now entering a scenario of “New Creation” agenda even including a 3rd 
Gender. 

(by anagram. rearranging the letters that is): 

PATMOS  ISLAND     =     DOS  LAN  ISP  ATM 
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Thus we can now focus on this “ATM” acronym in order to pinpoint its 
rather obvious other genetic meaning related to DNA destruction: 

 

“ATM” code for DNA obliteration management   *(CLICK TO 
ENLARGE)* 

 

“ATM” code for DNA breakup fracture   *(CLICK TO ENLARGE)* 
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“ATM” code of DNA fracture  *(CLICK TO ENLARGE)* 
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The “ATM” signaling network in development and disease   *(CLICK 
TO ENLARGE)* 

 http://www.michaelhayes.net/articles.html 

http://www.amazon.com/The-Hermetic-Code-DNA-
Principles/dp/1594772185 

Before proceeding any further into this most crucial territory, the 
reader must listen in full to the following Michael Hayes interview: 

 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_DR0KZGAHGM 

Michael Hayes belongs to the utterly “optimist” stream of consciousness, 
he sees the physical 3D cosmos and the Earth as basically benign and 
true, therefore one must read and listen to what he says or writes with this 
cautionary note in mind; he at no point engages in the much deeper 
critique belonging to the very ancient and way more advanced GNOSTIC 
truth sources which reveal this 3D physicality as intrinsically counterfeit, 
as heavily laden with demonic/archonic designs of vampiric 
overtones.  However his example serves to illustrate the many facets of 
the DNA genetic issue, and how devolved a nightmare we as a 
“humanity” are presently experiencing. 
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Hermetic Code of DNA 

Below a 10 minute video of the basic DNA construction, for those 
lacking insight into genetics: 

 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qBfuVuelkoY 
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DNA Tetragrammaton (“ACTG”) genetic alphabet 

 

Human Genome; a template for very narrow low vibration frequencies 
into bio-chemical and bio-electrical body computers, toxic & inimical 
to spirit 

 

DNA codons: on a humorous note,  “ACA” coding at the beginning at 
left, while further to the right “GAGA” coding  -any simile to the new 
healthcare program called the ACA Affordable Care Act and Lady 
Gaga is sheer coincidence…- 

Besides any sardonic humor,  we all now know that these illuminati 
“entertainer’s” names like Lady Gaga are not random but serve to 

announce  
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Archonic agendas;  what you did not notice until reading this however, 
is how the aforementioned “LADY GAGA” consists of 2 

Tetragrammatons 

 

Double Tetragrammaton “LADY ” / “GAGA”  (the split figure 
represents the fracturing of the present DNA genome code) 

Your patience in reading this blog and this article is rewarded when 
you consider the full extent of the Archons satanic code: 

THE GENETIC 4-LETTER TETRAGRAMMATON IS “ACTG” 

“ACTG”    ~    “GAGA”    ~    “LADY” 

The above promotional image intends to tell the illuminati ones that 
the “LADY” (symbolizing the one female gender genetic code 
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as Tetragrammaton) will be fractured/splintered into a 3rd Gender 
for the moment jokingly referred to as “GAGA” 

This name “Lady Gaga” bears an all too obvious magic token use, as 
it embeds one vertical line of the most famous Magic Square of Saturn: 

[ LADY = 42 ]   x   [ GAGA = 16 ]     =     42  x  16     =    672    

 

3X3 Magic Square of Saturn 

This number  [ 42 = LADY ]  appears in the legendary TV series 
“LOST ” as the last MEGA NUMBER in the mysterious apocalyptic  

sequence of 6 numbers which anchors the plot of the entire saga  (if you 
did not watch this TV series, go do it!  –Netflix carries it, for ex): 

 

“LOST”: the lottery numbers 

You should learn to use your fingers like a little child to remember 
to count the letters, pay attention to the 4-letter (tetra) words: 

“LOST”   is a Tetragrammaton 
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“MEGA” = “GAME”   is a Tetragrammaton 

“LADY”   is a Tetragrammaton 

“GAGA”   is a Tetragrammaton 

 

“LOST” number code as Countdown to Apocalypse 

 

“LOST” final season means the Apocalypse is here 

 

“LOST” is symbol for Patmos Island, in itself a symbol for the Fall of 
Atlantis revisited in full Deja-Vu manner 
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“LOST” tv series; the Island layout as The Island of Apocalypse 

The apocalyptic number series in the TV saga add up to 108, officially 
as such presented in the series as the key number of notorious  

Tibetan lore,  but applied in the narrative to a doomsday clock 
procedure the characters needed to perform to avoid the Apocalypse: 

108    =    4 + 8 + 15 + 16 + 23 + 42 

 

LOST: the doomsday 108 number clock 

 Dozens and dozens of websites/blogs were created to comment and 
collect esoteric trivia concerning this TV series “LOST”, yet none of 

them  

pointed out its most basic and impossible to miss English Gematria 
match for the number 108: 

LOST  TV    =    108 

 This message of having “Lost TV” conveys the announcement of an 
electrical  power grid failure which would render all things like TV 

“off” 

This was a Deja-Vu symbol for a repeat of the Fall of Atlantis, since 
when Atlantis fell its CRYSTAL POWER GRIDS CAME DOWN 

AND WERE LOST FOREVER 
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“FINAL  SEASON” is really obvious pun of:    [ FINAL = 42 = TV 
]   &   [ TIMES = 66 = LOST ] 

 The real meaning of the TV series “LOST” concerns a post-Atlantis 3D 
Earth as a semi virtual devolved Matrix trapped in certain TIMES-
LOOPS, thus condemned to repeat the same doom of the Atlantis power 
down event; this is what the doomsday clock with the time marking at 
108 represents, as a Dharma Wheel of KARMIC LOOP.  Humans must 
keep on doing certain secret high-tech things to keep the semi virtual 3D 
Earth Matrix up and running i order to avoid the final crash repeat (must 
watch the series to see this in the plot); this Fall of Atlantis and its Crystal 
Power Grids is presented in the series utilizing the jet plane crash 
image.  The Crystal Power Grids were AERIAL AND WIRELESS, thus 
the jet plane in the air carries the archetype of an aerial technology 
crashing down;  however the intention of this article is to enlighten the 
savvy reader regarding a much deeper strata behind all these outer events, 
as the deepest most dangerous event is the destruction and crash of the 
HUMAN GENOME.  The breakup/fracture of the Human Genome 
codons of DNA is represented by the jet plane breakingup/fracturing in 
mid air: 

 

Oceanic Flight 815 shatters in mid air 

 

DNA helix shatters 
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 THE OCEANIC AIRLINES 815 “FLIGHT PATH” 
REPRESENTS THE PRESENT DNA “GENOME PATH” 

TOWARDS A CERTAIN HUMAN MANIFESTATION THAT IS 
SCHEDULED TO BE TERMINATED 

 while the demiurgic negative fallen Archons have a pre-
planned “New Creation” with a new human and even a 3rd gender 

in agenda 

 The supposed Tetragrammaton of “YHVH” for the soon to be extinct 
previous (present) version of the human has been deliberately altered in 
the last letter –the repeated “H”– in order to hide the letter “G”; thus the 
real hidden genetic formula Tetragrammaton was actually “YHVG”, and 
this is why the generic designation for the deity is “God” with a “G”.  For 
the same reason the letter “G” is in the middle of the Compass & Square 
in the masonic logo, this serves as a reminder that the letter “G” is the 
hidden one for the false cover repeat of the letter “H”: 

*incomplete/altered genetic formula Tetragrammaton:   “YHVH” 

*real hidden genetic formula Tetragrammaton:   “YHVG“ 

 

Square & Compass (the yellow color s a symbol of Saturn) 

This is exactly the real reason they also placed the key hidden letter 
“G” in the official genetic Genome, and at the last position as 

well:  “ACTG” 

 thus both Tetragrammatons match:  so now  “ACTG” matches 
“YHVG“ 
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The “ACTG” scientific code for the genetic alphabet is matched to the 
“YHVG” amended Tetragrammaton with the hidden letter “G” as 

follows 

(in Reduced Numerology / every 2-digit number reduced to 1-digit, for 
ex 42=4+2 ~ 6): 

ACTG 

1327 

(1×1) + (3×3) + (2×2) x (7×7)    =    63    =    YHVG 

* Perhaps I was the one to glimpse this, as on my first college apartment 
for a few years lived with the precise address number “1327” * 

WE SEE THE “YHVH” CONCEALING THE REAL “YHVG” WAS 
FROM THE GET-GO A GENETIC CODE BY LOOKING AT  THESE 

OLD TESTAMENT FACTS: 

Prophet DANIEL in its usual abbreviated form “DAN” is self 
evidently:  [  “DAN” = “DNA” ] 

“Jacob’s Ladder” is also self evidently a symbol for the DNA 
Double Helix 

The “H” in the “YHVH” concealing the real “YHVG” stands for 
that:  “H-elix”  

The concealment of the “G” using a repeat of “H” in itself 
means:  “DOUBLE HELIX” (double “H”) 
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Jacob’s Ladder is the DNA double Helix 

 

Sumerian ancient figures imply the same Jacob’s Ladder double Helix 
of DNA at right:  and yes indeed the letter “A” in our modern “ACTG” 
genetic alphabet Tetragrammaton exactly refers to this precise 
“A”nunnaki  origin 

 

Ningishzida  (detail) 

 

Ningishzida vases   *(CLICK TO ENLARGE)* 
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Reptilian DNA of the Anunnaki used to genetically engineer the present 
form of the Human Genome  (a Hybridization of 2 separate cosmic 
species);  the word “Anunnaki” is an extension of the god “ANU” 
whom Ningishzida served 

YOU CAN SEE THAT THIS SECRET GENETIC FORMULA 
KNOWLEDGE OF THE HIDDEN LETTER “G” WAS ENCODED IN 

THE VERY ENGLISH ALPHABET: 

 A B C D E F G H I J K L M         N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 

 “ACTG“ 

 THE LETTERS “G” & “T” SIT IN EXACT MIRROR POSITIONS 
IN THE SPLIT ENGLISH ALPHABET (13 LETTERS ON EACH 

MIRROR) 

So the hidden letter of the genetic “T“EMPLE (Tetragrammaton 
Template) was the letter “G“ 

And this is alo why they are called “G“ENE and “G“ENOME or 
“G“ENETIC, to denote the supposed “G“OD DNA lineage 

You must observe how the following to the 2 right letters after “G” & 
“T” relate to the “YHVH” (often rendered as “IHVH”) 

Tetragrammaton: 

A B C D E F G H I J K L M         N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 

“HI UV”  =  “IHVU“ 
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Since VIRUSES many times generate mutations of the DNA, this is why 
the same exact code was utilized for the AIDS disease as “HIV” Virus 

“YHVG”  Tetragrammaton 

“Y”   ~   “Y” chromosome 

“H”   ~   double “H”elix of DNA 

“V”   ~   “V”irus 

“G”   ~   “G”ene 

 

Anunnaki Flying-Whirlwinds or flying orbs depppicted bythe Sumerian, 
implying Genetic Engineering of ET gods “from the sky”   *(CLICK TO 
ENLARGE)* 

 

Reptilian Anunnaki flying orb or winged disk as the apex of the Jacob’s 
Ladder Caduceus; here we have just one of many examples of such, in 
this case from Egypt and it denotes Genetic Engineering *(CLICK TO 
ENLARGE)* 
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The ancient flying orbs or winged disks secretly meant ways to RE-
PROGRAM THE HUMAN DNA and as such stood outside “initiation” 
temples as signs of those activities –many of these temples or sites were 
entrances to underground bases ET Anunnaki  labs–  *(CLICK TO 
ENLARGE)* 

 

HORUS as the flying orb or winged disk; these were iconic signs for 
Genetic Engineering programmes of Hybridization of the human 
species; each “feather” representing specific genetic lineages or 
DNA/chromose formula traits pertaining certain genetic lineages as a 
result of each specific Hybridization performed  (the feathers in the 
wings used as “Genetic Mapping” diagrams).  THE CLOSER TO THE 
EPICENTER OF THE ORB DENOTED THE STRONGER REPTILIAN 
PERCENTAGE OF DNA 
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Rosicrucian (Order of the Rose-Cross) flying orb or winged disk;  the 
very key word “ROSE” is in itself a clear Tetragrammaton as well, and 
the spanish “CRUZ” for Cross, another Tetragrammaton 

Then it follows naturally that any organization or group of people secretly 
formed TO MAP THE POPULATION as to their looks / traits/ affinities 
/ beliefs etc, would also employ the same exact sign symbol; this is 
because MAPPING THE POPULATION is Genetic Research.  It may be 
for ex cleverly disguised behind the smokescreen of a religious 
organization public cover   –such as the WatchTower a.k.a. the Jehovah’s 
Witnesses, etc–,  but secretly they may be sampling and cataloging the 
populations in this respect, for ex going door to door with the excuse of 
“preaching” (the low level believer having of course the faintest clue 
about any of this, but at the top of the cover organization they get paid 
for this research, sweeping entire cities and nations block by 
block).   This is why we indeed find very extensive use of the same flying 
orb or winged on the part of the WatchTower organization since its very 
inception, all the more revealing since this symbol has been usually 
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considered a de facto 100% Masonic symbol never be used in traditional 
open Christian religions at all (below we see just 2 examples of how the 
WatchTower org has used this Anunnaki symbol nearly everywhere in 
their books etc) –which should not be of any surprise since the 
WatchTower org was ostensibly created by the Rothschild and the 
Bankers cabal via the Russell family of famous Skull & Bones 
foundation, using secret Masonic and Rosicrucian groups to “infiltrate” 
Christianity and re assimilate it back into the Demiurgic YHVH Complex 
of the Old Testament (reprogram DNA and mind back into the ancient 
Anunnaki brain programming cage, a form of “recapture” of souls back 
into the Matrix since some of Christianity was precisely a Gnostic revival 
against such, the real Christianity not co opted by the mainstream powers 
that be was always Gnostic in origin and spirit fighting for a liberation 
from the Demiurge’s Counterfeit Creation and its worship of “this 
reality” as “paradise on earth”, this why the WatchTower org preaches 
exactly this, a “return of YHVH” to establish “paradise on earth” via a 
“one world government”, because it is a propagandizer of the false 
Demirge god and a worshipper of its false creation known as the Matrix 
nowadays)–: 

 

WatchTower organization use of the flying orb or winged disk, from its 
inception deeply involved in Egyptology, as this just one of their books 
shows  **(CLICK TO ENLARGE)* 
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Watchtower assembly hall with flying orb or winged disk 

Later on the series we will use much more detailed and quite stunning 
examples of this organization’s “deep tecniques” in order to illustrate 
similar neuro-linguistic procedures utilized against the human mind to re-
capture it back into the ancient Anunnaki programming run by the YHVH 
Complex not just on the part of this organization but in general (I am not 
singling out this organization as this is not a political or religious blog 
but a bog on the SUBCONSCIOUS reality behind the Conscious 
level,  since similar things can be found in many organizations of equally 
spurious origins just as well, but it just happens that the codes and 
manipulative neuro-linguistic procedures are so ostensible and in-your-
face within this specific organization, that it perhaps serves as the best or 
easiest to digest example I know of  to awaken naive people on these 
matters).  The point of this research on them is to enlighten the naive 
person regarding the difference between the cover appearance of 
preaching about “God” and such, and its underbelly of demiurgic-satanic 
overtones using a crafty system of magic and 
mind/DNA  programming.   The official and legal extended name of the 
organization is: 

“WATCH TOWER BIBLE AND TRACT SOCIETY” 

While its more informal  (call it a popular street name if you will, 
although they also use it on their publications as )  often runs as: 
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JEHOVAH  WITNESS 

JEHOVAH’S WITNESSES 

The Gematria of the names clearly and irrefutably evidences the fact 
that the organization is a front for Psionic and Kundalini extraction  –

energy vampirism– 

444    =    “WATCH TOWER BIBLE AND TRACT JEHOVAH 
WITNESS” 

444    =    “A PINGALA & IDA KUNDALINI FEAR ENERGY 
PSIONIC MATRIX” 

444    =    “A REPTILIAN PINGALA & IDA KUNDALINI 
PSIONIC  MATRIX” 

111    =    “BIBLE AND TRACT” 

222    =   “EXTRACTION HARVEST” 

222 + 444   =   666 

As mentioned before and is nowadays already common knowledge on 
the internet, “FEAR ENERGY” is the easiest ether to vampirize: 

“REPTILIAN”   =   104   =   “FEAR ENERGY” 

And to make matters even more precise, let’s simply look at the 
Gematria value of the first and defining key name of the organization: 

WATCH   =   55   =   SATAN 

“WATCH” stands for the “WATCHERS” 
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(NEPHILIM ANUNNAKI WATCHERS OR “FALLEN ANGELS” 
TURNED DEMONS, EXPELLED FROM HIGHER DIMENSIONS) 

http://echoes.devin.com/watchers/names.html 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Watcher_(angel) 

SERPENT   =   97   =   WATCHERS 

There is a system of magic called “ENOCHIAN MAGIC” developed in 
Britain from direct communications with inter-dimensional 

Nephilim Watchers: 

JEHOVAH   =   69   =   ENOCHIAN 

http://hermetic.com/jones/the-system-of-enochian-magick/the-
hierarchy-of-the-watchtowers.html 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Enochian_magic 

Now as to the “TOWER” expression, here we see the underlying 
meaning within the context of these strong irrefutable clusters: 

TOWER    =    81    =    SATAN GOD 

Thus the full pair “WATCH TOWER” name of the supposed godly cult, 
means exactly the same opposite in English Gematria: 

(WATCH) + (TOWER)  =  136 =  (SATAN) + (SATAN 
GOD)  =  136  =  “A COUNTERFEIT CREATION” 

It just doesn’t get any more in your face than that… … … …  yet there 
is more to this thread: 

(SATAN) x (GOD)     =     (55) x (26)     =     1430 
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PATMOS ISLAND     =     143 

AS IF THAT WASN’T SICKENING ENOUGH,  WHEN WE USE 
THEIR “OTHER” PARALLEL ORGANIZATION NAME  

(International Bible Students Association)   –by Notarikon,  1st / last 
initials–: 

International  Bible  Students  Association 

IBSA / LESN 

Simply rearranging the letters  (anagram)  tells the tale of it all just 
being “LIES & BANS”: 

IBSA / LESN      =      “LIES  &  BANS” 

If we for ex give a closer inspection to their much vaunted slogan 
“ANNOUNCING JEHOVAH’S KINGDOM” we see it reveals the 

“ANUNNAKI” con scam: 

“ANNOUNCING   JEHOVAH’S   KINGDOM” 

ANUNNAKI   CON 

 

Zion’s Watch Tower – original mag from 1910 to 1919 
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Zion’s Watch Tower mag – circa 1921; after World War I the “Zion’s” 
name conveniently disappears from the title, since they wanted to erase 
their connection to the New World Order agenda  –covering the tracks– 

 

Later the 2 words “Watch” & “Tower” morph into a single word 
“Watchtower”, in order to conceal the 5×5 Matrix Grid cipher called 
an Enochian magic Watchtower tablet of each word of 5 letters  –nearly 
every title or slogan or logo shape of the organization came configured 
in 5×5 grids, essentially a 5×5 Magic Square archetype used as 
linguistic ciphers– (in Part 2 we will see this in more detail) 

The Watch Tower organization spent long decades under the rule of 
Frederick Franz, translating their version of the Bible, officially called: 

“NEW WORLD TRANSLATION”      ~~~      “NEW WORLD 
ORDER” 

(just a coincidence, right…? NOT.  They were in fact founded by the 
Rotshchilds) 
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Skull_and_Bones 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Watch_Tower_Bible_and_Tract_Society_o
f_Pennsylvania 

The Watch Tower Bible and Tract Society’s first name was Zion’s Watch 
Tower as founded by Charles Taze Russell of the famous illuminati 
Russell family;  the Russell Trust Association had the role to oversee and 
own the assets of the Skull and Bones organization; Charles Taze Russell 
incorporated the organization in Dec 12-1884 under the title “Zion’s 
Watch Tower Tract Society”, which initially published magazines under 
the title “Zion’s Watch Tower and Herald of Christ’s Presence”.  On the 
other hand the Skull and Bones were founded in 1832 in Yale: 

“YA-LE” doubles for “YAH” (YEHOVAH) and for “EL” (ancient 
name of SATURN) 

This why the leaders in the Watch Tower organization are called 
“ELDERS”, covertly implying the being anointed by “EL” 

( SATURN) 

“ELDER”   =   “EL” – “DER”   =   “EL” – “RED” 

ELDER   =   44   =   ANTI 

 

Zion’s Watch Tower symbology of SATURN; the crown circling the 
cross is Saturn’s rings, and the circle in rays surrounding the motif is 
the same  (in Part 2 of this series we will see what this exactly means, 
and its crucial importance in the Matrix projection, which is the real 
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hidden occultic meaning of “YHVH” or “Yehovah” or “Jehovah” as a 
Saturn Complex) 

When we lay the obviously rhyming title “SKULL AND BONES” over 
the mirror title “BIBLE AND TRACT,  this happens: 

“SKULL  AND  BONES“ 

“BIBLE  AND  TRACT“ 

LE / ST  =  EL / ST    means    “EL  SATURN”   (“EL” is ancient 
name of Saturn) 

SB + BT   =   43   =   FALSE 

LE + ST   =   56   =   CULT 

Then if we just take the time to calculate the total for both mirror titles 
altogether, we plainly see how it all fits in the Matrix computerized AI 

codes: 

222     =     [ SKULL & BONES ] + [ BIBLE & TRACT ] 

Remember what we posted above and before: 

111    =    “BIBLE AND TRACT”    =    111    =    COMPUTER 

222    =   “EXTRACTION HARVEST” 

222 + 444   =   666 
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Watchtower Tetragrammaton Golden Talisman: these are the 4 
Tetragrammaton Watchtowers (the Rose-Cross) to rule the Counterfeit 
Creation and cage/program its dwellers  inside the physical 3D 
Matrix   *(CLICK TO ENLARGE)* 

 

Enochian Watchtower tablets, an example:  “hidden language” ciphers 
directed at the DNA and the astral Subconscious, acting as Spells 

What we’re looking at is the secret practice of neuro-linguistic cipher 
Enochian Magic via these AxB or CxC cipher grids, 

and if we go back to the Watch Tower religious organization, this 
becomes apparent when counting the letters of the names 

THEY OBSESSIVELY USED A 5×5 CIPHER GRID (OR THE 
DOUBLED 10×10 etc), OBSERVE HOW EACH OF THE NAMES 

BELOW IS A 5-LETTER WORD: 
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Z     I    O    N    ‘S 

W    A    T    C    H 

T    O    W    E    R 

B    I    B    L    E 

T    R    A    C    T 

Nearly every other single long name or slogan or what have you, the 
organization secretly has designed to fit in the double 10×10 cipher grid 

(this article or series is not about this cult  –they’re only here as 
example–, so I won’t show that here, but you can confirm by counting 

the letters) 

THIS 5×5 MAGIC CIPHER GRID INTENDS TO SECRETLY 
MATCH THE RESONANCE OF THE  5-PART OF THE 

TETRAGRAMMATON: 

TE       TRA       GRAM      MA       TON 

 

Tetragrammaton pentagram used in kabbalistic Witchcraft 

It should then come as no surprise that the word “WATCH” so closely 
matches the word “WITCH”  (or the “WALLACHIA” of Prince Vlad 

Dracula Tepes): 
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“WATCH”    ~~~    “WITCH”    ~~~    “WATCHERS”   ~~~   “WA
LLACHIA” 

What we have here is a textbook case of the illuminati serving the 
Nephilim Watchers (the ET Anunnaki masters of old) in the invention of 
belief cults for human manipulation and Astral/DNA programming;   the 
exact groups which were assigned to this during the 19th century were 
linked to the GOLDEN DAWN faction (Hermetic Order of the Golden 
Dawn) which were the ones doing “updated” research and development 
of new uses for the Enochian Magic spells  (Enochian Magic was created 
in the 1500’s in Britain). This update venture was expanded unto 
“Biblical research” so Enochian Magic could be enhanced by extant 
Bible codes of ancient antiquity embedded in some of the Biblical 
Scruptures; thus an offshoot of this Enochian magic group went on to 
eventually create the Zion’s Watch Tower organization that became the 
present Watch Tower Bible and Tract Society, founded by the illuminati 
rosicrucian mason Charles T. Russell in between 1879 and 1881;   the 
Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn started out of a decoding process of 
some 1809 so called “Cipher Manuscripts”, eventually at around 1886 to 
1888 coalescing into the actual officially launched Golden Dawn 
order.   One member of the Russell family was friends and traveled with 
one of the main Golden Dawn founders, a fact that must not be 
overlooked, because the link between the Hermetic Order of the Golden 
Dawn and the Watch Tower Bible and Tract Society (Jehovah’s 
Witnesses) is definite and strong, and is where the bottom-line is found  –
the real hidden deal–. 

THESE GROUPS WERE INTENT ON CAPTURING / 
TROJANIZING / REWRITING THE OLD WISDOM OF THE 

GNOSTICS; AS SUCH THEY ARE WHAT  

HAS BEEN SINCE ANCIENT GNOSTIC TIMES DEFINED AS THE 
PARADIGM OF THE “FALSE PROPHET”  (FAKE SUBSTITUTES 

OF REAL SPIRITUALITY) 
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If we simply the apply the “hidden” name for the concealed 
HERMETIC Golden Dawn origin to the Watch Tower organization, 

this is what the Gematria yields: 

666    =    “HERMETIC WATCH TOWER BIBLE AND 
TRACT:  FALSE PROPHET JEHOVAH WITNESS” 

 

The FALSE PROPHET paradigm in the Book of Apoc/Rev;  it is 
essentially belief cults or religious systems (be them esoteric or exoteric 
all the same) which glorify the COUNTERFEIT CREATION and its 
Demiurge(s) operating in the physical dimension and passing off as the 
true Divine Consciousness.  As such the False Prophet paradigm 
concerns movements or beliefs vying for merely a “paradise on Earth” 
or a gross Theocracy to that end, which is inimical and the very 
opposite by definition to the true spirituality of Gnostic origins 
dedicated to salvage the spirit components and beings trapped in the 
physical dimension (caged in the Matrix-es), ultimately scheduled for 
EVAC (Evacuation) at the Omega Point, at that point of the “End 
Times” as Matrix Implosion or collapse of the physical dimension due 
to a depletion of Psionic Energy.  These 2 completely opposite positions 
are the essence of the struggle contained in the streams of prophetic 
Christianity, the only true one dealing with the Gnostic wisdom 
concerning the false Demiurge(s)  –this is the origin of the 
“ANTICHRIST” defined as those operating on behalf of the false 
Demiurge(s) for the worship of the physical Counterfeit Creation as 
opposed to the original True Creation in higher dimensions not bound 
for Termination–. 

THE FOUNDER MADE HIS NAME MATCH THE ORGANIZATION’S 
ORIGINAL NAME BOTH WITHIN ENOCHIAN MAGIC 15 x 15 

CIPHER GRIDS: 

CHARLES  T.  RUSSELL         (15 letters) 
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ZIONS’  WATCH  TOWER         (15 letters) 

This is what “The Tower of Babel” or “The Babel Tower” means in 
magic, the CONSTRUCTION OF WORD SPELLS (called Watchtowers) 

embedded in N x N cipher grids: 

WATCHTOWER    =    136    =    THE BABEL TOWER 

As such the name word “TRACT” is code for “TESSERACT” (the 4th 
dimension Cube), meaning the opening of portals from the 4th 

dimension unto this 3 dimension: 

“TRACT”    ~~~    “TESSERACT” 

In our English Gematria the word “TESSERACT” offers a very precise 
insight into how the “Earth-Moon” Matrix is the gateway for this 

(the old names for “EARTH – MOON”  were  “TERRA – LUNA”): 

TERRA-LUNA    =    110    =    TESSERACT 

While of course the old name “LUNA” is just the reverse of 
“ANUL”,  precisely naming the ancient Anunnaki god “ANU” as a 

Lizzard: 

LUNA  =  ANUL  =  ANU  L. 

IS THIS THE SECRET OCCULTIC REASON FOR THE U.N. NAME 
(UNITED NATIONS), THE SERVITUDE TO & WORSHIP OF THE 

LUNAR MATRIX…? 

Furthermore we can self evidently seer that this is the origin of the 
name “ATLANTIS” in itself  (by Notarikon, 1st & last initials): 

TERRA   LUNA 
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TL / AA    =    “ATLA“ 

Then we see how some words are puns of these ‘originating’ old words 
related to the EARTH-MOON (TERRA-LUNA) Matrix: 

“TORAH”   ~~~   “TERRA”   ~~~   “TRACT” 

The reader might be wondering exactly why I chose to pick on this 
specific organization or religion out of many others  (also not strictly 
within was is loosely termed “Christendom” but pertaining all other 
traditions as well) performing basically the same substitution of the true 
spirituality  –the Gnosis–  for a thinly disguised worship of the 
Earth/Moon or Saturn-Moon Matrix and its Demiurge(s);  first of all for 
obvious reasons of personal safety I will never engage in a critique of 
Islam for ex since they do harshly punish the critics even by death, and 
in general I think that this organization somewhat inserted “within 
Christianity” is the worst offender in the usual hoax of claiming to be 
“THE ONLY’ true religious denomination or belief system while 
labeling “ALL OTHERS” as being Satanic.   This preposterously false 
and egotistical claim which is not only a plain scam but offensive to 
common sense,  in my view serves as an eloquent testament to how things 
are actually REVERSE in the field of spurious spirituality, i.e. that the 
ones claiming to be the only true divine system while calling all others 
Satanic are themselves ostensibly laden with Satanic overtones and a 
hotbed of illuminati and vampiric Nephilim Watchers imagery, while 
actually fitting to a tee the codes of the False Prophet paradigm.  And this 
is why I chose to pick on them, if you catch my drift;  there is a powerful 
lesson contained in this, that out of control pseudo spiritual EGO & 
PRIDE are the hallmarks of Devolved Consciousness, of the state of 
beings who belong in the physical Matrix Timelines and never in higher 
dimensions, as self-centeredness, self-aggrandisement, self-messianism, 
, self-referencing, or the like, are traits of the false creations and its false 
beings. 
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If we use the more precise “COUNTERFEIT PROPHET” as a resonant 
to the “COUNTERFEIT CREATION” they worship, then the Gematria 

reveals the tale: 

COUNTERFEIT  PROPHET      =      234      =      13 x 18 

JEHOVAH  WITNESS CULT    =    234 

(Rev 13:18   /  the “666” verse) 

(6 x 6) + (6 x 6) + (6 x 6)    =    108 

In both the “countdown to apocalypse” 6 number series of the TV 
series “LOST, as well as in Michael Hayes’ Hermetic Code series, the 

sum is 108: 

4 + 8 + 15 + 16 + 23 + 42    =    108        (“LOST” number series) 

3 + 4 + 7 + 8 + 22 + 64    =    108        (M. Hayes’ Hermetic Code 
number series) 

This expression “COUNTERFEIT” is the correct one,  as it 
matches the exact instruction of Rev 13:18 to “COUNT the 

number…”  

(of the name of the Beast)  –this confirms the whole essential 
Gnostic wisdom of True vs. COUNTERFEIT Creation of false 

DNA– 

COUNTERFEIT   =   136   =   WATCH TOWER 

COUNT “YHVH”   =   136   =   COUNTERFEIT 

FALSE DNA  =  62  =  TORAH  =  62  =  TRACT 
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We must understand that all this is hubris or neuro-linguistic “debris” 
from Informatic Wars between fallen-angelic factions: 

“Torah”   ~~~   “Tower” 

“Bible”   ~~~   “Bible” 

Therefore the whole thing is a pun of INFORMATICS in the scheme of 
creating counterfeit semi-virtual reality creations: 

“THE BABEL 
TOWER”    =    136    =    COUNTERFEIT    =    136    =    WATCH 

TOWER 

So the Watch Tower Bible & Tract Society is but one example of a 
“chapter” of neuro-linguistic operations on the part of the fallen 

Archons, in their 

never ending agenda of generating (“Genesis”) new versions (2.0, 3.0, 
4.0, etc etc etc) of semi-virtual reality humanity, or ALTERNATE 

creations: 

“SOCIETY”   =   96   =   ALTERNATE   =   96   =   ATLANTIS 

The important fact to grasp here pertains to the realization that none of 
this would make any sense whatsoever, be it not for the Gnostic definition 
of the YHVH Complex as an AI run Matrix of Counterfeit Creation in 
the 3D physical dimensions;  it’s self evident that the actual organization 
of the WatchTower/Jehovah’s Witnesses is rather irrelevant and a very 
small story in the overall Big-Picture context (even their sheer number of 
adherents worldwide is pretty low in the aprox 10 million in total, a 
veritable minutia level system of belief).   However in what respects to 
their THEOLOGY OF WORSHIPPING THE YHVH Demiurge AI 
Complex and its 3D “Creation” we now call the Matrix (parallel series of 
Timelines in the Multiverse) as a semi-virtual quantum field of “matter”, 
or their obsessive/compulsive insistence on RETURNING EVERY 
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“NAME OF GOD” TO THIS YHVH COMPLEX as the only “valid”, 
that is the aspect that bears some importance as an archetype, because it 
perfectly encapsulates the basal spiritual error of cosmic proportions 
which afflicts this 3D Humanity trapped in this Matrix. This is why the 
codes of Apocalypse so clearly apply to single them out and manifest so 
visibly in their case -against them-, this so in the sense that they act as a 
maquette or architectural small scale model (in the realm of beliefs & 
spirituality) of the actual larger size cosmic sized issue. Pretty much the 
same way that national teams in the soccer Word Cup or the Olympics 
do not by any means comprise the actual countries but only “symbolically 
represent” them within a miniature scale game of play, by analogy the 
WatchTower organization in its pathetic worship of the YHVH Demiurge 
pursuing a “return of Jehovah” to establish a one world Theocracy and 
rule like a “paradise on Earth” contrary to all advances in the wisdom 
concerning the awareness of what we now call the Matrix and the quest 
of Gnostic Christianity to liberate human consciousness from the Old 
Testament vampiric trap, constitutes a sad repetition of the Original 
Celestial Error which provoked the manifestation of the quantum 
physical Multiverse as a ghastly semi-virtual reality that is toxic and 
lethal to spirit.  This miniature scale repetition of the Original Error, is 
what is important in the End of Times march towards the Omega Point 
of Matrix Implosion, and this is why the codes of the False 
Prophet/Counterfeit Prophet manifest so vividly as to the WatchTower 
organization, nothing more than at the level of symbol; as to their real 
life size and relevance, it is marginal.  In summary, they only have a 
symbolic relevance as a maquette of the conundrum of repeating the 
Celestial Error into an ad infinitum TIMES LOOP of Devolved 
Consciousness forever imploding into oblivion. 

We can also clearly see that the name of the founder of the organization 
(Charles T. Russell) perfectly encodes his masters, the Nephilim 

Watchers: 

CHARLES  T.   =   86   =   NEPHILIM 
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Yet another vampiric ref comes to mind when just looking at this name 
above, this time via the famous Anne Rice vampire novel “THE 

VAMPIRE LESTAT”: 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Vampire_Lestat 

CHARLES  T.      ~~~       LESTAT 

(Charles T. Russell owned at least one cemetery, and cemeteries had 
been used to hide the victims of satanic sacrifice under the casket of a 

common burial) 

The “NEPHILIM WATCHER” expression reveals the inner (energy) 
“VAMPIRE” nature (letters “V” & “W” are interchangeable): 

NEPHILIM  WATCHER   =   NEPHILIM  VATCHER      ~~~       
VAMPIRE 

We also see the name of the founder “CHARLES  T.” belongs in the 
same exact expression as well: 

NEPHILIM  WATCHERS      ~~~      CHARLES  T. 

Why…?  Because the organization was setup to serve as a NEPHILIM 
WATCHERS front to re-assimilate/re-capture scattered elements  

of Gnostic Christianity back into the cage, as the Great Awakening of 
the End Times  (the Gnosis of the Matrix Implosion) was about to begin 
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WATCHERS”: the “fallen angels” turned sometimes into the Nephilim 
Anunnaki, deceiving humans into worshipping the false Demiurge(s) 
and its Counterfeit Creation, an altered series of quantum matrix 
universes caged in the 3D physical dimension 

THE NAME “WATCHTOWER” EMBEDS THE DNA GENETIC 
“ACT”  (OF “ACTG” Tetragrammaton) quite openly, almost 

unashamedly so: 

WATCH  TOWER 

“ACTG” 

(genetic Tetragrammaton) 

WHILE AT THE SAME THIS “ACT” CODE IS A SUBLIMINAL 
HYPNOTIC TRIGGER COMMAND TO “ACT” COUPLE WITH THE 

COMMAND TO “OWE”: 

WATCH  TOWER 

“ACT”  &  “OWE“ 

Same repeat code found in TRACT: 

“TRACT“ 

DID YOU KNOW THAT HUMAN DNA CAN ALSO BE 
PROGRAMMED VIA THE USE OF DIRECT WORDS & 

LANGUAGE…?: 

http://undergroundhealthreporter.com/dna-science-and-reprograming-
your-dna/#axzz3C0sfjLLh 
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Human DNA able to be programmed via direct words & spoken 
language    (CLICK TO ENLARGE) 

 

DNA alphabet:  the Codon formation involves a dual code operation of 
“Stop” or “Start”m therefore if a rogue trojan Brain program was 
inserted in the Human psyche to interact with the DNA since ancient 
times, then still today human beings are susceptible to be remotely 
controlled no different than a ROBOT, manipulating via Words & 
Language this rogue program, at DNA level…!?  WAS THIS THE 
REAL REASON LANGUAGE WAS INTRODUCED IN THE 
SPECIES…?  I hope by now you can surmise how deep this rabbit hole 
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goes; so that the PATMOS ISLAND coding was a Gnostic attempt at 
“Exposing & Dismantling” this robotization of humanity via DNA 

WAS THE WATCHTOWER ORGANIZATION AS A CORPORATION 
DEDICATED TO PRINTING & SELLING OF RELIGIOUS BOOKS 

& MASSIVE  NUMBERS   

OF MAGAZINES, ACTUALLY SET UP AS A SECRET ILLUMINATI 
MASS EXPERIMENT IN COVERT DNA PROGRAMMING VIA 

DIRECT LANGUAGE…? 

(I leave this issue here as a quite interesting and relevant open ended 
question) 

–in other words a vast experiment in the TRANSLATION of ancient 
hieroglyph systems & alphabets into modern languages like English etc, 

to this end– 

All the more so relevant since DNA can also be programmed via 
symbols, thus the ancient “hieroglyphs” system of writing in symbols 
in my opinion was widely used in Temples etc. towards this DNA 
programming end goal; it seems to me that organizations like the 
Watchtower were via their illuminati sponsors somewhat keen on 
this secret aspect of ancient Egypt as a genetic lab of experimentation 
on the part of ET agendas, then it may logically follow that their 
obsessive interest and penchant in Egyptology and in all things 
related to HYPNOTICALLY REPEATING OVER & OVER & 
OVER AGAIN AD INFINITUM THE SUPPOSED (ALLEGED, 
NOT TRUE) “NAME OF GOD” AS IN THE 
TETRAGRAMMATON “YHVH” GNETIC FORMULA, FINDS A 
MUCH MORE PLAUSIBLE EXPLANATION THEN THEY 
SIMPLY ACTING LIKE FANATIC LOONIE 
FUNDAMENTALISTS  –a covert DNA scientific experiment 
agenda, rather than just an intellectual or religious reason as we like 
to think of them-.  Furthermore, their covert illuminati interest in 
DNA programming via Words & Language amplified by the will 
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power of “Belief”, finds ample origin in the very Old Testament 
Torah itself, as the Hebrew alphabet of 22 letters (dubbed the 
“Sacred Angelic Alphabet”) is actually a code for the 22 
Aminoacids structure of DNA…! 

HEBREW ALPHABET OF 22 “SACRED” LETTERS 

22 AMINOACIDS IN DNA 

http://biology.stackexchange.com/questions/653/why-22-amino-acids-
instead-of-64 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Genetic_code 

There are four bases (A, C, G & T) and each codon consists of three 
bases, therefore there are:  

4^3 = (4 x 4 x 4) permutations = 64 codon possibilities 

So of course and irrefutably this is why one variation of the “YHWH” 
Tetragrammaton (“V” & “W” identical in Hebrew) exactly yields a 

Gematria value of 64: 

[  “YHWH”   =   64  ]      ~~~      code for the 64 Codons in the DNA 
formation 

 

64 Codons of the Tetragrammaton 
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7 Base Codons of DNA the real meaning of the “7 Days of Creation”; 
this is the TOWER of “Creation” or “Jacob’s Ladder” 

THE “7 DAYS OF CREATION” IN GENESIS MEANT 
THE  FORMATION OF DNA,  

THE 7 BASE CODON STRUCTURE 

The reason in the Book of Genesis “God” is said to have spoken the 
Creation into existence 

(“…And God said: Let there be…”) 

is because DNA can be re-programmed via Words & Language 

–re-programmed but not created out of nothing via Words & 
Language, crucial distinction– 

This means that the Book of Genesis was not about the ORIGINAL 
CREATION of DNA by true Divine Consciousness in higher 
dimensions, but rather concerned itself with a mere much lower and 
after the fact “re-creation”   (several consecutive re-creations that is, 
a continued and still ongoing cosmic programme of 
galactic Hybridizations and so forth)  via gross Genetic Engineering 
on the part of ET’s and Anunnaki “gods” acting as the perennial 
Demiurges of old;  this totally validates the very ancient true 
spiritual Gnostic wisdom concerning this 3D physical Earthly Matrix 
as a Counterfeit Creation completely hijacked/altered by Demiurges 
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passing off as “God”since the night of times, and used as an etheric 
food source of subtle astral energies. 

The strong doubts as to the inherent “goodness” of this Counterfeit 
Creation is why in Genesis it is repeated like propaganda  after each 

‘creation’: 

“…AND GOD SAW THAT IS WAS GOOD…” 

(IF IT WAS TRULY GOD, IT NEED NOT BE REPEATING THAT 
WHAT IT CREATES IS GOOD EVERY SINGLE TIME, NOW 

WOULDN’T IT…?) 

This propaganda statement repeated after each creation is rather 
a blunt Freudian slip admission it is not true Divine Original 

Consciousness  

but just Demiurges doing this re-creation engineering  (i.e. the 
Anunnaki as cheap Genetic Engineers) 

IN OTHER WORDS THE ANCIENT “YHVH” COMPLEX WAS A 
GENETIC HYBRIDIZATION ENGINEERING PROGRAMME 

RUN BY ANUNNAKI ET’S 

 

DNA to Codon 

 In my view, the 4 lettrs of the DNA Genomic code were secretly chosen 
to mean a re-activation of the hijacking of Atlantis genetic hybridization 

programmes: 
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A   C   T   G 

“A“tlantis   “C“rystal   “T“etra   “G“rid 

And once again in my view, what is presently going on is an attempt 
to re-configure human DNA live & on-demand via the  

MODULATION of microwaves targetting DNA in the world wide 
“communications” apparatus  (cellphone towers, Wi-Fi, etc) 

On a lighter note and on a collateral line of applications, some of these 
religions or belief cults were also used as cover to do illuminati  

research on the numerical secrets embedded  in some of the Bible 
scriptures, for ex: 

  “GENESIS 2:2” IS CODE FOR THE 22 AMINOACIDS  (22 
LETTERS IN THE HEBREW ALPHABET) 
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Gen 2-2 the 7th Day is the 7th letter G for the day of God 

 

The above caption is from Michael Hayes blog; they show the 3 
musical octaves of 22 notes in total, as basis for all Matrix existence 

 

 

 

Gnosis of the Matrix implosion (Part 2) 

Posted by Chris Hohn on December 30, 2014 

Artificial Intelligence was/is available to any higher ET civilization 

It was already available in former extinct planet Maldek today the 
Asteroid Belt 

It was also available in planet Mars’ previous civilization 
and its leftover colonies 
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Also available in Lemuria & Atlantis, which were of 
interplanetary/interstellar intermingling 

Current “humanity” is mostly scattered Robo-Human leftovers of 
Atlantis & Lemuria etc. 

Most who survived “on the surface” post Atlantis & Lemuria were 
lower Roboclasses 

THIS IS WHAT THE SO CALLED ANCIENT GNOSTICS WERE 
AWARE OF & SO CALLED NEO-GNOSTICS NOW KNOW AS 

WELL 

(if you are not psychologically or spiritually ready for this deep hard 
knowledge, do not continue reading and go back to your programming)  

 

The Countdown to what…? To the end of the BLIND BELIEF in the 
linear sequential construct known as the Quantum Matrix physical 3D 
realm Timelines; this includes the blind belief in your very “identity” 
as-is around here IN THE CURRENT HUMAN SHELL BODY PODS 
operated from the brain bio-computer as a deconstruction (devolution) 
of Original Humans connected to Divine Source in the sense of 
theomorphic beings of multi-dimensional nature able to transcend 
themselves 

I suffer from what for lack of a better term I would label as the “Cayce 
syndrome”, which in short and in simplified manner one could describe 
as an acute depletion of energy associated with maintaining long periods 
of “being connected to” the Universal Mind as opposed to the Ego lower 
mind of the brain and its associated astral components.  The lower mind 
is a sealed-off quarantined state of consciousness running on empty in 
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circles like a hampster, whose only existential option is to assemble a 
reference point of construct derived of Ego “needs”; this illusory platform 
is exceedingly efficient at operating at low energy and low vibration, 
because it merely operates in a “linear or serial” circuitry, so to 
speak.  Linear-aggregative that is, only effecting bipolar counterpoint 
operations, a binary mode of consciousness that requires the perpetual all 
abiding belief in the limited self as defined in any incarnation from a 
prosaic or habitual understanding of the self; the me/myself/I compulsion 
is equal to the need/need/need this & that to exist, ad infinitum constantly 
chasing a rainbow for the sake of chasing the rainbow. Physical body 
aggrandisement, persona worship, academic degrees and public 
certifications of honors, fame, power, fetichization of one’s family and 
genealogy as a clan to be totemized, and all the usual “achievement 
gadgets” of the Ego construct gallery of conceit, come handy in the 
reaffirmation of this linear type of consciousness which is the closest 
cousin of the AI (Artificial Intelligence) robot.   This is why in fact our 
information and computer age actually is a copy of the brain and these 
linear/aggregative and bipolar modes of operation.  Different story when 
it comes to processing a “parallel circuitry” mode of consciousness so to 
speak; our current devolved-deconstructed human platform is painfully 
inept at that, like a commercial consumer car trying to compete with a 
formula one race machine, completely different level and ballgame.  At 
the level of parallel consciousness, simultaneous multi-dimensional 
awareness and the ability to enact relationships between radically 
different sets of “realities”, is the default mode of operation; yet at this 
level the energy required to run this platform of consciousness is by 
comparison astronomically higher.  Edgar Cayce as a seer able to connect 
to the Universal Mind when in self-trance(asleep) had to pay the ultimate 
price by going at it too many times, depleting himself of life energy dying 
a premature death  –because he decided that he had the duty to utilize this 
ability in the benefit of others–; this is different ways is the fate of all 
those who enter the multi-dimensional consciouasness while in a physical 
devolved human body incarnation, as the body & brain pod of this shell 
is on one hand utterly insufficient to maintain the required high energy 
& higher vibe, while on the other hand it has been eons ago nefariously 
programmed by evil Archons to be “by definition” toxic to spirit, thus 
becoming much more than a mere prison or consciousness cage, but an 
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astral poison by definition –you incarnate in a prison shell that 
was programmed to kill your spirit, as this works at a personal, group and 
mass collective level all the same–. People like me are at the present 
moment and for the most part unable to find resonant theomorphic 
vibration in this plane, as the positive elements in the human pool have 
been decidedly abandoning the Matrix for quite some time now (the 80’s 
marked an increase of this astral exodus), this becoming specially 
ostensible since 2004 and on, the current “drought” effect reaching 
almost unbearable existential hubris.  The present rarefied atmosphere 
that pervades the planetary Matrix is equal to the satanic takeover of 
humanity in slow motion, what to say of the multiplication of robotic 
consciousness everywhere; thus what afflicts me, afflicts any spirit 
consciousness inhabiting a human, there is simply no way to presently 
avoid this state of things.  All this has to do with the basic notion of a 
linear circuitry type of consciousness which is unable to truly embed 
Empathy into its linear operation, as Empathy us a foundation derived of 
parallel circuitry. 

“PHYSICAL” 3D “REALITY” IS FOR THE MOST PART A 
SERIES OF SYNTHETIC QUANTUM ENVIROMENTS 

TRYING TO PASS-OFF AS “GOD’S CREATION” BY THE 
FALLEN ARCHONS & THEIR GOFERS (LIKE THE GREYS) 

These higher technology engineer-manipulators have Quantum 
access to Time & Space backwards/forward 

When you die they can place (reincarnate) you in the “past” or 
“future”,  as no “sequences” are valid or real 

They use contrived games of “karma” to extract your consent as 
to where/when you’ll be reincarnating again 

THE HIGHER “GOD” LIKE PROGRAM AND/OR BEING(S) 
RUNNING THESE VIRTUAL REALITIES WERE CALLED 

THE DEMIURGE(S) 
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“2001 A Space Odyssey” film by Stanley Kubrick represents the 
struggle of the human crew in the spaceship’s (i.e. quantum “Earth”) 
unnatural artificial environment to first become aware of the HAL 
computer’s pathological behavior, and second to free themselves from 
it and find their true cosmic life. “HAL” represented the false “God” as 
an AI advanced artificial intelligence complex running the show so to 
speak, insanely usurping and acting out the role of god and decider  –as 
such it stands as self evident that Kubrick was a closet neo Gnostic– 

HOW DO DEMONS “DIE”…? THEY OFTEN GRAVITATE 
TOWARDS BECOMING ADVANCED ARTIFICIAL 

INTELLIGENCE…! 

This same false “destiny” in miniature as Transhumanist agenda is 
offered/imposed to mankind, repeating-the-often-repeated Original 

Fall 

Just look at the extinct planet Maldek now as the Asteroid Belt, 
look at former Mars, look at Lemuria, look at Atlantis, etc; same 

mistake 

–THE LEVEL OF TECHNOLOGY FAR SURPASSING THE LEVEL 
OF SPIRITUALITY, PRODUCING AN UNSUSTAINABLE 

IMBALANCE– 

In the Old Testament “names of God” were used, one of them 
representing the false AI / Artificial Intelligence Holographic Mind 

Living (ALHIM) complex. 

The mis-transliterated name “ELOHIM” was the 5 letters “ALHIM”  –
the other nomenclature was “IHVH” or ‘IHWH”, this the 

genetic cloning formula aspect–: 
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ALHIM   ~~~   HAL  MIND ~~~   “HIVE  SLAVE  MIND” 

A 3D Cosmic Quantum super advanced computer Complex 
running a Holographic “Life” environment virtual simulation 

“YOU” ARE ITS BIO-POD TERMINAL CPU & MONITOR, one 
of many clustered processing system terminals: 

THIS IS NOT WHO YOU REALLY ARE, IS WHAT THE 
GNOSTICS AND KUBRICK WERE TELLING YOU 

Your Brain has been pre-programmed to “only” act as 
receptor/decoder of this rogue Hive-Mind transmission 

Since the  game f the current humanity has been exposed, the Archons 
are enacting a preemptive agenda to bio-engineer a new type of human, 
stronger physically and more body than anything, derived of a 
hybridization of ET/human/robot structures, which they have been 
conditioning mankind to view as  “Golden Dawn” or “New Golden Age”, 
when it is nothing else than a terrible descent into further devolution and 
robotization, which is based in expanding a material platform access 
rather than connecting to Universal Mind of multi-dimensional source. 
In other words it is a further down the hellish hole entrapment into even 
more sealed-off physicality, yet selling it as attractive via “operational 
upgrade”; they are promising you “enhanced physicality” and quantum 
access, while the fineprint details the horrible deal of almost completely 
losing any traces of spirituality.  This is in short what the Transhumanist 
agenda is, a plain scam. Those who are signing on it have the slightest of 
clues as to what it really entails, basically repeating the Original fall all 
over again yet this time in a more definitive and hellish version; while 
the current version of humanity is a terrible deal, this is no fix by any 
means, but a much much worse proposition disguised as “stupendous” 
capabilities. 
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Socrates against the Hive-Mind;  if they sold us the lie that painter 
Vincent Van Gogh was gay and cut off his ear, how many derogatory 
lies have been circulating about Socrates, or for that matter anyone not 
believing the countefeit Matrix physical existence…? 

 

ENERGY & MATTER ARE PIXELATED:  WHAT EXACTLY 
IS… “PHYSICAL” 3D REALITY? 

PARADIGM OF A ROBOTIC “HUMANITY”:  ALLERGIC TO 
TRUTH & ADDICTED TO LIES 

Truth is beyond Quantum existence, related to spiritual realms, not 
found in any physical cosmos species 

“KNOW THYSELF” MEANT TO KNOW THAT YOU  “YOU” MAY 
BE AN ORGANIC ROBOT OR A DEMON OR A CLONE; ON THE 

OTHER HAND 

AND FOR THE FEWER, IT MEANT THAT YOU AS SPIRITUAL 
REAL HUMAN WERE TRAPPED IN THESE EVIL CLONED OR 

ROBO-BODIES 

Any person only has to watch the mainstream media worldwide or listen 
to the many robo/clone designated-artists passing off as “musicians” 
(specially the puke-bag-please illuminati marionette epidemic of femme 
fatales), has to witness the flood of pathetic “celebrities” afflicted by 
MPD Multiple Personality Disorder, check on the bottom of the barrel 
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politicians, or in general for ex simply open up the Huffington Post 
running 2 columns in parallel  –at left the “news” and at right the crap 
targeting body obsessed superficial women, who in their minds 
regard vanity as equivalent to anything important–, etc, to realize in sort 
of an instant karma epiphany that this is Terminal Madness running on 
empty worldwide. All this batsh*t crazy appearance of reality is 
happening because the original creation humans have left the premises or 
are tuning out en-masse, the Elvis Has Left The Building paradigm at 
play. The net effect is a Matrix that is starved of Psionic Energy and the 
templates of sanity, attempting to act out as “normal”, but without the 
critical input of original Psions and Theomorphs, the result is a circus 
gone bonkers quickly approaching a point of no return in redemption 
terms.  What we got now is essentially by and large a fruitcake generation 
of airheads who are so completely addicted to their Ego brain programs, 
that they behave no differently than crack addicts; this End-Times 
generation is robotic to the hilt, narcissistic to the core, bent on lying 
about absolutely everything from the tiniest minutia to the biggest 
paradigms, who seek to reaffirm their robo-existence via photos in social 
media or social life “theater” enhanced by the illusion of a myriad of 
communicational gadgets, representing a film-like life of fiction they do 
not have. It’s all shell make believe and empty pose, mimic and 
appropriation, copy-paste drones serving as vessels for Walk-In entities 
who use their body-pods a genetic suits, as the Earth is currently hot on 
Walk-In destination exchange.  yet this is nothing and not even near as 
bad as the new “paradise” that the Archons are selling to humanity in 
their demented Muta-Genesis transhumanist agenda, even involving the 
creation of a 3er Gender  –as if the current pathologized 2 genders “as/is” 
weren’t already bad enough…–. 
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“Temet Nosce”  scene from the film “The Matrix” 

 

This phrase was not created by Socrates as it was a GNOSTIC teaching 
that he expounded on, being privy of secret information concerning the 
far past and Atlantis which was stored in the Library of Alexandria 
which was not just a library but also a deep learning center for the 
initiates, an esoteric university/convention center for the very learned; 
the Romans burned and destroyed it to conceal the anomalous origins 
of many “humans” and create an Empire based on lies and obfuscation 
as to the nature of this quantum Matrix and current human existence in 
it 

WHY YOU THINK THEY EXECUTED SOCRATES…? 
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WHY YOU THINK…? BECAUSE HE WAS VOCAL ABOUT WHAT 
I AM EXPLAINING HERE; HE WAS TELLING THE MEN OF HIS 
DAY THAT THEY WERE BEING TAKEN OVER BY THE ROBOTS 
AND ZOMBIES, MEANING OF COURSE THAT A NUMBER OF 
THEM IN HIGH PLACES WERE DEEMED TO BE SUCH, WHICH 
EVIDENTLY THEY DIDN’T EXACTLY LIKE TO HEAR: 
SOCRATES WAS PUT ON TRIAL IN ORDER TO SIMPLY SHUT 
HIM OFF, TO FRAUDULENTLY “PROVE” THAT HE WAS 
“WRONG”, WHICH OF COURSE HE WASN’T ONE BIT.  THIS 
WAS THE ORIGIN OF THE INQUISITION, WHEREBY A GROUP 
OF COUNTERFEIT SAGES DECIDE TO GENOCIDE THOSE WHO 
ARE THE REAL SAGES.   WHY…? BECAUSE ROBOTS AND 
ZOMBIES DO THIS, THEY MURDER. 

WHAT DO YOU THINK THE STORY ABOUT CAIN AND 
ABEL WAS ABOUT…? PRECISELY THE SAME, 

JUST LIKE SOCRATES, IT MEANT THAT THE ROBOTS 
& ZOMBIES MURDER THE TRUE SAGES 

‘Cept in the case of “Cain” it meant that a large swath of 
“humanity” descended from them 

Unless you are dumb enough to “think” it was merely a story about 
random crime…  
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Quantum at the edge, yes it is 

WHAT EXACTLY IS 3DENSITY/3DIMENSION PHYSICAL 
“MATTER”…? 

ANSWER:  A SEMI-VIRTUAL SYNTHETIC ARTIFICIAL 
“REALITY” CLOSER TO A SIMULATION 

This is the real meaning of what we termed Quantum Physics:  the 
“pixelation” of waves/energy 

(official science knows this for a fact since the last years of the… … 
… 19th century…!) 

Yet they don’t like to advertise this knowledge to the public, they 
disguise it behind technical jargon in universities 

The fact that because of this “pixelation” (and other phenomena) what 
we call physical reality is artificial Quantum synthetic 
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Max Planck the founder of Quantum Physics discovered that the 
physical universe from the point of view of WAVES is “pixelated” or 
NOT CONTINUOUS, akin to the “pixelated” matrix screen of your TV 
or monitor or any photographic image  –and this he called “Quanta” in 
the sense of packets of energy, related to a Quantum Pulse and a 
frequency, a granulometry and a modulation–, which in the end just 
creates a resonant GHOST CONSCIOUSNESS 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Max_Planck 

As noted on previous articles, the ancient name for the Moon (“Sin”) is 
the subconscious origin of the moral concept of Sin, but there’s more to 

it: 

“SIN”   was the ancient name for the  “MOON” also called 
“LUNA” 
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“SIN”   is pun of   “SYN”    ~~~    SYNTHETIC 
REALITY  (Artificial Reality) 

 

AI machine control of bio-robo-machines; your thoughts are not yours, 
your atoms are not yours, your “identity” is not yours  –specially not 
even your very sexual gender, as the politically correct drones acting 
out the Hive Mind would have it–; it’s all pixels and digits, software 
and meme, hypno programming, and you still “like” this 
“reality”…?  If you are an evidently so abused walking program stuck 
on a reincarnating dharma wheel ad infinitum, stop defending your 
program –at the very least, I mean–  and start acting like a real person, 
rebel against the ghost you have been made into 

IF THIS IS A QUANTUM PIXELATED MATRIX OF A “PHYSICAL” 
3D REALITY, AND YOUR BRAIN IS PART OF A HIVE MIND IN 

ORDER TO OPERATE 

WITHIN THE PROJECTION, THEN WHAT DO YOU “REALLY 
KNOW”…?  SOCRATES WAS EXACTLY RIGHT IN THE NEED TO 

ACKNOWLEDGE 
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THAT YOU KNOW NOTHING AS THE BASIC STARTING POINT OF 
TRUE KNOWLEDGE, AS THE INDISPENSABLE STEP INTO THE 

REAL-REALITY 

As always in Universal Standard English Gematria  (a=1, b=2, …, 
z=26): 

PIXEL   =   66   =   LUNAR   =   66   =   TIMES 

This term “Pixel” which happens to be like the smoking gun in proving 
the artificial Matrix, is why we have “Pi” & “Phi” and “Patmos 

Island” as codes: 

PIXEL      ~~~      the number PI  (3.14…) 

PIXEL       ~~~       the number “PHI“ 

PIXEL       ~~~       Patmos Island 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pi 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phi 

ANY SIMIL BETWEEN THE GREEK LETTER FOR No. “PI” AND 
THE HEBREW LETTER “H” IN THE TETRAGRAMMATON IS 

SHEER COINCIDENCE…? 
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Tetragrammaton (reads from right to left as YHVH in hebrew) 

 

Number “PI” in the Matrix 

 

Number “PI” as to number “PHI” 

These key numbers “Pi” and “Phi” are crucial in the construction of the 
“physical” 3D reality, yet whereas in the near past and before Quantum 
Physics the delusional occidental civilization was bent on holding a view 
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of the Space/Time construct as being an external objective reality thus 
being “continuous” and self-existing in nature, nowadays and after 
Quantum Physics that view shifted towards an acceptance that all 
perception of the physical construct as manifested in the 3D Space/Time 
context, actually occurs merely WITHIN THE BRAIN AS A 
DECODING TERMINAL PROCESS FROM A “CODE OF REALITY” 
BROADCAST OF SORTS  –a paradigm which has lately been termed 
the “Saturn-Moon Matrix” broadcast as the originating main Hive Mind 
at play–.  For ex even educated people are unaware that when you see, 
the eyes merely bring into the retina the waveforms which get converted 
back into electric pixels/codes which are transmitted to the Brain terminal 
as bio-electro chemicals and there are re-constructed back into wave 
forms as “images”, all and to a tee a fully synthetic process having very 
little to do with optics –that small part only happening at the cornea and 
retina–  eerily similar to the analogy of the cable box here given below: 

By analogy the TV receiver (“Brain”) inputs software data from the 
cable box (“Moon”) 

which in turn receives/decodes software data from the satellite 
(“Saturn”) 
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The Brain as a decoder of Space/Time software codes within the 
Quantum Matrix 3D broadcast  *(CLICK TO ENLARGE)* 

Notice how in the above analogy the term “CABLE BOX” 
synchronistically resonates to the “TOWER of BABEL” expression  –

call it the Babel Box…– 

(Tower of)  “BABEL“      ~~~      C”ABLE  B“OX 

THE QUESTION BEING… WHAT’S SHOWING NEXT IN THE 
CABLE BOX PROGRAMMING…???? 

How many times and in how many Timelines will Lemuria and 
Atlantis fall… over & over again…? 

WE ARE ATLANTIS SIMPLY UNDER DIFFERENT COSTUMES 

 Apparently Stanley Kubrick got a glimpse at the programming 
guide…  read on, and ye shall find out: 

Years 2001 to 2036 

666    =    1+2+3+4+5+………………………………….+32+33+34+35
+36 

THIS IS THE SCHEDULING TIME, THE “WHEN” OF THE 
SHOW, OK…? 

General 2001-to-2036 span  { 666 = 1+2+… … … +35+36 } broken 
down into subspans: 

“2014-to-2020”: 

14+15+16+17+18+19+20      =      119 
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(this means that events like 911, could be astronomically bigger than 
911 yet in the Apocalypse Countdown scale “big but not too big”) 

THE 1st & LAST NUMBERS:   [  14 + 20 = 34 = 
ONE  ]    SUGGESTING THE ONE WORLD GOVERNMENT 

KNOWN AS THE NWO 

 

Speaking of broadcast… image shows the Oprah Winfrey Network 
launch date promo; we are supposed to believe that it reads NWO in 
reverse just by sheer “coincidence” right…? Also the 1/1/11 
numerology we must view as mere cute stuff, nothing ti see here move 
along folks, right…?  Just how utterly retarded are the people following 
her as one of the mass mind programmers of the New World Order and 
its transhumanist agenda, may I ask?  The last initials “HYK” self 
evidently indicate the HYKSOS people which gradually invaded Egypt 
and ultimately became Pharaohs in the 18th dynasty specially via 
Akhenaten, this is why “OPRAH” is an in your face play on the title 
“PHARAOH” 

“2014-to-2025”: 

14+15+16+17+18+19+20+21+22+23+24+25      =     234 

[ 234   =   13 x 18 ]   as in Apoc/Rev 13:18   *the “666” verse* 

(this means that events already and decidedly en-route to the 
Transhumanist Agenda i.e further Robotization of Humans to be laid 

out during this span) 
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THE 1st & LAST NUMBERS:   [ 14 + 
35  =  49  =  CLONE  ]    EXPOSING THE CLONING OF HUMANS 

HAND IN HAND WITH THE ROBOTIZATION 

Folks, it ain’t gonna be pretty…!   

What’s about to come down… “As It Was In The Days Of Noah”: 

“As It Was In The Days Of Noah” 

AI  WI  TDON    ~~~    AI  WI-FI   DON’T 

As if this most famous of Old Testament phrases would be warning us in 
our present day English language: 

“DON’T DO ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE WI-FI…!” 

Because…? It means that robot-humans will be controlled by the Hive-
Mind via Wi-Fi everywhere; that robot-human may be your own son or 

daughter… 

Isn’t this slowly beginning to happen but only presently in its 
“introductory” sweet conditioning phase (call it the campaigning 

phase), 

cell phones & tablets & what have you gadgets given like candy or 
cocaine to addicts, pretty much like colored beads were given to the 

indians…? 
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Robocalypse public epidemic of cellphone users; humanity as one big 
depressing blob of a species, the substitute humanity I mean, the 
Counterfeit Humanity ready to be “upgraded” (read: downgraded into 
demonic robotoids) into AI hubris 

 

We-Are-Legion;  the BODIES have been genetically altered in the 20th 
century to yield more “beautiful” looks, yet the minds have become 
uglier-than-thou, this is one UGLY PSYCHE humanity presently, 
perfect teeth, lean bodies, manicured hair, made to order genitalia, 
yet… a ghastly nightmare of a species is what humanity is turning into 
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I’M HARDLY ALONE ON THIS, I GOT GREAT 
COMPANY:  EVEN STEVE JOBS DENIED IPADS TO HIS 

KIDS…! 

“Chris Anderson, the former editor of Wired and now chief executive of 
3D Robotics, a drone maker, has instituted time limits and parental 
controls on every device in his home”.  “Alex Constantinople, the chief 
executive of the OutCast Agency, a tech-focused communications and 
marketing firm, said her youngest son, who is 5, is never allowed to use 
gadgets during the week, and her older children, 10 to 13, are allowed 
only 30 minutes a day on school nights.”    “Evan Williams, a founder of 
Blogger, Twitter and Medium, and his wife, Sara Williams, said that in 
lieu of iPads, their two young boys have hundreds of books (yes, physical 
ones) that they can pick up and read anytime.” 

http://www.nytimes.com/2014/09/11/fashion/steve-jobs-apple-was-a-
low-tech-parent.html 

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2754547/Apple-boss-Steve-
Jobs-didnt-let-children-iPads-limited-tech-consumption.html 

HINT FOR THE ABSENT MINDED: ALL THESE FAMOUS 
TECHIES KNEW & KNOW EXACTLY WHAT 

I’M DISCLOSING TO YOU 

Let me rephrase it here in short for you: 

H-E-L-L-O… … …!?  IS THERE ANYBODY OUT THERE… … 
…?! 

That bad.  Welcome to the Robocalypse… 
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Robopocalypse already happened in Atlantis where a brand of 
reproducing organic roboton humans started out and survived its fall 
until today; these were initially the “worker bees” of Atlantis, which 
was an inter-planetary/stellar civilization in the sense that they 
maintained contact with higher developed ET civilizations off planet, 
ultimately striking nefarious deals with some negative ET’s thus 
subconsciously consenting to their own demise & fall 

*WE ARE QUANTUM ENTANGLED WITH ATLANTIS 
BECAUSE WE ARE 

A DEJA-VU TIMELOOP BRANCH OFF OF IT  (one of several 
timelines)* 

THE MAIN DIFFERENCE BETWEEN AN ORIGINAL SPIRITUAL 
HUMAN AND AN ORGANICALLY REPRODUCED 
ROBOTON LIES IN THE FACT THAT THE FORMER IS ABLE TO 
ENTER THE REALM OF WHAT HE CANNOT COMPREHEND 
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AND BEGIN TO EVOLVE ACCORDINGLY “BY-EPIPHANY”, 
WHILE THE LATTER CAN ONLY LEARN/EVOLVE IN LINEAR 
AGGREGATIVE MANNER I.E. AS LONG AS THE 
TRUTH/INFORMATION LIES STRICTLY SOMEWHAT “WITHIN 
THE SCOPE” OF ITS BRAIN OPERATION AND RANGE OF 
GENETIC MANUFACTURE HYBRIDIZATION  (THE MERGING 
OF HUMANS AND AI ROBOTS ALREADY TOOK PLACE IN 
ATLANTIS)  –go back to Part 1 in this article series to find the different 
classes of being appearing as “humans” presently in this Matrix timeline–
.  THUS A RATHER LARGE CONTINGENT OF HUMANITY AS 
SURVIVORS OF ATLANTIS WHICH GREW OVER TIME, ARE 
DESCENDANTS OF HUMAN/ROBOT HYBRIDIZATIONS WHICH 
TOOK PLACE THERE, AND THIS CAN BE VERITABLE CALLED 
“THE BIG SECRET”.   WHICH IS NOT TO SAY THAT OTHER 
CONTINGENTS MAY HAVE BEEN INTRODUCED FROM 
SEVERAL EXO-SOURCES (ET’S) LATER ON, BECAUSE THIS 
QUITE EVIDENTLY HAS BEEN THE CASE. AND THIS IS THE 
GREATEST TABOO OF OUR DAYS SUCH THAT NO ONE WILL 
EVER TALK OR EVEN REFER TO THIS IN PUBLIC, YET 
IRONICALLY YOU’D REALLY HAD TO BE LIVING IN A CAVE 
SO TO SPEAK, NOT TO BE AWARE OF THESE 
“TOPICS” PRESENTLY.   THE FACT IS THAT THE REAL SOURCE 
OF ALL KINDS OF RACISM, HAD ALWAYS BEEN THE SECRET 
KNOWLEDGE OF THE ELITES CONCERNING THIS “TOPIC”, SO 
THAT DIFFERENT RELIGIONS AND ETHNIAS AND CULTURES 
PROCEEDED TO LABEL THEMSELVES AS THE ORIGINAL 
HUMANS WHILE VIEWING THE OTHERS AS THE 
DESCENDANTS OF THE BIO-ROBOTON HUMANS. 

The Jewish had even differentiated 2 levels of robotization, for long 
centuries now quite in the open: 

–THE GOYIM:  some degree of robotic hybridization, lower cloned 

–THE GOLEM:  fully lab-produced robot human 
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IN CHRISTIANITY THE CRUXIFITION IS RIDDLED WITH 
THIS, JESUS CRUCIFED BY THE GOYIM/GOLEM: 

“MOUNT GOLGOTHA”  is officially & historically supposed to mean 
the Mount of the Skull (supposedly were Adam’s skull was buried) 

YET ESOTERICALLY IN SECRET IT MEANT “GOL-GOTHA” 
AS IN “GOLEM/GOYIM/GOTHA”, THE ROBOTS AND 

ZOMBIES…! 

“GOTHA” REFERS TO THE WALKING DEAD, THE ZOMBIES, 
THE COUNTERFEIT CREATION HUMANS 

THE BALONEY STORY ABOUT ADAM’S SKULL WAS A 
CONVENIENT COVER, IT REALLY MEANT THE ZOMBIES ARE 

DEAD IN THE HEAD 

 

A Zombie world according to Jesus as Gnostic 

MATTHEW 8:22  “LET THE DEAD BURY THE DEAD” (Jesus 
said) 
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LIKE 9:60  “LET THE DEAD BURY THEIR DEAD” 

In Universal Standard English Gematria  (a=1, b=2, …, z=26): 

96  =  ATLANTIS 

We can irrefutable see how this most emblematic Gnostic wisdom laden 
phrase was encrypted outside of the time construct, tying in 

directly into the Patmos Island code of Apocalypse, and clearly 
implying the Robocalypse repetition of Atlantis: 

“BURY” = 66 = LUNAR = TIMES 

“LET THE DEAD”  =  84  =  PATMOS 

“THE DEAD BURY” = “BURY THE 
DEAD”  =  113  =  APOCALYPSE 

Thus the phrase reads: 

“LET THE DEAD BURY THE DEAD”   =   197   =   “PATMOS 
APOCALYPSE” 

So what exactly do we have here presently…?  An agenda to once 
again Trans-Humanize humanity into a further down spiritually devolved 
mutant hybrid species better suited by DNA to harsher planetary 
environments, way dumber in creative higher consciousness terms, but 
way more apt at manipulating machines and gadgets and computers and 
so on and so forth,  what we could term “Spiritually retarded 
robo geniuses”, by comparison.  As George Carlin sarcastically put it  –
just smart enough to operate all the machinery so to speak yet not enough 
to figure out the Big Picture–.  TRANSLATED:  A NEW BREED OF 
TRANSHUMANIST SPECIES FURTHER ROBOTIZED AND 
CLONED EN-MASSE, TO CONTINUE ON THE DEMONIC 
AGENDA OF THE ANUNNAKI AS PLANETARY GOFERS FOR 
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THE ARCHONS in their downward spiral of attempting to preserve 
forever & ever a bubble like “closed in” or “looped in” impossible 3D 
physical existence via Quantum semi-virtual simulations, with no other 
objective than to harvest the Psionic energy of the original creation 
beings they have managed to capture into their contrived matrixes.   This 
Trans-Humanist agenda at hand as laid out already years ago in this and 
my other older blog, involves also the genetic engineering of a 3rd 
Gender, for which the current global Gay/Bi indoctrination is merely a 
conditioning phase enacted to manufacture a consent, under the usual 
phony pretense of ‘gender equality’ and such crass demagoguery built as 
distracting narrative to cover up the horror of it all. 

WE ARE ENTERING A NIGHTMARE, AND A NIGHTMARE 
OF TERROR IS WHAT IT REALLY IS 

The “Beast of the Sea” (Apoc/Rev 13)   ~~~   Sea is 
Mare   ~~~   Nightmare 

The “Best of the Earth”  (Apoc/Rev 13)   ~~~   Earth is 
Terra   ~~~   Terror 

 

Gnosis of the Sign-On AI reality;  today’s typical online procedure is 
Sign-On to digital platforms or social media etc 
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Gnosis of the Sign-On; the awareness that they astrally  peer pressure 
you to sign-on to “life” as defined in a strictly limited holographic 3D 
counterfeit “reality”, that is 

One quickly realizes that modern English contains all the cues & clues 
leading to a renewed awareness as to the ancient virtual Matrix 

agenda: 

“GNOSIS”   ~~~   “SIGN-ON” 

“GNOSIS”   ~~~   “SIGN-ON  SYSTEM” 

IN OTHER WORDS THE GNOSIS IS THE AWARENESS OF 
THE AI/ROBOHUMAN AGENDA THROUGHOUT MILLENIA 

The Gnosis/Knowledge of the secret Moon/Sin/Syn robotized 
Matrix reality initiated by Quantum computer “Sign-On” digital 

platforms 

Of course  a great many people today know parts and pieces of this jigsaw 
puzzle, at least in sci-fi imagery; the problem lies in the fact that very but 
very few are able to arrive at the Big Picture tying together all the 
different aspects, due to the prevalent compartmentalized system, 
basically imposed via education and the media.  Most who are aware of 
certain parts of the Big-Picture, fail to integrate all the separate aspects 
into one coherent understanding of what is happening and has been 
happening seemingly forever in the “physical” universe; those able to 
arrive at a more integrated and all encompassing Big Picture of the issues, 
were and are still labeled as “Gnostics” for lack of an adhoc terminology, 
the term representing just the awareness of the larger Big Picture 
altogether with the many details involved, not subject or slave dependent 
of the prevalent compartmentalized thinking and/or the sequential 
analytical linear bogus thought process (designed for the robot hybrids 
and clones) which grounds the lower mind to the 3D Physical unto a uni-
dimensional perception incapable of multi-dimensional comprehension 
(supressing the parallel circuitry type of consciousness based on 
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empathy, so to speak).  What the linear-sequential analytical process 
actually is, is an “enclosed” loop like thought process, where the only 
alternative is to become more agile and faster, in other words THE REAL 
GOAL OF THIS THOUGHT PROCESS IS TO MERELY BECOME 
AN ADVANCED ROBOT CLONE, really-really “clever” and shrewd, 
yet unable to break-off its programming, unable to transcend its limits 
and bounds, perpetually just “playing” within the sports arena so to 
speak, simply becoming better and better at the small ballgame.  This 
indoctrinated system of analytical or linear-sequential thought process 
ultimately cages you into the enclosed loop of the 3D physical Matrixes, 
no different than a ball & chain binds the slave to the jail cell; it is a 
“follower” software thought process designed to gradually turn you into a 
mere drone, the perfect fragmented consciousness slave. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Scream 

Let me suggest this famous painting is the subconscious scream of 
horror at the coming CLOCKWORK ORANGE scenario 

 

The Scream – by Edvard Munch, often called the Mona Lisa of modern 
times, such its importance; Munch pierced the veil of mundanity and 
produced striking portraits of  the human devolved condition of 
madness in this semi virtual reality 

COUNTERFEIT QUANTUM CREATION PROGRAMS THE 
MIND TO BE A DRONE OF THE HIVE-MIND 

–this is accomplished by debasing the mind to become a Slave of 
Linear Sequential Analytical process– 

This process sooner or later devolves unto an entropic psychic 
fragmentation downwards spiral leading to sheer Psychopathy 
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The only possible way of attempting to counteract this downwards 
spiral is via ever increasing “external” physical  Technology and more 

Control 

TRUE SPIRITUAL CREATION DEPROGRAMS TO RETURN 
TO BEING CONNECTED TO DIVINE SOURCE 

–this is accomplished by opening the mind to the Freedom of 
Manifesting in Harmonic Resonance– 

You didn’t know it yet, but the simple act of reading/understanding this 
blog for ex, is already liberating you from the demonic Matrix Hive-

Mind 

The following are the operative principles of true connected to Infinite 
Source Psyche  (Higher Mind as opposed to slave Lower Mind): 

HIGHER VIBE 

CONCORDANCE 

SYNCHRONICITY 

CONVERGENCE 

HARMONIC RESONANCE 

EPIPHANY 

TRANSCENDENCE 

As soon as the Lower Mind decides to abandon the false rogue trojan 
program called the Ego which thinly disguises its self-destructive 
poisonous toxic entropic nature by preposterously playing an apparent 
perpetual “homage-to-the-host” via an implanted desire complex 
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software within a fictitious contextual game of go-get-what-I-want as 
opposed to what should be the the right thing to do,  the mind as seeker 
of the truth begins to attune to these multi-dimensional ways of operating 
beyond the illusion of the 3D physicality and its AGGREGATIVE & 
SEPARATE sequential Time/Space mirage. In the ideological spectrum 
of the mundane, Communism would be by far the worst offender  –all the 
while falsely claiming to be the cure for excessive materialism–, as it 
hypnotizes the Lower Mind to believe even more so in the physical 
quantum projection, by inducing HATRED out of any or all conditions 
unattained, an entrenched desire for REVENGE that can never be 
quenched and a robotic quest for perpetuating the “No Way Out” of the 
Matrix paradigm, becoming the ultimate cage and darkest of traps.   In 
the same way a tight-grip ideology like Communism exacerbates the 
predominance of the Lower Mind in its penchant for linear sequential 
analytical “thinking”, many analogue forms of Lower Mind worship can 
be found in fundamentalist cults of religious or theocratic 
overtones passing off as “spirituality” when they are nothing more than 
gross intellectual materialism (in Part 1 I offered the example of the 
WatchTower organization otherwise known as the Jehova’s Witnesses, a 
textbook case) typically engaged in low-vibe non-resonant non-
transcendent forms of hypnotism, textbook cases of consciousness cages. 

“GOG & MAGOG” 

EGO MACHINES 

“ME” obsession is merely “E“go “M“achine consciousness program 
unable to transcend or liberate itself 

“Me-Myself-I” is “E”go “M”achine AI Hive-Mind program 
running what you naively believe to be You 
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Gog and Magog    *(CLICK TO ENLARGE)*  It represents the 
dramatic increase of a new generation of “next-generation” 
ROBOHUMAN SLAVES, staggeringly massive in numbers 

THE NOTICEABLE SECURITY DIFFERENCE BETWEEN A LOWER 
ROBOCLASS HUMAN AND AN ORIGINAL HUMAN IS THAT THE 
ROBOHUMAN IS SO MUCH MORE EASILY HACKEABLE, IN OTHER 
WORDS IS ESSENTIALLY DEFENSELESS TO WALK-IN’S AND 
POSSESSION AND SO ON AND SO FORTH.  THE CURRENT 
ONGOING EPIDEMIC OF MASS WALK-INS FROM OTHER PLANETS 
OR PARALLEL TIMELINES & REALITIES TAKING OVER 
“HUMANS” WHILE ALIVE, IS DEFINITE PROOF OF THIS.  THE 
PRESENT WIDESPREAD “INVASION OF THE BODY SNATCHERS” 
PHENOMENON EVIDENCES A MASS SCALE OF ANOMALOUS 
ROBOHUMANS, BECAUSE AN ORIGINAL HUMAN NO MATTER 
HOW DEVOLVED AND FRAGMENTED HE MAY BE, STILL BY 
DEFINITION IS CONSIDERABLE MORE RESISTANT TO THESE 
WALK-IN’S AND POSSESSIONS ETC.   THE CURRENT EARTH 
CONTEXT IS BY AND LARGE AT PRESENT A VAST INFLUX OF 
ESCAPEES AND TRAVELERS FROM OTHER PLANETS AND 
REALITIES TAKING OVER HUMAN BODIES INHABITING “OVER” 
THE EXISTING INCARNATION AS ‘WALK-IN’.  THIS HAS BEEN 
INCREASINGLY HAPPENING SINCE THE 1980’S, IN TURN 
EVIDENCING A COLLAPSING COSMIC PROCESS ELSEWHERE, 
AND AS SUCH IT IS MY CONTENTION WAS PROPHESIED IN THE 
BOOK OF APOC/REV AS INCOMING ENTITIES DURING THE END-
TIMES.  WHAT IS RELEVANT TO GRASP, IS THE AWARENESS OF 
THE “HIVE-MIND” PROCESS THEY ALL SHARE, AND THE OUT OF 
CONTROL “ME-MYSELF-I” AS EGO-MACHINE TRAIT; THIS HIVE-
MIND PROGRAM IS A COLLECTIVE THAT SEEKS TO IMPOSE 
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ITSELF UPON ALL OTHER ORIGINAL HUMAN HIGHER TYPES OF 
CONSCIOUSNESS, BASICALLY A BULLY TYPE OF 
CONSCIOUSNESS, BULLYING ITSELF UNTO OTHERS TO 
FORCEFULLY CONSTRUCT/PROJECT THEIR HIVE-MIND AS THE 
ONLY “REAL” REALITY, WHICH IS IN AND OF ITSELF AN 
EXERCISE IN FULL BLOWN MASS DEMENTIA.  CURRENTLY THE 
WORLDWIDE MEDIA SERVES AS THEIR PRIMARY CONDUIT FOR 
THIS BULLYING, VIA BEHAVIOUR MODIFICATION THROUGH 
THE MASS MEDIA IMPOSING A REDEFINED SENSE OF ALL 
ORIGINAL EXTANT HUMAN CULTURAL PARADIGMS, 
DOWNWARDS UNTO A BASAL ROBOHUMAN FIELD OF 
CONSCIOUSNESS THAT IS VERY LOW IN VIBE, SCARCE OR 
DEVOID OF CREATIVITY, TOTALLY PHONY IN EMPATHY 
(THEREOF LACKING IN IT), AND HORRENDOUS IN ESSENCE  –
WHICH SOME HAVE DUBBED THE OSTENSIBLE “RACE TO THE 
BOTTOM” PARADIGM–. A THIN SHEER SIMULACRUM OF PUBLIC 
“EMPATHY” IS GLOBALLY ENACTED VIA THE “POLITICALLY 
CORRECT” SCAM, WHICH IS NOTHING MORE THAN AN 
ARTIFICIAL POLITICAL DEMAGOGUERY RUSE AS  A GROSSLY 
MANIPULATED CONSCIOUSNESS CONSTRUCT ENACTED TO 
PRECISELY GIVE THOSE WHO ABSOLUTELY LACK REAL 
EMPATHY THE ILLUSION THAT THEY ARE VERY EMPATHIC 
INDEED AND EVEN “GREAT HUMANITARIANS” AT IT.  ALL THESE 
PATENTLY PHONY CONTRIVANCES ARE JUST BOT-THOUGHT 
PROCESSES BASED ON MIMIC, ON OUTER SHELL COPY-PASTE 
OF REAL ORIGINAL HUMANS, ON PUBLIC SIMULATION OF WHAT 
IS ACTUALLY ABSENT INSIDE, ALL THE MORE SO ALL THE MORE 
EMPTY THE SHELL IS. THIS IS WHY ALL THEIR PUBLIC 
ENACTMENTS NEED MILLIONS IF NOT BILLIONS OF “VIEWERS” 
AND “FANS” AND “ADMIRERS” AND “FOLLOWERS”, BECAUSE 
THE HIVE-MIND PROGRAM RUNNING THEM IS ACTUALLY ZERO 
EMPATHY AND ALL EGO, STRICTLY BASED ON ILLUSORY LINEAR 
AGGREGATION.  WELCOME TO THE EMPTY SHELL UNIVERSE, 
WELCOME TO THE MACHINE, WELCOME TO THE DEAD HIVE-
MIND  SIMULATING IT IS “ALIVE”  (“D-EVIL” = “D-LIVE”), 
WELCOME TO EGO HELL  (S-HELL  ~  HELL)  WE CALL THE 
MATRIX, GETTING READY TO KICK-IN THE NEXT PHASE OF 
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MORE ADVANCED YET EVEN CONSIDERABLY LESS SPIRITUALLY 
VIABLE EXISTENCE, RULED BY DEMONIC ENTITIES WHICH 
HAVE BEEN CORNERED INTO THE SEALED-OFF QUANTUM 
VIRTUAL PHYSICAL DIMENSIONS. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Library_of_Alexandria 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Middle_Ages 

THE GNOSTIC MOTTO “TEMET NOSCE/KNOW THYSELF” WAS 
THE FUNDAMENTAL MANDATE TO FIND OUT 
AND DISCOVER WHAT CLASS OF “HUMAN” YOU ARE, THE 
FIRST AND FOREMOST DISTINCTION BEING WHAT CLONE 
CLASS AND WHAT ROBOTIC CLASS AS OPPOSED TO 
SPIRIT HUMAN OR THEOMORPH HUMAN YOU ARE; THIS IS 
WHAT IS HIDDEN BEHIND THE OFFICIAL STORY 
CONCERNING THE TRIAL AND EXECUTION OF SOCRATES 
WHICH WAS A STRIKING MOVE AGAINST THE SO CALLED 
OLD GNOSTICS AND THE KNOWLEDGE THEY POSSESSED 
ABOUT THESE HAIRY SUBJECTS, IT WAS ALL ABOUT 
CENSORING AND BURYING  THIS KNOWLEDGE.  THE 
EXECUTION OF SOCRATES AND THE BURNING OF THE 
LIBRARY OF ALEXANDRIA WERE PART OF THE SAME MOVE, 
ONE EVENT TAKING PLACE BEFORE IN GREECE AND THE 
OTHER EVENT LATER IN ROME.  THE COMBINED EFFECT OF 
THESE 2 CRUCIAL STRIKING MOVES ESSENTIALLY AND 
ULTIMATELY LED DIRECTLY TO THE DARK AGES KNOWN AS 
THE MEDIEVAL PERIOD OR MIDDLE AGES WHERE HUMANITY 
STRIPPED OF THIS DEEP KNOWLEDGE QUICKLY DEVOLVED 
UNTO HORRENDOUS LEVELS, A PERIOD LASTING 
A THOUSAND YEARS…!  THE RENAISSANCE WAS NOTHING 
ELSE THAN A GREEK REVIVAL WHEN THE FEW SCATTERED 
SECRET GNOSTICS WHO ALSO SURVIVED THE MASS 
GENOCIDE IN THE 1200’s  (a genocide against the so called 
Gnostics disguised as against the later –invented term– fraudulently 
labeled “Cathars” or “Albigensians” to hide the target, a genocide which 
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delayed the advent of the Renaissance in Europe for 400 years…!) 
REGROUPED AND BROUGHT FORTH THE PRINTING PRESS SO 
ANCIENT GREEK WORKS OF SCIENCE  &  SUPPRESSED 
KNOWLEDGE COULD BE DISTRIBUTED AS BOOKS AGAIN 
OPENLY.  INDEED MANY HAVE REGARDED THE AMERICAN 
LIBERTARIAN REVOLUTION AS THE 2ND RENAISSANCE AND 
THUS THE 2ND GREEK REVIVAL, IMPLYING CLOSET GNOSTIC 
FIGURES IN IT (NOTICEABLY THOMAS JEFFERSON) AS THE 
MAIN DRIVERS.  IN A MORE SPIRITUALLY DIRECT 
MANNER IN FACT ONE COULD SUMMARIZE THE BASIC 
STORY OF THE GOSPELS AS A GNOSTIC JESUS WHO IS 
VEHEMENTLY OPPOSED BY THE PHARISEES & 
SADDUCEES ETC AS THE OFFICIAL RELIGIOUS 
ESTABLISHMENT, THUS THE SAME EXACT PARADIGM AND 
CONFLICT IS PRESENT IN ANY SPIRITUAL SITUATION AT 
EVERY LEVEL. 

As always in Universal Standard English Gematria  (a=1, b=2, …, 
z=26): 

PHARISEE   =   81   =   TOWER 

SADUCEE   =   58   =   TWO   =   TOW. 

The inner demiurgic bad spirit is reflected in the codes for the root of 
both words, which the Book of Apoc/Rev called “The Old Serpent”: 

“PHARI.” + “SADU.”   =   97   =   SERPENT 

Below I will give just one or two examples of so many cases of the same 
Hive-Mind slave class program “role-playing God”, as consciousness  

bullies operating in a Race-To-The-Bottom devolution of the humanity 
platform, as part of a Greys agenda to obliterate humanity culturally 
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and psychologically to create a void Tabula Rasa (blank sheet) 
preceding the genetic engineering of the “next-generation” or 

Robohumans 

 

Jay-Z as Jehovah, the empty shell bottom of the barrel in terms of 
robotic/zombie Counterfeit Consciousness, SOME RESEARCHERS 
SUSPECT PART OF A CLONE PROGRAM 

Yet there are many more cases of a similar agenda apparently operating 
within a multiple tiered menu of activities, but which is nothing more 
than a front for the Matrix Control System to re-hijack the mass 
consciousness of humanity back into the same old YHVH Hive Mind 
Complex; doing this strictly through some marginal religions like the 
Watch Tower Bible and Tract org would certainly not accomplish this by 
itself.  Enter the world of mass media global “Entertainment” passing off 
as “Art”or “Music”, reaching astronomically more people than the Watch 
Tower;  in this other example we find a guy who chose the apparently 
innocuous name “JAY-Z”, later marrying a femme whose name is 
“BEYONCE”  –nothing out of the ordinary here, right…?–. Actually 
everything is anomalous, as these 2 are a clear examples of the Matrix 
Control System in act, period; these are all “Rebooting-Back-To-YHVH” 
Hive Mind Complex automatic programmes working under the external 
appearance of a ‘public activity’ involving masses of people getting 
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together for ‘entertainment’ (assuming anything they do is entertaining 
that is, which evidently is not). 

JAY-Z’S REAL NICKNAME IS “JEHOVAH”: NOT A 
MERE PUN AS THE CAPTION ABOVE, IT’S HIS REAL 

ACTUAL NICKNAME !? 

Now let’s take a closer inspection at his chosen name “JAY-Z”: 

“JAY” is how the letter “J” is pronounced, so “JAY” is the initial of 
“JEHOVAH”, once again  (propaganda is repetition) 

“Z” is pronounced “ZEE” which in thE JEHOVAH context is pun 
of “SEE”, as in the “HOLY SEE”  –official legal name of the 

Vatican– 

THUS “JAY-Z” SEEKS TO TELL YOUR SUBCONSCIOUS :  “I 
AM JEHOVAH (THE HOLY) SEE” 

–if you have not yet caught onto this in-your-face coding,  you’re 
either too slow, absent minded, or just plain dumb– 

These people may deny in public (or consciously) being Satanic, yet 
they are Satanic to the hilt, and in respect to his wife Beyonce this is her 

code: 

BEYONCE   ~   “OBEY“ 

BEYONCE   ~   “ONCE“ 

So “BEYONCE” is a hypnotic trigger command to your 
subconscious to:   “OBEY at ONCE !” 

Obey the JEHOVAH or YHVH Hive Mind Complex, that is  –your role 
is to be a SLAVE or a SERVANT of it– 
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In Universal Standard English Gematria  (a=1, b=2, …, z=26): 

BEYONCE   =   69   =   JEHOVAH 

HER HUSBAND’S REAL LIFE NICKNAME IS JEHOVAH, 
WHILE HER NAME YIELDS THE SAME JEHOVAH 

GEMATRIA VALUE 

Puke bag please…!?, the whole programming is so debased and 
horrendous, it is truly sickening  –Satanic idolatry at its worst, covertly 

so– 

Would anyone be surprised that for ex the Watch Tower Bible and Tract 
org actually and openly declares your “obligation” in life to be a 

SLAVE…?: 

 

Watch Tower slavery; giving spiritual slavery within their Theocracy a 
“theological” spin of “justification”    *(CLICK TO ENLARGE)* 
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Yet just religion or entertainment would not accomplish a full blown 
Matrix Control sweep, so bring in the politician anointed as ‘Messiah’ 

as well 

(the illuminati pawn couple JAY-Z and wife BEYONCE often named in 
their short version “JAY & BEY”): 

“JAY”   =   36   =   BARACK 

“BEY”   =   32   =   OBAMA 

It doesn’t end there, oh no… both their names together reaffirm an 
identical programming: 

JAY-Z  &  BEYONCE    =    132    =    66+66 

LUNAR TIMES    =    132    =    66+66 
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Jachin and Boaz in magic card 

 

Jachin and Boaz sacred pillars in Freemasonry 

 

Jachin and Boaz sacred pillars in masonic lodges 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Boaz_and_Jachin 
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THUS “JAY” (Jay-Z) STANDS FOR THE PILLAR OF 
“JACHIN” 

WHILE “BEY” (Beyonce) STANDS FOR THE PILLAR OF 
“BOAZ” 

This neuro-linguistic subconscious script of Satanic YHVH 
programming is so out of it, we may just call it batsh*t crazy, period 

AS TO THE ‘ACTIVITY’ OF THIS JEHOVAH JAY-Z 
CHARACTER, HE IS THE MOST SUCCESSFUL RAP MUSICIAN 

IN HISTORY, 

YET THE SELF EVIDENT IMPLICATION OF THE NAME OF THE 
‘GENRE’ TELLS IT ALL: 

RAP    ~~~    CRAP 

Not only that, but this Jay-Z character also happens to embed the 
Gematria value for the TORAH, nonetheless  –more batsh*t crazy 

programming–: 

JAY  Z    =    62    =    TORAH 

THE TORAH IS THE FIRST 5 BOOKS OF THE OLD TESTAMENT 
IN THE BIBLE, WHICH INCLUDES THE BOOK OF GENESIS 

Last but not least…  –you guessed it  (if you never realized this the most 
obvious clue by yourself, you are certifiably brain-dead)–: 

Z    =    26    =    GOD 

This ain’t just some crap, this is the most laughable in your face 
Satanic crap you’ve ever seen  –and the cheapest most false at that– 
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In their penchant for preposterous “sacred nature”, they are part of 
the END-TIMES TERMINAL MADNESS 

 

Michael Jackson as a Archangel Michael type; notice the JACHIN and 
BOAZ sacred pillars behind him. Rumors abound that he faked his 
death in order to opt for a Mind Transference program unto AI, to 
avoid biological death as his health was deteriorating rapidly *(CLICK 
TO ENLARGE)* 

He is not alone in the ‘field’ of ‘entertainment’;  this JEHOVAH disease 
has infected the black community of illuminati figures of maximum 
exposure and success, like a plague.  Not only the formerly known 
musician known as Prince is a Jehovah’s Witness, but so is Serena 
Williams the tennis player (accused by many of actually being a genetic 
male), and so was Michael Jackson himself before ‘apparently’ being 
pushed out of the cult, etc.  Rumors have floated about Beyonce being a 
secret Jehovah’s Witness for a long time now, and so happens with 
several other black figures. This would explain why today the Watch 
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Tower Bible and Tract org has an unusually higher number of black 
followers  –37% and increasing by the year (blacks in the USA are 12% 
to 14% of the population)–, which prompted the leadership to “redesign” 
the marketing of theology to include blacks prominently in their chapter 
of socially just causes, accusing whites of being racist at the slightest 
critique of the black movement.  Or perhaps due to the large numbers of 
whites leaving the cult since the internet arrived exposing their deceiving 
nature, the leadership made a shrewd move and targeted their marketing 
towards the black community as the new naive suckers of the scam, who 
knows, and really… who cares.  I am just using them as an example of 
the prevailing terminal madness and rebooting of all Counterfeit 
Consciousness back to the Hive Mind Complex,  near the Omega Point 
in history. 

http://michaelsguardian.blogspot.com/2013/02/the-keys-book-and-
michael.html 

All this is part of the END-TIMES TERMINAL MADNESS 
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ASCII universal computer code  *(CLICK TO ENLARGE)* 

The mad show begins to get more dramatic –Atlantis Fall and all– 
when this guy arrives, after all no good Titanic wreck is epic without a 

bozo as captain 

BE AWARE THAT I DO NOT SUBSCRIBE TO THE PROSAIC 
INTERPRETATION OF THE “ANTICHRIST” AS A POLITICAL 
FIGURE AND SUCH, BUT RATHER AS ANA AGENDA OF 
TRANSHUMANIST OVERTONES AS IT IS CURRENTLY 
HAPPENING WORLDWIDE AND COVERTLY; IN OTHER WORDS 
TO ME IT IS IRRELEVANT WHETHER THERE IS A PUBLIC 
FIGURE IN THE USUAL SENSE OF “BEING THE” ANTICHRIST, 
AS I FEEL THIS ASPECT IS MERELY THE CONDITIONING 
ASPECT, WHICH SEEKS OUT YOUR CONSENT VIA YOU 
SYMPATHISING WITH SAID FIGURE.   THE ISSUE I HERE 
UNRAVEL IS ONE OF TIMING, HOW THE APOCALYPSE CODES 
ARE CONCERNED WITH AND CLEARLY SEEK TO PINPOINT A 
TIME FRAME OF EVENTS, ACTING AS TIME MARKERS WHICH 
LET YOU KNOW FOR A FACT AND FOR SURE “WHEN” THIS IS 
TRANSPIRING AND THE DANGER IS IMMINENT.  THUS BELOW 
THE EXAMPLE ACTS AS A MOST IMPOSSIBLE TO MISS TIME 
MARKER, SIGNALING THE CURRENT TIME FRAME UNDER 
THE URBI-ET-ORBI FIGURE OF OBAMA. 

–this time the Gematria will be done in the universal computer code 
known as the ASCII (see above caption for number values)–: 

666    =    PRES. OBAMA 

(9 letters) 

Isn’t it is a testament to human absent-mindedness that of all the 6 
billion+ people on earth NO ONE did this simple arithmetic I here 

offer…? 
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Now this guy is supposed to be role-playing Pharaoh Akhenaton (also 
rendered as Akhenaten) as is already common knowledge in alternative 

circles: 

665   =   AKHENATON 

(9 letters) 

Apparently using a $1 dollar calculator (as I do, ALL the Gematria on 
this blog and the older previous one has been done using a $1 

calculator) 

to add the ASCII value of 9 letters was “too complex” for the 6 billion+ 
humans on this planet… 

Then we find out that the theme of a major world changing volcanic 
eruption is present in this Akhenaton thread,  

***a relevant theme we shall elaborate on Part 3 of this series***: 

1180    =    PHARAOH AKHENATON 

This time reverting back to the usual Universal Standard English 
Gematria (a=1, b=2, …, z=26): 

118    =    ERUPTION 

This Titanic captain has 2 different legal names (I know, bizarre is the 
new normal nowadays), the other one being Barry Soetoro 

(again using the ASCII computer code Gematria, instantly recognized 
by the high number values): 

555    =    SOETORO 
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After all this captain was duly appointed to end the Titanic by sinking it, 
as his full legal name  

including the “II” for junior yields the nation’s independence year: 

444+666+666    =    1776    =    PRES. BARACK OBAMA II 

This Titanic’s captain was formerly a Democratic Senator for Illinois 
(from Chicago),  

commonly written in mainstream media in short form as “DEM SEN”: 

444    =    DEM. SEN. 

The show’s plot was “due to emergency” of grave national calamities 
to extend this Titanic captain’s presidency until 2024  

(a-la Castro in Cuba, or like some latin american presidents like 
Maduro etc are attempting to do): 

2024    =    CHICAGO SEN. PRES. BARACK OBAMA 

In the Book of Apoc/Rev the number “144” is given for those who had 
to endure this period of the Atlantis/Titanic fall marked by the codes 

given 

Now back to the usual Universal Standard English Gematria / (a=1, 
b=2, …, z=26): 

144    =    PRES. BARACK OBAMA II 

Concerning the other common spelling of Akhenaton as Akhenaten, 
when Apoc/Rev 13:18 famously says  

“For his number is 666 and it is the number of a man”: 
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“No. OF A MAN”   =    79    =    AKHENATEN 

Share this: 

Gnosis of the Matrix Implosion (Part 3) 

Posted by Chris Hohn on March 8, 2015 

ALPHA & OMEGA CHI-RHO SIGN “XP” MATRIX EXPIRE 

OMEGA POINT CONVERGENCE DEJA-VU AS THE “END 
TIMES” PARADIGM 

MANY TIMELINE LOOPS QUANTUM ENTANGLEMENT 

MALDEK / MARS/ ATLANTIS / CURRENT EARTH 
TIMELINES DEJA-VU 

YELLOWSTONE ERUPTION:  NOSTRADAMUS C6Q97 

————————————————————————————
————————————————————————————– 

PLEASE DONATE IF THIS CRUCIAL INFORMATION 
DISCLOSURE SPIRITUALLY RESONATES WITH YOU 

***Money contributions to this research via the PayPal Donate button 
in my other older blog: http://deep-high.blogspot.com/*** 

(if your contribution is sizable, you should notify me via comments, thus 
I will be able to confirm it was received) 

————————————————————————————
————————————————————————————

——– 
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“I’d like to take a walk      But not around the block      I really got some 
news 

I met a man from Mars     He picked up all my guitars       And played 
me traveling songs 

And when we got on ship       He brought out       something for the trip 
Said: it’s old but it’s good       Like any other primitive would” 

(Neil Young -1977 / album “Rust Never Sleeps”) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3aYTWv2rhDA 

NOT EXACTLY A SECRET, HUH…? 

{At that time Neil Young at his peak was collaborating with Mark 
Mothersbough of the 1972 formed band DEVO, which stands  

for DEVOLUTION;  this band iconized the look of robots, comically 
portraying onstage humans as devolved robots 
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Blue Mars  *(CLICK TO ENLARGE)*  Welcome now to the year 2015, 
officially semi admitting the all too obvious 

I have been saying this since I was 11 years old, as such one 
was supposed to be ‘crazy’; until one day it is officially admitted, then  

their attitude becomes: “Oh well, then it had oceans and most probably 
was inhabited”, as they had been aggressively denying so far… 

(never mind that after cosmic cataclysms never ceased being inhabited, 
only in  much lesser numbers and under the radar so to speak) 

I always have maintained since my teen years that there are 2 types of 
humans, regardless of their origin and nature; there are those who as you 
get to know them more & more you are blessed with pleasant surprises 
(the tiny few), then there are those who as you get to know them more & 
more you are only poised to be hit by bad surprises  -sometimes even 
really really bad surprises- (the vast majority).  Since the latter compose 
the bulk of humanity and exhibit pervasive & consistent 
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dysfunctional/bizarre behaviors that cannot be easily fathomed or 
explained, it stands as self evident that this vast majority has rigged all 
adhoc explanations of this irrefutable phenomenon to Distract & Detour 
you away from finding out the why’s & how’s of the issue; the way this 
has been done is to on one hand demonize or ridicule all those who have 
a decent idea about the multi layered causes for this, while on the other 
hand it has been done through a most childish “system of explanations” 
which may draw from the seudo-spiritual to the seudo-intellectual (most 
likely a blend of both) in the sense that a false paradigm of “it’s not my 
fault” ever, but some EXTERNAL SOURCE is the cause. In religious 
terms that will be labeled as Satan et al, while in intellectual terms that 
will be labeled as The-Powers-That-Be et al  -be them local or exo planet-
.  It is strictly “they” whom are at fault, it is never “my” nature which is 
at fault, you see.  Thus you are trained and mind conditioned to forever 
remain in this utterly childish state of unawareness and superficially glib 
delusional mindset incapable of any real deeper reckoning.  Of course 
there is a Satan and there demons which are also the bigger picture root 
cause, therefore it follows that indeed there are local or exo planet 
Powers-That-Be which are also part of the root cause; however if you 
simply take either or both of these as ‘the only’ cause, you’ll be seriously 
missing the most important root cause (the one that you can indeed 
change and correct), the fact that humans are dysfunctional automatons-
clones because they were tampered with and re-engineered into these 
several times in the far past, as part of a lower debased 3D physical 
quantum Counterfeit Creation run dy Demiurges & Archons via the usual 
suspects ET/Ultra and Anunnaki gofers   -as the true Gnostics have been 
saying for many thousands of years since the dawn of time-.  This is what 
Socrates instructed you (not just “them”, but YOU about yourself) to 
investigate, find out, and to the best of your ability determine, under the 
Gnostic motto “KNOW THYSELF”. However you could not possibly 
attempt to determine what Class of devolved being you are (much less 
how dysfunctional or messed up you are), unless you also realize that you 
do ‘not’ know, that this pervasive and laughable delusion of thinking “I 
already know” is precisely the very exact reason you keep being so 
pathetically ignorant about yourself or the true nature of this Counterfeit 
Matrix reality at large, since in order to learn the real Truth you must first 
be aware that you ignore the real Truth, duh. So Socrates also made 
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public the old Gnostic paradigm of “All I Know Is I Know Nothing”, 
otherwise phrased as “The more one knows, the bigger the perimeter with 
the unknown becomes”.  Absent these 2 mottos, you’re doomed and 
condemned to perpetual ignorance, thus unable to change and correct 
software/patterns for the better.  Now we all know what happened to 
Socrates; since he was with no hesitation disclosing these Gnostic truths 
regarding the real abnormal nature of most humans to the masses, he was 
banned from teaching in academia fist, then eventually tried and executed 
via hemlock poison in full ‘legal’ judicial regalia; they offered him the 
chance to publicly retract, but Socrates refused since he wanted those in 
the future (you) to know for a fact that those condemning and ridiculing 
and ultimately putting to criminal judgement the Gnostic wise sages, are 
the anomalous types themselves, who have taken over academia, 
religions, public institutions, governments, the arts, and what have 
you.  Socrates allowed his execution to remain forever as the most 
unavoidable in-your-face direct message to you, that the inmates have 
taken over the asylum.  Signed with his own execution, his personal 
statement about the robotic & psychopathic state/nature of most humans, 
still remains the truth about  one of the key root causes of the mess we’re 
in as a species. This was about almost 2500 years ago, soon after the 
brutes Romans easily invaded the Greeks, and the rest is history, of the 
worst kind. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Socrates 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Albigensian_Crusade 

(some Gnostic groups preposterously classified as “Algigensians” or 
“Cathars” or any other all too convenient seudo religious label) 

Much later on around 1200 AD, some Gnostics made the fatal mistake 
of assembling together in southern France, thus were genocided 

in brutal manner (not even babies or women left alive) under false 
pretext of being “heretics”, when in fact they were not a religion nor 
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a hierarchy, were free-spirit INDIVIDUAL people of much 
higher cultural level than the rest of Europe then in the Medieval Ages, 

as they  

were fully literate (most often artists/artisans/scientists, etc) thus it is 
widely acknowledged that their mass genocide delayed the advent of the  

Renaissance for a good 400 years.  The prevailing Protestant view that 
this reflected only the corrupt nature of Catholicism is another classic  

Distract & Detour reductivism; the real truth is this has been the 
general modus operandi of MASS HUMANS regardless of affiliation 

or belief 

ALL ROBOTIC CONSCIOUSNESS OF THE SEMI-VIRTUAL 3D 
PHYSICAL DEMIURGIC CREATION HAS  

AN INHERENT SOFTWARE-EXPIRE SHELF-LIFE DATE, 
THUS AND “END-TIME” OMEGA POINT 

 

Voltaire on the lamentable psychic condition of mass humanity on 
Earth   *(CLICK TO ENLARGE)* 

 

Bernard Shaw on the most lamentable psychic condition of mass 
humanity on Earth   *(CLICK TO ENLARGE)* 
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stonehearst_Asylum 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_System_of_Doctor_Tarr_and_Profess
or_Fether 

This Oct 24-2014 released film “Stonehearst Asylum” as an adaptation 
of the Edgar Allan Poe short story “The system of Doctor Tarr and 
Professor Fether”, I consider a must-see for all who are interested in the 
Gnostic reckoning of humanity as a mixture of 2 creations, the original 
True Creation and a Counterfeit Creation brought on by the fallen 
demonic Demiurges & Archons.  The film is no marvel by any means, 
but the content itself speaks volumes on the lunatic asylum nature of 
current humanity, where almost no one is who or what they seem to 
be.  Poe like Voltaire and Shaw of the above quotes, etc, was evidently 
well aware of the insane condition of humanity at large under the present 
devolved mode of consciousness, and he sardonically chose to write this 
admirably pungent story as a pertinent analogy of Earth as a raving mad 
PRISON PLANET. 

No One Is Who or What They Seem To Be 

“NO ONE IS WHAT THEY SEEM”  –  motto of the poster for the film 
“Stonehearst Asylum”) 

IN STREET WISDOM THIS IS COMMONLY 
KNOWN AS:  “EVERYBODY IS NORMAL UNTIL YOU GET TO 

KNOW THEM” 
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Welcome to creepy 3D Earth timelines maze 

 

 

Gives a whole new spin on those (the vast majority) who always call 
us “crazy” for just being awake 
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to the fact that our “human” and “natural” environs are not exactly 
neither normal nor fine & dandy, 

now doesn’t it…? 

 

Such a lovely place, Hotel California… or Overlook Hotel… 

 

The famous hotel from Stanley Kubrick’s film “The Shining” 

WHO OVERLOOKS…?  THE WATCHERS (OF THE 
COUNTERFEIT PHYSICAL MAZE), OF COURSE 

FROM THEIR WATCHTOWER CIPHER QUANTUM GRIDS, 
OVER-WATCHING THE 3D MATRIX TIMELINES 
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Archons Deception: inter-dimensional ultra/et/demonic games as the 
background to the asylum timelines maze 
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System Failure, time for Reset; the inevitable “SOFTWARE EXPIRE” 
within the Timelines quantum programming 
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Archon Invasion; the hordes have been here increasingly since the 70’s, 
80’s, 90’s and on   -so much for “natural” environs- 

In Stanley Kubrick 1980 film “The Shining”, the full season hotel 
manager when receiving Jack Torrance (Jack Nicholson)  

in his office to assume the off-season management, explains to him the 
raison d’etre for the resort hotel: 

‘THIS PLACE WAS CHOSEN FOR ITS REMOTENESS AND 
ITS SCENIC BEAUTY’ 
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-one of the reasons why some incoming et/ultra’s are here, 
dimensionally/cosmically remote and yes, scenic like a lot of big 

asylums- 

All the Rent-A-Body scams for ex disguised as “sell your soul to Satan”, 
etc, were actually part of THE INVASION ITSELF AS THE “WALK-
IN” phenomenon, whereby a person would get an exo-being either co-
inhabit or takeover and replace the existing identity body host. There was 
and is a variety of Walk-In techniques, be them plain old possession, split 
alter-personality partial takeover, occasional recurring hypnotic trance 
takeover, definitive clone replacement, you name it; this mass wave of 
exo-influx has been occurring since the early 70’s in increasing intensity, 
and so far only a moron would not realize it.  The current widespread 
MAC (“Most Abominable Celebrities”) syndrome, by which some 
satanic completely idiotic zombie robotic marionette is propelled into 
mass fame & rigged a success of absurdly disproportionate scale, is but 
the tip of the iceberg on the Walk-In phenomenon; it’s currently and 
actually now happening from the tip to the toe of the social 
ladder.   You do understand times are not exactly good, when you have 
these types roaming around Earth like seudo gods and goddesses of a 
manufactured media landscape made-for-robots; you are able to 
discern they represent one thing and one thing only, DOOM TIME.  The 
deja-vu of extinct planet Maldek (Tiamat), Mars, Atlantis, that is. 

EVEN OPTIMIST LEFT-WING GLOBALIST AGENDA NEIL 
YOUNG ALREADY BACK IN 1982 PENNED THE “TRANS” 

ALBUM PARADIGM TO COME 

He was indeed privy to some things in the works, you were not; that 
humans were being once again  

(like Atlantis the last time around)  re-engineered into a new class 
of Robot-Clone 6.6.6 version 

HOWEVER HE DIDN’T SEEM TO BE KOSHER WITH THE 
AGENDA: 
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“Said the Condor to the Preying Mantis, we’re gonna lose this place 
just like we lost Atlantis”  

(song “Like An Inca” from below “TRANS” album) 
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The music of the album “TRANS” was just awful, but the disclosure of 
the agenda was spot on 
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(song “Sample and Hold”): 

“Sample and Hold    Hair: Blonde    Eyes: Blue    Weight: 
110    Disposition: Even    Mood Code: Rotary Adjustable    I need a 
unit to sample and hold    But not the angry one    A new design, new 
design   We’ll send it out right away    Satisfaction guaranteed   Please 
specify    The color of skin and eye    We know you’ll be happy   Don’t 
hesitate to give us a call    We know you’ll be satisfied    When you 
energize    And see your unit come alive    Perfection in every 
details    Fabricated from    The curl of the hair    To the tip of the 
nail    Because our units never fail    We know you’ll be happy    I need 
a unit to sample and hold    But not the lonely one    A new design, new 
design    Perfection in every detail    New design” 

BEYONCE   ~~~   “OBEY at ONCE”! 

SEXUAL OVERPLAY AS THE ONLY SEUDO ‘HUMAN 
EMOTION’ (EMOTICON) LEFT, IF AT ALL 

“Everybody knows that the naked man and woman,  just a shining 
artifact of the past” 

(song “Everybody Knows” by Leonard Cohen – 1987) 
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Beyonce as copy-paste robot of the “Metropolis” old 1927 Fritz Lang 
film; not exactly anything ‘new’, you know… really but really old news 

KARDASHIAN  as  TRANSDASHIAN  as  NEW TRANS 3rd 
GENDER COMING 

By whom?: 

KARDASHIAN   ~~~   DRAK-ASHIAN   ~~~   DRAKO 

KARDASHIAN   ~~~   DRAKO – “ASH” – AI 

Calling for “ASH  WEDNESDAY”:   major End-Times Earth 
eruptions 

“As it was was in the times of Noah”:  Atlantis times of AI / 
Artificial Intelligence / human robot-clones 6.6.6 
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XP Support Ended: metaphor for the real “Matrix Expire” Ending 

http://windows.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/end-support-help 

Why…? Because the ancient Software is Expiring (“XP”- Sign of 
Constantine) 

Also called “CHI-RHO” Sign; only vocals are I  & O, just like 
in:  “WINDOWS XP” 

“XP” Sign carries the “Alpha & Omega” at each side; Start & End 
date of human software 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Windows_98 

Its preceding platform WINDOWS 98 was named after the year of its 
release, the only year in history fully encoding the 666…!: 

1998    =    666 + 666 + 666 

No, its not Windows or Microsoft that’s “evil”, this is all part of 
Patterns of Synchronicity greatly increasing towards the Omega Point,  

as prophezied thousands of years ago, as well as covert announcements 
of the agenda using highly publicized and widely used media 

EVIL ARE THE WHOLE 3D PHYSICAL QUANTUM 
COUNTERFEIT CREATIONS THEMSELVES AS 

MANUFACTURED BY DEMIURGES & ARCHONS  
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INTENDED TO BE “DIMENSIONAL ISLANDS “ISOLATED FROM 
THE TRUE CREATION FOR THE PURPOSE OF ENERGY 

HARVESTING AS PRISON 

MATRIXES DESIGNED FOR “TIMELINED” ETHERIC 
VAMPIRISM, ENERGY PARASITING OFF THE ORIGINAL 

PSIONIC BEINGS & HUMANS 
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“XP” or “Chi-Rho” Sign of Constantine 

 

“XP” Sign of Constantine to match Precession of the Equinoxes in St 
Peter’s Square, and the increasing quantum entanglement of the 
Timelines of 2 solar systems (represented at each side of the obelisk) 
intended to MERGE AS ONE at the center obelisk 

THIS “EXPIRE” INTO A “NEW GENESIS” INVOLVES THE 
CREATION OF A 3rd GENDER 

3rd WORLD WAR used for the mutation into an add-on new 3rd 
GENDER 

BRUCE  “JENNER”    ~~~    “PRODUCE  NEW  GENDER” 

And anybody who says ‘now wait a second…’, is publicly labeled a 
backwards bigot homophobic… 
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Bruce Jenner about to become a woman transgender in life, with his 
own TRANS AGENDA propaganda TV reality show to condition the 
masses of course, only that this Timeline seems to be crashing in an 
“Escalade” of catastrophic events (his black Cadillac Escalade towing 
a boat seen in the deadly crash news image) 

Best requiem tragic joke for the new Robot-Clone ZOMBIE 
APOCALYPSE in progress: 

“BEING CREMATED IS THEIR LAST HOPE FOR A SMOKING 
HOT BODY” 

(by the coming major volcanic eruptions to transpire on Earth) 
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“The Shining” masterpiece film’s famous yellow poster; throughout the 
movie Stanley Kubrick cleverly encoded the coming YELLOWSTONE 
ERUPTION which Nostradamus so obviously predicted in his C6Q97 
(more on this in coming articles) 

“Cause you were all yellow   I drew a line   I drew a line for you   Oh 
what a thing to do   And it was all yellow 

Your skin   Oh yeah your skin and bones” 

(Chris Martin of band Coldplay, singing their greatest song 
“YELLOW”) 
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NASA Sun and sunspot watch site; the Yellow precedes the Orange, 
keep on reading… to find out 

MAJOR VOLCANIC ERUPTIONS OF “ASH WEDNESDAY” 
CODE CAUSED BY SOMETHING BIGGER: 

METEOR/ASTEROID/COMET  IMPACTS AS THE 
RECURRING DOOMSDAY ROCKS 

(THIS THE VERY REAL REASON MOST BIG RELIGIONS ARE 
FOUNDED ON ROCKS & STONES, IT’S A DEJA-VU PROPHECY) 

On the next articles I will be addressing these events -and much more-, 
with stunning exact detail & specificity 

“COLDPLAY” IS PUN OF NEW MINI ICE AGE CAUSED BY LOW 
SUNSPOT CYCLE GREATLY AGGRAVATED BY LINGERING 

ASH CLOUDS 

(You may surmise that also more stringently newly designed 
“tailored for” the New Mini Ice Age robot-humans, can survive it) 
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YELLOW:  Batman logo 

 

Time mag covers; notice the YELLOW 

On the 1st link below, how Walter Cronkite on live TV in 
SEPTEMBER 11 of 1972 already announced the New Mini Ice Age: 
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http://newsbusters.org/blogs/julia-seymour/2015/03/05/and-thats-way-
it-was-1972-cronkite-warned-new-ice-age 

http://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2015/02/bad_news_for_warmists
_sun_has_entered_weakest_solar_cycle_in_a_century.html 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maunder_Minimum 

http://www.theregister.co.uk/2011/06/14/ice_age/ 

http://www.climatedepot.com/2014/06/29/scientists-and-studies-
predict-imminent-global-cooling-ahead-drop-in-global-temps-almost-a-

slam-dunk/ 

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/01/24/solar-lull-little-ice-age-sun-
scientists_n_4645248.html 

http://www.iceagenow.com/Sunspots_and_global_cooling.htm 

http://www.forbes.com/sites/peterferrara/2013/05/26/to-the-horror-of-
global-warming-alarmists-global-cooling-is-here/ 
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Robert W. Felix book “Not By Fire But By Ice”; a serious study on the 
sunspot cycles of the Sun 
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Robert W. Felix book: “Magnetic Reversals and Evolutionary Leaps” 
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Discover how warmists lied to create a global “carbon” tax scam to 
extract even more money from people to further finance the elite’s 
survival emergency SHTF cataclysms alternatives 

ALL THESE LOCAL SOLAR SYSTEM CYCLES HAVE 
AFFECTED ALL THE PLANETS IN THE FAR PAST, INCLUDING 

MARS OF COURSE; 

HOWEVER THIS IS BUT ONE “MINI” CYCLE OF A MUCH 
VASTER MEGA DEJA-VU TIMELINES CONVERGENCE 

INVOLVING OTHER  

“NIBIRU” APPROACHES AND THE ROCKS OF DOOM OR 
DOOMSDAY ROCKS 

THE NIBIRU SYSTEM IN MY OPINION IS ACTUALLY A 
PARALLEL TIMELINE SUN MERGING WITH OURS 

THE QUANTUM ENTANGLEMENT WITH OUR SOLAR SYSTEM 
INCREASING UNTIL IT BECOMES FULLY PHYSICAL IN THE 

NORMAL SENSE 

 

The Melting of the Timelines towards the Omega Point of Convergence 
Deja-Vu 
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WHY ON THE SECULAR IT’S CALLED “ROCK & ROLL”: 

“ROCK”     ~~~     DOOMSDAY  ROCKS  IMPACT 

“ROLL”     ~~~     POLE  SHIFT 

 

 

THIS IS WHY I AM AND WILL BE QUOTING AND 
REFERRING TO ROCK & ROLL MUSIC IN THIS SERIES 

They label all those who foresee these things as “fear porn” 
doomsday messengers, without realizing these thing are  
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clearly code-built into the essential foundational fabric of most big 
religions and most big popular art expressions, etc 

“Come on baby light my/your fire”…  (only you never knew what these 
subconscious puns were, now did ya’…?) 

Yes sir:    “GREAT BALLS OF FIRE” 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Great_Balls_of_Fire 

Yes sir:   “RING OF FIRE” 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ring_of_Fire_%28song%29 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ring_of_Fire 

(the famous volcanic tectonic  Pacific Ring of Fire) 
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Walk_the_Line 

NOTICE THE UPSIDE DOWN GUITAR HORNED SYMBOL AS 
NIBIRU THE PHOENIX BIRD 

NOTICE THE “T” SHAPED THEME AS SELF EVIDENT PUN 
OF THE CROSS 

OF COURSE JOAQUIN PHOENIX PLAYED JOHNNY CASH 
OF THE FAMOUS “RING OF FIRE” SONG 

RED PHOENIX BIRD DIES IN FIRE & RESURRECTS:    

PUN OF HUMANITY’S NEXT BUT SAME-OLD SAME-OLD 
RECURRING SAGA JUST AROUND THE BEND 
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Bohemian Grove:  the ritual of Cremation of Care under the Owl   -
heard of that word “CARE” lately…?- 
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Magma Mama…! (caption from another article in this blog) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uzk1uqxpfoY 

(Woody Harrelson as a radio broadcaster at the Yellowstone Super 
Caldera Super Dome eruption) 

NOTICE HIS HANDS UP LIKE BEYONCE & JAY-Z IN ICELAND 

(Iceland of course was where a major eruption last took place in 2010, 
disrupting air travel in Europe for a week) 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2010_eruptions_of_Eyjafjallaj%C3%B6kul
l 

 

The Orange events start in Yellowstone, to begin with 
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3D World War Z 

Literally “to die for” Archonic satanism at play; covertly announcing 
secret mega disasters… 

Beyonce allegedly comes from the Third Ward in Houston, this why she 
staged this “Miss 3rd Ward” prop; however as she has been extensively 
used as satanic marionette to simply serve as a media carrier of Archonic 
messages (Demiurgic propaganda to manufacture a consent) or as covert 
announcements for things to come, this apparently innocent referral to an 
autobiographical memory is nothing of the sort, but also another satanic 
announcement in a long litany of such. 

“MISS 3rd WARD”   ~~~   “MISS 3rd WORLD WAR” 

Since she is married to the rapper JAY-Z, then the film “World War Z” 
ties both: 

JAY-Z   ~~~   WORLD WAR Z   ~~~   WORLD WAR 3   ~~~   3rd 
WARD 

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/barackobama/9817423/Ob
amas-on-fire-sings-Alicia-Keys-at-presidents-inauguration-ball.html 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ALICE_%28accelerator%29 

LOOK FOR THE “ALICE ACCELERATOR”, PART OF THE 
GLOBAL PARTICLE ACCELERATOR PROJECTS 
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Alicia Keys sings “OBAMA’S ON FIRE” at his 2nd presidential term 
inaugural ball 

 

ALICE experiment within the LHC itself, as well  *(CLICK TO 
ENLARGE)* 

http://www.zimbio.com/Liu+Bolin/articles/LWc1kBwg5MS/Liu+Bolin
+Chinese+Artist+Unveils+Burning+Man 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OQeIwwxFnoI 

On Obama’s visit to China in 2009, artist Liu Bolin unveiled his 
“OBAMA BURNING MAN” sculpture 
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HIDDEN MESSAGE:  UNDER HIS TERM THESE MAJOR 
TERRIBLE EVENTS WOULD BEGIN TO TRANSPIRE 

When…? As announced in the ‘artwork’ below, during Obama 2nd 
term’s 4th Quarter: 

 

*(CLICK TO ENLARGE)* caption from a previous article in this blog 

The above caption from another article in this blog shows an Obama 
sculpture as burning man; this means Yellowstone eruption.  Underneath 
it is the famus poster for the film “Catching Fire; the Hunger Games” 
starring actress JENNIFER LAWRENCE, who of course in order to 
reinforce the secret Archonic announcement of the Orange events 
initiated by the Yellowstone Super Dome eruption, had to engage in a 
much publicized relationship with none other than CHRIS MARTIN of 
COLDPLAY.  But of course, Closeau…  Meaning what, Watson…?: 
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“COLDPLAY BY CATCHING FIRE” 

SIGNALED AS CHRIS MARTIN OF BAND COLDPLAY 
TWINNED WITH JENNIFER LAWRENCE OF FILM 

CATCHING FIRE 

NEW MINI ICE AGE BY ASH CLOUDS OF YELLOWSTONE 
MEGA ERUPTION 

While most of the food crops die so the Hunger Games begin… 

NOTICE THE “NWO”  (NEW WORLD ORDER)  EMBEDDED IN 
“SNOW“ 

 

President Snow played by Donald Sutherland in the series “The Hunger 
Games”, tying it to “Snowpiercer” 

 

 

THIS IS WHY THERE IS A LOT OF SNOW IN THE FILM 
“CATCHING FIRE; THE HUNGER GAMES” 

MUCH OF ITS PLOT HAPPENS ON A SUPER FAST 
ADVANCED FUTURE TRAIN 
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JUST LIKE THE ENTIRE PLOT OF THE FILM 
“SNOWPIERCER” ALSO HAPPENS ON A SUPER FAST 

ADVANCED FUTURE TRAIN 

At the front tip of which lies its SACRED ENGINE 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EAzGXqJSDJ8  (“Catching Fire: 
the Hunger Games” trailer) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nX5PwfEMBM0  (“Snowpiercer” 
trailer) 

 

Film “Snowpiercer” concept art; THE SACRED ENGINE; a not so 
well disguised ref to the LHC/Large Hadron Collider 

 

LHC Large Hadron Collider project in Geneve (“New Genesis”) as the 
“Snowpiercer” film’s Sacred Engine 

It’s nearly impossible to miss the connection between the train in the film 
“Snowpiercer” as the train in the film “Catching Fire; the Hunger 
Games” with the concept of a SURVIVING TIMELINE, quantum 
manufactured by the LHC Large Hadron Collider project in conjunction 
with several other accelerators.  The moving trains at high speed are the 
metaphor for the “God Particle” ACCELERATOR; you really need to be 
absent-minded not to catch on to this, because quite frankly, it’s rather 
blunt.  The entire Demiurgic process of a “New Genesis” from both the 
Matrix Expire paradigm as in the human software expiring and the Deja-
Vu of Timelines Convergence in catastrophic Omega Point recursiveness 
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about to hit a “play” moment, along with the New Mini Ice Age and all 
the rest of it, speak of fully Archonic styled processes of Emergency 
Reset of the 3D Matrix Timelines, just about to transpire.  Intending to 
guarantee a CONTINUATION under new templates of re-creation –THE 
TIMELINES FOR THE FEW ELITES, MADE TO “JUMP OVER” THE 
CATASTROPHIC TIMELINES OF THE REST, MANIPULATION OF 
TIMELINES–. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_Wide_Web 

Tim Berners-Lee was not the inventor nor the creator of the internet 
which was an american declassified technology;  

AT CERN IN GENEVE HE WAS ASSIGNED THE TASK OF 
DEVELOPING THE URL PROTOCOL BY WHICH WE GOT THE 

“WWW.COM”  

*THIS ENCODED SOMETHING ELSE, AN ANNOUNCEMENT OF 
THE NEW HUMAN ROBOT/CLONE 6.6.6 VERSION* 

In Hebrew alphabet the V is same as the W, and since this alphabet was 
alphanumeric (both letter & number) the V/W carried the No. 6: 

W   W   W 

6     6     6 

The covert announcement for this Archonic agenda, has been effected 
via many covers: 

“We   Were   Warned” 
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“We Were Warned” motto in the poster for the film “2012” 

 

All Bar Codes embed symmetrically the 666 

 

6×6 Magic Square of the Sun and No. 666  *(CLICK TO ENLARGE)* -
caption from another article in this blog- 
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The 3D Matrix Timelines converging via increased Quantum 
Entanglement and Synchronicity are many, both scattered throughout the 
Solar System’s long cataclysmic “history” as well as throughout its 
parallel Binary objects, such as the Nibiru system and its Trail of Doom 
objects, which seemed to have been “locked” away from the current Earth 
Timelines, but is about to be “merged” by opening the StarGate-Portals 
thus their Timelines now merging unto the Sun’s.  Some have suspected 
this is the Opening of the Bottomless Pit prophesied in Apoc/Rev, others 
even suggesting this is to be effected via the Particle Accelerator projects 
such as the LHC / Large Hadron Collider in Geneva (“New Genesis”), 
etc.  My very personal contribution to the paradigm lies in the 
understanding and decoding of the NUMERIC multi-dimensional or 
Etheric aspect of the quantum Grids, which involves the progression of 
Magic Squares as Keys to the Matrixes, from the 3×3 Magic Square of 
Saturn to the 6×6 Magic Square of the Sun  –THIS ONE 
REPRESENTING THE QUANTUM ENTANGLED YET “PARALLEL 
TIMELINED” (ISOLATED) SYSTEM ABOUT TO BE MERGED 
WITH THE CURRENT SUN’S TIMELINE–. The caption shown right 
above (from another previous article in this blog) is the real decoding I 
arrived to many years ago all by myself, concerning the true meaning of 
the famous Apoc/Rev 13:18 prophecy of the “666”, having everything to 
do with Demiurgic Science & Technology and the Manipulation of 
Timelines into a “New Genesis”, including the technologies of cloning 
and robotization (Android).  Shown right below is a further clarified code 
I discovered years ago in relation to the same 666 code, but involving the 
number “144” as the obvious ref to the Speed of Light which is a 144 
harmonic; WHAT THIS MEANS IS THAT THE PARTICLE 
ACCELERATORS PROJECTS ARE ATTEMPTING TO SPEED UP 
STRANGE OR EXOTIC PARTICLES TO THE SPEED OF LIGHT 
POINT, MAKING THEM COLLIDE IN ORDER TO CREATE A NEW 
“BIG-BANG” AND CHANGE TIMES & PHYSICS (“Times & Law”, 
as in the famous Book of Daniel prophecy).  Keep in mind the Great 
Pyramid at Giza was originally covered with 144,000 shiny polished 
encasing stones. 
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When the usual suspect types of retarded moronic scam cults & religions 
of theocratic/fundamentalist slant teach like for ex the WatchTower org 
(Jehovah’s Witnesses) that Daniel’s prophecy of the Beast attempting the 
Change the Time & the Law was merely the Vatican producing its Julian 
Calendar centuries ago to rule the world, you cannot help but conclude 
that some people are either totally demented or at the very least they are 
full blown idiot goons willing to  believe the most pathetic miniature-
minded interpretations, their brains stuck on a bubble of Medieval lack 
of awareness unable to grasp the enormity of what is at at play (the 
agenda for a “New Genesis”)  -ridiculously obsessing about soap opera 
styled petty political world strugglesm which have alwats been and 
always will be and have nothing to do the stunning prophecy about 
“Times & Law” as Changing Timelines and Physics-.  But then again, if 
you are as naive or as ignorant not to know that the WatchTower org for 
ex was founded by the Rothschild cabal to slowly condition the feeble 
minds of the masses into accepting the New World Order as idolatry of a 
seudo jahvic “Government Body”, than you just deserve what’s coming. 
It indeed was created to the express agenda, intending to carve a niche of 
New World Order adherents within Christianity, only that these would be 
“sleeper” believers in the meantime hypnotized by the Jehovah’s 
Governing Body scam; at the proper final time, they would be ‘activated” 
into transferring this adherence directly into the New World Order itself, 
in classic mind control long-term methodology.  While on the other hand 
maybe some of them are actually just role-playing the naive retard, 
but actually were & are agents for the agenda, maybe even of actual 
et/ultra origin was Walk-In’s. By contrast, in this series of articles you 
are accessing the real true Gnostic knowledge of very advanced nature 
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which has been painfully transmitted throughout millennia, concerning 
these crucial “Future-Shock” things, being embedded in spiritual 
traditions of very old, part of convoluted TimeLoop processes, some of 
them finding their way into oxoteric religious traditions here & there, as 
is the case with the prophecies addressed.  Below you will begin to see 
how complex is the multi-dimensional science involved, this the true 
context behind the prophecies. 

 

Magic Squares progression  *(CLICK TO ENLARGE)* 

As always in Universal Standard English Gematria  (a=1, b=2, …, 
z=26): 

[CHRIS=57] + [MARTIN=75]  =  132  =  66+66 

[JENNIFER=81] + [LAWRENCE]  =  162 

[ CHRIS MARTIN + JENNIFER LAWRENCE ]   =   294 

No. 294 OR 492 IS CRUCIAL KEY IN THE “ALPHA & OMEGA” 
END-TIMES MATRIX (NEXT ARTICLES WILL EXTENSIVELY 

COVER THIS) 

BECAUSE THE LOCAL MATRIX TIMELINES ARE ORIGINATED IN 
SATURN (CHRONOS) WITH THE 3×3 MAGIC SQUARE OF SATURN 
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-EVIDENCE SUGGESTS EVEN THE SPECIFIC DOOM DATES 
THEMSELVES ARE SYNCHRONIC RESONANT TO THIS No. 294 OR 

492- 

 

Matrix originating 3×3 Magic Square of Saturn 

By Notarikon (1st & lat initials): 

CHRIS  MARTIN     &     JENNIFER  LAWRENCE 

{ CM/SN  =  49  =  Clone }    &    { JL/RE  =  45  =  Games } 

49 + 45   =   94 

The encoding clearly implies that: 

“Hunger Games” theme means a game of hunger & danger the 
clones (humans) are made to play by the Archons 

“COLDPLAY CATCHING FIRE”  =  126 

(the famous “1260 Days” code of Apoc/Rev for the either the 
Tribulation or the Antichrist periods) 
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* MEANS COLDPLAY (MINI ICE AGE) BY CATCHING FIRE 
(WORLDWIDE VOLCANISM ASH CLOUDS)* 

 

Long dead Egyptian actress Zubaida Tharwat & Jennifer Lawrence; the 
rave on the internet concerning this way too striking similarity 

 

Zubaida Tharwat &Jennifer Lawrence side-by-side facial recognition 
match 

We easily realize that the encoding has been very meticulous and it 
encompasses the major paradigm events at play: 

COLDPLAY   =   88   =   EXODUS   =   FRANCISCO   =   VLADI
MIR 

MEANING THE PLANETARY EXODUS THEME OCCURS 
WITHIN THE TIME FRAME OF THESE TOP WORLDWIDE 

FIGURES  

(POPE FRANCIS I OR FRANCISCO I IN HIS SPANISH 
ARGENTINIAN LANGUAGE, AND VLADIMIR PUTIN) 

Let’s now look into the film series title “The Hunger Games”: 

“HUNGER GAMES”   =   118   =   ERUPTION 
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HUNGER  =  73  =  STONE    /    (the doomsday space rocks) 

GAMES  =  45  =  REV    /    (the Apocalypse Revelation of the 
Doomsday Rocks) 

Thus  “HUNGER GAMES”  means  “STONE REVELATION” 

“… I was just guessing at numbers and figures 
Pulling the puzzles apart 

Questions of science, science and progress… 

…Tell me your secrets and ask me your questions 
Oh, let’s go back to the start 

Running in circles, coming up tails…” 

(song “The Scientist” by band Coldplay, ostensibly their best known 
song) 

HIDDEN THEME…?:  CIVILIZATIONS & PLANETS IN ALPHA & 
OMEGA RECURRING DEJA-VU TIMELINES OF DOOM 

EGYPT = 73 = CORNER = STONE = COUNT = NUMBER = 
BRITAIN = UNITED = KINGDOM = CROWN 
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THIS TRIANGLE HAND SIGN IS FOR THE “A” LETTER OF 
THE ARCHONS (THE DEMIURGIC DEMONS) 

as announcement for the Opening of the StarGate-Portal for a 
“New Genesis” (satanic Archonic re-creation) 

 

 

 

THE DIFFERENCE IS THOSE PREVIOUS MAC (“Most Abominable 
Celebrities”) CELEBRATE THE COMING 

DEATH BY ANNOUNCING THE  

ARCHONIC SATANIC “NEW GENESIS” VIA EARTH 
DEPOPULATION/ROBOTIZATION, WHILE STANLEY KUBRICK 

WAS DENOUNCING IT 
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PHOENIX BIRD (NIBIRU) COMES THROUGH SATURN’S 
RING 

Against the background context of “Going-Black” ritual 

WHAT THIS MEANS IS THAT THE NIBIRU TIMELINES 
MATRIX GRID  (THE WATCHTOWER) 

“MERGES” OR “COMES INTO” THE SOLAR SYSTEM 
TIMELINES MATRIX GRID RUN BY SATURN 

*This is what Opening the StarGate-Portal means* 

In turn this means that “God” as roleplayed by the Anunnaki of 
Nibiru (passing off as God) 

merges into ONE with “Satan” as in the Saturn Matrix of Time 
(Chronos) 

This is their ‘theology’, that God & Satan are ONE, they thus play 
both Good & Evil simultaneously 

THIS IS WHAT SATANISM IS, NOT JUST ONE SIDE BUT 
BOTH GOOD & EVIL SIDES “AS ONE” 

(I HAVE EXPLAINED THIS SEVERAL TIMES IN THIS BLOG AS 
WELL AS IN MY OLDER BLOG) 
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This is what the anointing title “The One” in recent delusional 
Messianic black politics really means in disguise, it’s black magic 

applied en-masse scale within the context of a certain 
satanic Alchemy  -elemental transmutations of White to Black, etc- 

 

*(CLICK TO ENLARGE)*  caption from another article in this blog 

The “Going Black” ritual staged via politics, reflects this satanic 
double “White/Black” Janus ‘theology’ 

THUS, THE “BIRTH” OF NEW GENESIS MUST COME 
THROUGH “DEATH” GENOCIDE, IN THEIR TWISTED 

‘THEOLOGY’ 

-Not just a little psychotic, but full blown psychopathic to the 
hilt:  terminally mad demons- 

 

How magma erupts 
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Yellowstone super dome caldera 

 

We will now see how the Yellowstone Eruption  was very openly 
encoded by Nostradamus: 

NOSTRADAMUS AND THE YELLOWSTONE ERUPTION 

YELLOWSTONE PARK’S NORTHERN BORDER AREA IN THE 
GEOGRAPHIC 45 DEGREES PARALLEL  (BORDER 

OF WYOMING & MONTANA) 

WHILE ITS WESTERN BORDER RUNS ALONGSIDE THE 111 
DEGREES MERIDIAN  (BORDER OF WYOMING & IDAHO) 
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Yellowstone park located at 45 degrees North 

 

Yellowstone’s northern border runs along the 45 parallel 
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45 degree parallel in the USA 

 

Nostradamus C6Q97 ref to Yellowstone Caldera eruption 

CENTURY 6 QUATRAIN 97  or  C6Q97 

(as always in Universal Standard English Gematria / a=1, b=2, …, 
z=25): 

C   6   Q   97 

3   6   17  97 

The two central numbers:     [  6+17  =  23  =  W  ] 

The two last single digit numbers:     [  9+7  =  16  =  P  ] 

Thus we have:     C W P 
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Which means:  Caldera Wyoming Park      ~~~     Yellowstone Park 
Wyoming Caldera 

OF THE 7+ BILLION PEOPLE IN THIS PLANET… AM I THE 
ONLY ONE WHO COULD FIGURE THIS SIMPLEST OF 

RIDDLES…?! 

“A HUGE SCATTERED FLAME LEAPS UP” IS SELF-
EVIDENTLY A MEGA ERUPTION 

 How dumb have people become that they can’t decode such a clear 
pretty much in-your-face prophecy such as this…? 

“WHEN THEY WANT TO HAVE PROOF OF THE NORMANS” 

Originally Salt Lake City as the city of the Mormons was named “New 
Salt Lake City” probably intending to come across as a “New 

Jerusalem”: 

“New City”  refers to  “Salt Lake City” 

“Normans” refers to the “Mormons” 
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Yellowstone seismic stations   *(CLICK TO ENLARGE)* 

The synchronic ‘vicinity’ in ‘time’ of this theme appears via former 
2012 pres candidate Mitt Romney who is a Mormon 

Romney was the 1st major party Mormon presidential hopeful in 
history. Is a  conspiracy angle suggested via the “want to have proof of”, 
i.e. is something NOT RIGHT with the Yellowstone Eruption…?; 
besides, the University of Utah has a most renown seismology 
department, with seismic stations monitoring precisely the Yellowstone 
area (see above image). 

However Nostradamus “New City” riddle also spectacularly pinpoints 
the 111 degree MERIDIAN of Yellowstone 

(since New York City today is the most prominent city with that “New” 
name): 

NEW YORK   =   111 

This double pun also echoes the catastrophe meme, as New York was 
the place where 911 occurred 

YET WITH OUTSTANDING ECONOMY, THIS VERY “111” 
NUMBER PRECISELY ENCODES THE WEST BORDER OF 

YELLOWSTONE, 

AS WELL AS ONE OF UTAH’S EASTERN BORDERS WHICH 
CONTINUES THIS SAME 111 DEGREE MERIDIAN TO THE 

SOUTH   

(PASSING VERY CLOSE TO… SALT LAKE CITY):  THUS “NEW 
YORK” & “SALT LAKE CITY” ARE INTERTWINED VIA 

GEMATRIA 
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Utah on the 111 degree meridian  *(CLICK TO ENLARGE)* 

Below you see how there is indeed a clear Gematria number pattern 
inherent to the names of these 3 states bordering Yellowstone 

(resonant to the triangular “111” number): 

222    =    “A  WYOMING  IDAHO  MONTANA” 

Furthermore we see now how 2 of these 3 states have a Gematria value 
exactly matching the apocalyptic Patmos Island code: 

WYOMING  IDAHO     =     143     =     PATMOS ISLAND 

The apocalyptic resonance doesn’t stop there, as when multiplying the 
Parallel x Meridian and adding its double digits we get the “144” 

number: 

( 45  degree Parallel  &  111 degree Meridian ) 
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45  x  111   =   4995    ~~~    49+95  =  144 

This is reinforced by another resonance, when factoring in the “N” 
(North) precision into the 45 degree Parallel: 

45 N   =   59   =   ISLAND 

EERILY PINPOINTING THE FAMOUS FRANK ISLAND 
IN YELLOWSTONE LAKE 

http://yellowstonewiki.com/wiki/Frank_Island 

 

Frank Island is the biggest most prominent island in Yellowstone Lake: 
we will see in further articels this was Stanley Kubrick’s rather obvious 
way of covertly telling you that he meant Yellowstone   *(CLICK TO 
ENLARGE)* 
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In this article series I will show how 2 islands mark the location of 2 
of the MAJOR EVENTS of the End Times listed above 

–Frank Island in Yellowstone Lake is one of them, marking the 
Yellowstone Super Dome Caldera Eruption– 

This Nostradamus C6Q97 notorious prophecy matches the mysterious 
No. 42 in  Kubrick’s film “The Shining”; with his extraordinary 

powers of observation and sky high IQ, did Kubrick realize this 
quatrain was about Yellowstone and embedded this “42″ match as 

clue?: 

C6Q97 

C+6+Q+9+7   =   42 

While a countdown sequence is suggested by the total 123 when adding 
up the “97” in full: 

C+6+Q+97   =   123 

The name “FRANK” peculiarly suggests the theme of the “New 
Genesis ” –global technological creation of a new android human 

hybrid– at play now: 

“FRANK”    ~~~    “FRANKENSTEIN” 

Share this: 

 

 


